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Robots Without Faces: Non-Verbal Social Human-Robot Interaction
Cindy L. Bethel
ABSTRACT
Non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression are essential for naturalistic so-
cial interaction in robots that are designed to be functional and lack expressive faces (appearance-
constrained) such as those used in search and rescue, law enforcement, and military applications.
This research identifies five main methods of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression (body
movement, posture, orientation, color, and sound). From the psychology, computer science, and
robotics literature a set of prescriptive recommendations was distilled for the appropriate non-
facial and non-verbal affective expression methods for each of three proximity zones of interest
(intimate: contact – 0.46 m, personal: 0.46 – 1.22 m, and social: 1.22 – 3.66 m). These recommen-
dations serve as design guidelines for adding retroactively affective expression through software
with minimal or no physical modifications to a robot or designing a new robot. This benefits both
the human-robot interaction (HRI) and robotics communities.
A large-scale, complex human-robot study was conducted to verify these design guidelines
using 128 participants, and four methods of evaluation (self-assessments, psychophysiological
measures, behavioral observations, and structured interviews) for convergent validity. The study
was conducted in a high-fidelity, confined-space simulated disaster site with all robot interactions
performed in the dark. This research investigated whether the use of non-facial and non-verbal
affective expression provided a mechanism for naturalistic social interaction between a functional,
appearance-constrained robot and the human with which it interacted.
As part of this research study, the valence and arousal dimensions of the Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) were validated for use as an assessment tool for future HRI human-robot stud-
ies. Also presented is a set of practical recommendations for designing, planning, and executing
xi
a successful, large-scale complex human-robot study using appropriate sample sizes and multiple
methods of evaluation for validity and reliability in HRI studies.
As evidenced by the results, humans were calmer with robots that exhibited non-facial and
non-verbal affective expressions for social human-robot interactions in urban search and rescue
applications. The results also indicated that humans calibrated their responses to robots based on
their first robot encounter.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The world is constantly evolving and changing and as a result, advances in technology are
essential. It is inevitable that robots will become a part of our daily lives; therefore it is impera-
tive that roboticists determine how these robots will interact in a socially appropriate manner with
humans. There has been a strong focus on building better and more reliable robots, developing
more complex behaviors, and improving the intelligence capabilities of these robots; however
there also needs to be concerted effort put forth to determine the impact of these developments
on the humans who will either be operating or interacting with these robots. It is essential that the
robotics community devote effort and resources to ensure safe and appropriate social interactions
with these robots. This can be accomplished through human-robot studies using proper design and
evaluation methods to reveal where the current state of the technology excels and where it needs
modification or improvement. It is expected that soon there will be a robot in every home.
This chapter begins with the primary and secondary research questions being investigated as
part of this thesis, in Section 1.1. It will discuss in Section 1.2, the importance of using non-facial
and non-verbal affective expression. Section 1.3 describes how non-facial and non-verbal affec-
tive expression can be used for robot-assisted victim assessment in the urban search and rescue
domain. In Section 1.4 details are provided on how psychophysiology measures can be used to
evaluate humans’ responses to robots. Contributions of this research are presented in Section 1.5.
An outline of the organization of this thesis is presented in Section 1.6.
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1.1 Research Question
The primary research question that this work addresses is:
Can the use of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression provide a mechanism for natu-
ralistic social interaction between a functional, appearance-constrained robot and the human with
which it is interacting?
Appearance-constrained robots are used in different applications, such as search and rescue,
law enforcement, and military. Because of the types of uses for these robots, they often interact
with humans and therefore the development of a naturalistic social interface would allow the ro-
bots to complete their tasks in an improved manner. In search and rescue applications, a natural-
istic social interaction through non-facial and non-verbal affective expression will reduce stress
levels and keep victims calm until assistance can arrive. In the case of military and law enforce-
ment applications, the robots tend to attract the attention of those nearby, which could impede the
operations of the robot. In those cases, the robot would need to exhibit an aggressive behavior to
keep people at a distance so that it can be utilized in a manner required to accomplish the task at
hand. This has been true for the robots used in Iraq and Afghanistan where children are fascinated
by the robots and want to approach them. In that situation the robot would need to display an ag-
gressive affective expression to keep the children away from the robot so they will be safe and the
robot can accomplish its task.
This research question brings up additional questions that need to be addressed. Those ques-
tions are as follows:
• What methods of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression can be used for a naturalistic
social interaction in appearance-constrained robots? – This is addressed in Chapter 3 through
the development of a set of prescriptive recommendations in which body movements, pos-
tures, orientation, illuminated color, and sound are the recommended methods.
• Does the distance between the human and the robot with which it is interacting impact the
types and appropriateness of the non-facial and non-verbal method of affective expression
utilized? – From the literature and observations discussed in Chapter 3, distance can influence
which non-facial and non-verbal methods are most appropriate to use. These guidelines are
presented in a set of prescriptive recommendations.
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• Is it possible to implement these non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expressions
on an appearance-constrained robot without designing a new robot or making physical mod-
ifications on the robot? – The approach for this is discussed in Chapter 3. Through the use of
the prescriptive recommendations discussed in Chapter 3 it is possible to implement non-fa-
cial and non-verbal affective expressions through software adaptation on different types of
robots. For the purposes of this research, the implementations were programmed into an Inuk-
tun Extreme-VGTV (Inuktun) and an iRobot PackBot Scout (Packbot). These concepts can be
applied to other types of appearance-constrained, non-anthropomorphic and anthropomorphic
robots.
• Is it possible to evaluate through sound experimental methods the effectiveness of the non-
facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression in appearance-constrained robots? – A
major issue in HRI research studies is the lack of metrics and measurements to evaluate the
impacts of these types of social interactions using an appropriate sample size to represent the
population being studied. A goal of this research is to utilize multiple methods of evaluation
for convergent validity, incorporate psychophysiological measures to assess participant arousal
responses, use an appropriate number of participants to effectively evaluate the methods (see
Chapter 4), perform in-depth statistical analysis, and present any statistically significant results
(see Chapter 5).
This research is a comprehensive investigation into the use of non-facial and non-verbal af-
fective expression as a method of naturalistic social interaction in non-anthropomorphic and ap-
pearance-constrained robots. The application domain used for this investigation is robot-assisted
search and rescue; however the results will be applicable to other domains such as military, law en-
forcement, education, service, and entertainment applications. It is expected that the results from
this study will benefit not only the HRI community but also the robotics community as a whole.
1.2 Why Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affective Expression?
The use of affective expression and social interaction is an emerging area of importance in
robotics, with the focus historically on facial expressions and/or animal mimicry (Bethel and Mur-
phy, 2006a), (Breazeal, 2002), (Can˜amero and Fredslund, 2000), (Fong, Nourbakhsh, and Dauten-
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hahn, 2003), (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Scheeff et al., 2000). However, a large number of mobile
robots currently in use for applications such as search and rescue, law enforcement, and military
are not anthropomorphic, do not have any method of projecting facial expressions, and cannot be
re-engineered to explicitly support affective expression. This poses significant challenges as to
how these appearance-constrained robots will support naturalistic human-robot interaction (Bethel
and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
Appearance-constrained robots are not engineered to be anthropomorphic and do not have the
ability to exhibit facial expressions or make eye contact. Appearance constraints stem from either
the limitations of the application or from economics. Mobility is a major limitation; for example,
uneven terrain may drive the use of tracks instead of using anthropomorphic legs. Power and plat-
form size are two other limitations; robots such as those for operation in highly confined spaces
may not have enough space or on-board power to add facial features. Extra effectors may interfere
with the mission (e.g., snag on wires or overhangs) or decrease reliability (e.g., dust breaking the
effectors). The environment itself may limit affect, for example, low or unconstrained lighting may
prevent the viewing of avatars on screens. In terms of economics, in many cases manufacturers
and organizations have already developed and invested large amounts of money into their robot
designs and it would not be practical to alter the robot’s physical appearance to produce a more
naturalistic social interaction.
While facial displays have been the most common mechanism for expressing affect for ro-
bots in general, some roboticists have used body movement (Breazeal, 2002), (Breazeal and Fitz-
patrick, 2000), (Breazeal, 2004), (Maeda, 1999), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), (Shimokawa and
Sawaragi, 2001), posture (Breazeal, 2002), (Scheeff et al., 2000), (Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000),
(Breazeal, 2004), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), orientation (Breazeal, 2002), (Breazeal and Fitz-
patrick, 2000), (Breazeal, 2004), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons, 2002), (Nourbakhsh, Kunz,
and Willeke, 2003), color (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), (Sugano and Ogata, 1996), and sound
(Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000), (Breazeal, 2004), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons, 2002),
(Nourbakhsh, Kunz, and Willeke, 2003), as either the primary method of expression or to provide
affective expression redundancy. These applications were developed mostly for educational and/or
entertainment purposes. Although facial expression has been shown to be quite effective in the ex-
pression of affect, some researchers feel that body movement and posture may reveal underlying
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emotions that might be hidden otherwise (Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000), (Argyle, 1975), (Bull,
1987), (Fast, 1970), (Picard, 1997).
The impact of spatial distances on body movement, posture, orientation, color, and sound in
robotics has been acknowledged by several roboticists but has not been codified (Mizoguchi et
al., 1997), (Bickmore and Picard, 2004), (Dautenhahn, Ogden, and Quick, 2002), (Fincannon et
al., 2004). In the psychology community, spatial distances between individuals socially interact-
ing (proxemics) is divided into four main categories: intimate (contact – 0.46 m), personal (0.46
– 1.22 m), social (1.22 – 3.66 m) and public (3.66 m and beyond). Argyle (1975) and Fast (1970)
describe personal space to be the area that individuals must have surrounding them to feel com-
fortable, safe, and protected. Based on experiments conducted by Argyle (1975) and Fast (1970),
if an individual or object intrudes into the personal space of another it will produce a discomfort
response from the person whose personal space was invaded.
This research focuses on the use of affective expression in non-anthropomorphic and appear-
ance-constrained robots for human-robot interactions occurring within three meters of each other
(Bethel and Murphy, 2006a). Most social interactions occur within this distance range. It is partic-
ularly motivated by a study conducted by Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen (2004) in using man-
packable robots to act as a surrogate presence for doctors tending to trapped victims, but it is ex-
pected to be applicable to any close human-robot interaction (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel
and Murphy, 2008). The study identifies how the robot will interact with the victim as one of the
four major open research issues (Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen, 2004). They noted that the ro-
bots operating within three meters of the simulated victims were perceived as “creepy” and not
reassuring (see Figure 1) (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
In each of these cases, the robots were operated in highly confined spaces and the addition
of “faces” or other devices might interfere with the critical attribute of mobility. Another source
of motivation is Fincannon et al. (2004), where rescue workers working within three meters of a
small tank-like robot during breaching operations expected it to follow social conventions despite
the robot’s non-anthropomorphic appearance. Therefore, three meters appears to be a reasonable,
though empirical, radius for considering human-robot interaction in search and rescue applica-
tions.
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Figure 1. Illustration of two particpants’ responses and their views of the robots. Their responses
visibly show they were not comfortable with the robots with which they were interacting. The top
left is a participant’s response to the Inuktun pictured in the top right. The bottom left image is a
participant’s response to the Packbot pictured on the bottom right.
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The robots used for this research were the Inuktun Extreme-VGTV and the iRobot Packbot
Scout displayed in Figure 2, which are robots used in actual urban search and rescue operations.
In rescue responses these robots are typically tele-operated for better control and to be able to
navigate in uncertain environments as found in disaster situations. The Inuktun has a tether for
power and for robot retrieval; however the Packbot is controlled through wireless technology.
The Inuktun robot is less than half the size of the Packbot and is much more maneuverable espe-
cially in confined spaces. In comparison the Packbot, is more powerful, and its larger size affords
it the ability to overcome larger obstacles. Both robots are considered polymorphic because they
have the ability to change their shape. The Inuktun can transform from a flat position, low to the
ground, to a triangular shape that can be used to overcome obstacles. The camera face rotates so
that the robot can be used to inspect surrounding areas for damage and for victim assessment. The
Packbot can raise from its flat position to what is termed a “crab” position where it raises onto its
flippers to pull itself over obstacles. Additionally, the Packbot can reverse its flippers and raise the
back of its body so that its camera face can scan downwards to look in grates or locations below its
camera level for inspection purposes. Overall they serve different purposes, but both can be very
useful in search and rescue responses; hence the reason for selecting them for use in this research.
Figure 2. Images of the iRobot Packbot Scout and the Inuktun Extreme-VGTV. The Packbot is
on the left and Inuktun is on the right. Both robots are examples of shapeshifting or polymorphic
robots.
Military applications are another domain in which the robots are appearance-constrained. As
part of those applications the robots can be used to locate and interact with soldiers injured in bat-
tle. Additionally, there are applications in which the military is requested to assist with search and
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rescue in natural and/or man-made disasters. In those situations the robots would still need to in-
teract with victims as they are located in traumatized states. An in-depth discussion of military
applications is beyond the scope of this particular research. The focus of this work is the area of
search and rescue applications; however the principles can apply to these other applications.
This research synthesizes the cognitive literature on affective expression (theory) and the les-
sons learned from the robot implementations (practice) to date to generate a prescriptive mapping
of which non-facial and non-verbal expressions are appropriate in close operation. Although non-
anthropomorphic affective features are being used by roboticists, the choice of features for a par-
ticular application is ad hoc and so this mapping will contribute to the formalization of the use
of affect in robotics (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008). These recommen-
dations form a multi-modal system of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression that can be
useful in any type of social robotic application (anthropomorphic and non-anthropomorphic). In
addition, the prescriptive mapping can guide the addition of appropriate, and economical, affec-
tive expression simply through software control, with minimal or no physical changes to the robot
(Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
1.3 Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Methods of Affective Expression as Applied to Robot-As-
sisted Victim Assessment
In a world where disasters appear to be prevalent, either from terrorists’ activities or natural
causes, there is an increasing need for the use of search and rescue robots to socially interact with
survivors and to act as a virtual presence for emergency responders and medical personnel. There
are two main capacities in which these robots have been utilized: to locate victims, and to assess
structural damage (Fincannon et al., 2004). These robots provide a virtual presence for support
teams and medical personnel located outside of the disaster site (Fincannon et al., 2004). When a
victim is located in a disaster site, the robot will be used as a surrogate presence for physicians and
medical personnel to perform an initial medical assessment of the victim’s condition and to contin-
ually monitor the victim’s medical status until assistance can arrive (typically 4-10 hours after the
victim is located) (Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen, 2004), (Riddle, Murphy, and Burke, 2005). In
this type of application, the robot must interact with both the victim and the operators. The oper-
ators are able to capture images of the victim through on-board cameras as well as communicate
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with victims using on-board two-way audio. Additionally, the operators work with the medical
professionals so that they may interact with the victims through the use of the robot. Under these
conditions, the robot is both a team member of the emergency response team in addition to a so-
cial agent that must interact with victims and keep them calm until assistance can reach them for
extrication.
After victims are located, the primary goal of social interaction between the robot and these
victims is to keep them calm through the appropriate use of non-facial and non-verbal methods
of affective expression. As a part of this social interaction it is necessary to determine a victim’s
medical status through robot-assisted medical reachback assessments. Social interaction between
the search and rescue robot and victims should include a multi-modal approach for affective ex-
pression, as suggested in (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
A set of prescriptive recommendations were initially developed and presented in (Bethel and
Murphy, 2006a), refined in (Bethel and Murphy, 2008) a survey of related literature, and further
research (Bethel and Murphy, 2007) confirmed the appropriateness of the refined recommenda-
tions. It was determined from video observations that these recommendations were perceptually
significant at the predicted distances. The prescriptive recommendations address the appropriate-
ness of each of the five methods of non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions by proximity
zone. A simulated victim medical assessment scenario was developed and utilized for this research
study from observations of two different medical assessment scenarios conducted by medical pro-
fessionals in a study by Riddle, Murphy, and Burke (2005). Confirmation of the prescriptive rec-
ommendations was obtained through video observations of the medical assessment path from three
viewpoints (robot-eye, victim-eye, and overhead-view). Results from this verification study indi-
cate that future human-robot interaction (HRI) studies using these recommendations are viable. As
a result of the large-scale human-robot study performed as part of this research, the prescriptive
recommendations were further refined and the final version is displayed in Figure 5 on page 45.
1.4 Psychophysiological Measurements Applied to Human-Robot Interaction
Human-robot interaction is an emerging field of research; however the development of meth-
ods to evaluate the effectiveness of these interactions is lacking. In the early phases of this field the
focus was on the development of specific robotic systems and applications. Methods for testing
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and evaluation have been adopted and modified from such fields as human-computer interaction,
psychology, and social sciences (Kidd and Breazeal, 2005). The manner in which a human inter-
acts with a robot is similar but not identical to interactions between a human and a computer or
a human interacting with another human. As robots become more prevalent in day-to-day life,
it will be increasingly important to have accurate methods of evaluating how humans feel about
their interactions with robots and how they interpret the actions of the robots (Bethel et al., 2007a),
(Bethel et al., 2007b).
There are five main methods of evaluation used for human-robot interaction (HRI) studies: (1)
self-report measures, (2) behavioral measures, (3) psychophysiological measures, (4) interviews
(structured and unstructured), and (5) task performance metrics (Kidd and Breazeal, 2005), (Burke
et al., 2004), (Bethel et al., 2007a), (Bethel et al., 2007b). The most common methods utilized in
most HRI studies are self-report and behavioral measures. There are at least five HRI research
studies using robots that include the use of psychophysiological measures and even fewer HRI
studies using task performance metrics. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages; how-
ever some of the disadvantages can be overcome by using more than one method of evaluation
(Kidd and Breazeal, 2005).
The use of participants’ self-reports is one of the most commonly used methods of evalua-
tion in HRI studies and often included as part of a psychophysiological evaluation. Self-report
measures include pencil-and-paper or computerized psychometric scales, questionnaires, and/or
surveys. Participants provide a personal report of their motives and feelings about an object, situa-
tion, or interactions. Self-reports provide valuable information but there are problems with validity
and corroboration. Participants may not answer exactly how they are feeling but rather answer
questions as they feel others would answer them or in a way they think the researcher wants them
to answer. Another issue with self-reporting measures is the inability for observers to corrobo-
rate immediately and directly the information provided by participants (Elmes, Kantowitz, and
Roediger III, 2006). Participants may not be in touch with what they are feeling about the object
or situation and therefore may not report their true feelings. The responses could be dependent on
participants’ mood and state of mind on the day of the study (Elmes, Kantowitz, and Roediger III,
2006), (Johnson and Christensen, 2004). For these reasons, it is important to perform psychophys
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iological measures to add another dimension of understanding of participants’ responses and phys-
iological reactions in HRI studies (Bethel et al., 2007b).
Behavioral measures are probably the second most common method of evaluation in human-
robot interaction studies and often included in psychophysiological evaluations for convergent
validity of participants’ self-report responses and measured physiological reactions. Johnson and
Christensen (2004) define observation as “the watching of behavioral patterns of people in certain
situations to obtain information about the phenomenon of interest.” The “Hawthorne effect” is an
area of concern with observations. If participants know that they are being observed, it will impact
their behaviors (Elmes, Kantowitz, and Roediger III, 2006), (Johnson and Christensen, 2004). For
this reason, psychophysiological measures can assist with obtaining a better understanding of the
participants’ underlying responses expressed at the time of the observations. The benefit of using
behavioral measures is that researchers are able to record the actual behaviors of participants and
do not have to rely on participants to report accurately their intended behaviors or preferences in
addition to obtaining psychophysiological measures for convergent validity (Elmes, Kantowitz,
and Roediger III, 2006), (Steinfeld et al., 2006), (Bethel et al., 2007b).
The design of a quality research study for use in HRI applications that produces results that
are verifiable, reliable, and reproducible is a major challenge (Bethel et al., 2007a), (Bethel et al.,
2007b). Psychophysiological measurements can complicate this process because the results are
not always straightforward and confounds can lead to misinterpretation of data. There is a ten-
dency to attribute more meaning to results because of the tangible nature of the recordings. In-
formation needs to be obtained from participants prior to beginning a study to help reduce these
confounds (e.g., health information, state of mind). Multiple physiological signals should be used
in order to find correlations in the results. Steinfeld et al. (2006) describe the need for the devel-
opment of common metrics as an open research issue in HRI. They discuss an approach of devel-
oping common metrics for HRI; however this approach is oriented more toward an engineering
perspective and does not completely address the social interaction perspective. Both perspectives
have value but require further investigation. In order to obtain credibility in the research commu-
nity, HRI studies need to be supported by quality experimental designs with adequate sample sizes
and multi-faceted methods of measurement to provide convergent validity. None of these measures
alone are sufficient to interpret accurately the responses of participants to a robot with which they
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are interacting. In order for a study to have corroboration and consistency in its evaluations, at
least two methods of measurement should be used (Kidd and Breazeal, 2005), (Elmes, Kantowitz,
and Roediger III, 2006), (Johnson and Christensen, 2004), (Bethel et al., 2007a), (Bethel et al.,
2007b).
1.5 Contributions
The focus of this research provides contributions to the robotics and human-robot interaction
communities in the areas of fundamental science, economic benefits, measurements, metrics, and
social benefits. The contributions are as follows:
• Fundamental Science – This work is the first comprehensive investigation of non-facial and
non-verbal affective expressions for use in appearance-constrained and anthropomorphic ro-
bots.
• Economic Benefit – Developed a set of prescriptive recommendations to add retroactively af-
fective expression based on proximity zone to both appearance-constrained and anthropomor-
phic robots through software modification. This will minimize the need for physical robot
modification and new robot development.
• Immediate Social Benefit – This research provides a means of social interaction with victims
located in search and rescue operations to keep them calm and to reassure them until assis-
tance can arrive which is typically 4 – 10 hours after the victim is located. The results are
applicable to the urban search and rescue environment and to interactions in which the goal
would be to elicit a calming response. Further research needs to be explored to determine the
implications to other robot applications.
• Metrics and Measurements – This work validates the valence and arousal dimensions of the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) as an assessment tool for use in HRI studies. The domi-
nance dimension was not validated since approximately 25% of the participants verbally re-
ported confusion with the wording of the SAM assessment questions related to the dominance
dimension; therefore future work will be required to validate this portion of the assessment.
Through the use of psychophysiological measures on a significant sample size this research
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demonstrates that there may be value in using this tool in HRI studies to evaluate participants’
responses to the robots with which they are interacting. Additionally, a set of practical recom-
mendations are provided for designing, planning, and executing successful, complex human-
robot studies using appropriate sample sizes and multiple methods of evalation for use by the
HRI community.
1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
This work is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 covers related work in the areas of emo-
tion theories and models, factors in affective expression (presentation methods and proxemics),
robot implementations, review of psychophysiology, and implementations using psychophysiolog-
ical measures in HRI studies. A discussion of the prescriptive recommendations developed for the
appropriate use of non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression by proximity zone is
covered in Chapter 3. Additionally, coverage is given to the approach taken to develop naturalistic
social interaction in appearance-constrained robots using the developed prescriptive recommenda-
tions. The experimental methods and design details are presented in Chapter 4 with the statistical
data analyses and results discussed in Chapter 5. A discussion of the statistically significant find-
ings, factors that may have impacted the outcomes, suggested study improvements, appropriate
study design, and open questions are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 details the conclusions and
contributions resulting from this work, as well as a brief discussion of future work, which requires
further exploration.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a background and history of factors related to the
expression or display of affect or emotion in human-robot interaction research. Emotion theory
from psychology and social sciences provides the foundation for affective expression in robot sys-
tems. Non-facial and non-verbal presentation methods of affect and proxemics must be considered
when developing a social robotic system whether the robot is appearance-constrained or anthropo-
morphic. Previous robotic implementations can assist in clarifying open research issues related to
affect, what issues pose a challenge, and the direction of future research efforts. Finally, psycho-
physiological measures used in HRI studies can provide useful information on the development of
systems to identify and detect arousal levels in participants interacting with robots, evaluate partic-
ipants’ responses to the robots with which they are interacting, and to control robot behaviors and
interactions.
2.1 Emotion Theory and Models
Although emotion theory and modeling has been the subject of significant research in fields
such as psychology, neurology, computer science, and robotics; emotion theory and modeling are
independent of the development of non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression. In
the robotics community, the selection of which emotions to express has followed primarily two
paths: basic emotions (fear, anger, sadness, joy, and disgust), and emotions as cognitive processes
as seen in the Ortony, Clore, and Collins (1988) model, which includes bipolar pairings such as
joy-distress. Roboticists have focused primarily on the use of facial expressions for displaying
emotions even though it has been shown that the use of facial expressions alone is inadequate to
express distinct emotions (Russell and Lemay, 2000). This reinforces the need for redundant or
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different methods of affective expression such as non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective
expression.
Emotions have been the subject of controversy and scientific investigation in a wide variety
of fields such as: psychology, physiology, neurology, and more recently computer science and ro-
botics. The controversy associated with emotion research begins at the very foundation, the termi-
nology and definition. There has been no consensus among researchers on what an emotion is or
how it is defined (Frijda, 2000). Russell and Lemay (2000) describe five different ways to classify
emotional episodes to create what he terms “basic” categories. These categories are:
• Classify emotional episodes based on facial expressions (which they believe is inadequate for
two reasons: first, there are emotions that do not have a corresponding facial expression; and
second, some emotions could share the same facial expression);
• Emotional episodes could be classified by autonomic nervous system activity which has been
shown to be effective;
• Emotional episodes could be classified by the cognitive processes involved similar to the OCC
model developed by Ortony, Clore, and Collins (1988);
• These episodes could also be classified by the action involved; however, this is more of a spec-
ulative approach;
• Emotional episodes could be classified by the brain structures and neurotransmitters involved.
Although these classifications provide a variety of approaches that can be taken in the the-
ory and modeling of emotion research, robotic implementations have focused on the first bullet
point, which relies heavily on facial expressions as the primary method of conveying affect (Brea-
zeal, 2002), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons, 2002), (Can˜amero and Fredslund, 2000), (Lisetti,
2002), (Lisetti et al., 2004), (Scheeff et al., 2000), (Michaud et al., 2001), (Vela´squez, 1997). As
indicated in the first bullet point, there are potential issues with relying primarily on the use of
facial expressions to classify and express emotions, which reinforces the need to develop other
methods of affective expression. Although extensive research has been devoted to the theory of
emotion and emotional model development, the focus of this research was on concepts and de-
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velopments in non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression in relation to proxemics
which are independent of the emotional model supporting those expressions.
2.2 Factors in Affective Expression
There are two main factors related to affective expression identified in the psychology liter-
ature and supported by observations from computer science and robotics: (a) presentation meth-
ods for affective expression, and (b) the importance and impact of proxemics, the relative spatial
distance between agents in social interactions (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy,
2008), (Bethel and Murphy, 2006b). These factors provide a key understanding into the develop-
ment of a multi-modal system of affective expression, which is essential for non-anthropomorphic
and appearance-constrained robots and provides affective expression redundancy in robots that
have an anthropomorphic appearance. In general, researchers in the fields of psychology, com-
puter science, and robotics have focused most of their attention on facial expression as the main
method for expressing affect and have neglected other important methods of presentation such as
body movement, posture, orientation, color, and sound (Can˜amero and Fredslund, 2000), (Argyle,
1975), (Bull, 1987).
2.2.1 Presentation Methods
Non-facial and non-verbal presentation methods of affect can be separated into five different
cues: body movements, posture, orientation, color, and sound (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel
and Murphy, 2008), (Bethel and Murphy, 2006b), (Bethel and Murphy, 2007). Argyle (1975) and
Bartneck (2000) describe some affective expressions using body movements: depression – slow
and hesitating movements, and elation – fast, expansive, and emphatic movements. Robot orien-
tation toward a person it is interacting with is indicative of its perceived attentiveness and caring
for that person (Fong, Nourbakhsh, and Dautenhahn, 2003), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons,
2002), (Bickmore and Picard, 2004), (Fincannon et al., 2004). Argyle (1975) discusses the use of
color to produce an affective response such as: blue – elicits pleasant, calm, secure, and tender re-
sponses; yellow – elicits cheerful, joyful, and jovial responses; and red – elicits anger, affection,
and love. Norman (2004) discusses that vocal patterns and tone can express affect even if the lit-
eral meaning is not understood; however Scheeff et al. (2000) describe situations where tones can
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be offensive to individuals interacting with their robot. Additionally, Bartneck (2000) describes
the use of music to express affect such as: tenderness – expressed with slow tempo, soft timbre,
intense vibrato, and low to moderate sound levels; whereas anger – has a fast tempo, high sound
level, sharp timbre and distorted tones. Research conducted by Balkwill, Thompson, and Mat-
sunaga (2004) indicates that listeners are sensitive to emotion expressed in both familiar and un-
familiar music based on the perception of acoustic cues and transcending cultural boundaries for
affective expression.
2.2.1.1 Body Movement, Posture, and Orientation
The study of non-verbal communication by psychologists does not offer a complete under-
standing of body movement, posture, and orientation. Bull (1987) notes that psychologists inves-
tigating non-verbal communication have neglected the areas of gesture and posture, instead focus-
ing on facial expression, gaze, pupil dilation, and interpersonal distance. (Spiegel and Machotka,
1974) offer at least two reasons for this lack of focus. First, it is difficult to separate body commu-
nication from verbal methods of communication. Second, there is no system for measuring and
interpreting body movement communication that is independent of language. Despite these barri-
ers, researchers such as Buck (1984), Bull (1987), Fast (1970), and Spiegel and Machotka (1974)
opine that body movements and posture can reveal more about the actual affective state of an indi-
vidual than facial expressions or even verbal communication. Research conducted by Fast (1970),
suggests that body movement and posture are humans’ most primitive and basic methods of con-
veying affect. Buck (1984) argues that further investigation into the influence of bodily feedback
through the use of body movement, posture, and orientation is necessary for understanding affec-
tive responses.
Movement, posture, and orientation are related to each other and often used interchangeably.
Argyle (1975), Bull (1987), and Fast (1970) indicate that posture and orientation can indicate lik-
ing, interest, and level of comfort between individuals. Based on their qualitative and quantita-
tive studies, interest and liking can be expressed through forward leaning, closer proximity, raised
head, and direct orientation. In some situations, they discuss that orientation indicating liking can
also be in a side by side position especially noted in close friends. Fast (1970) describes that dif-
ferent postures are related to different emotional states and through observation of an individual,
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their emotional state can be decoded by their posture. Additionally, he mentions that by changing
orientation away from a person can be perceived as boredom and a desire to discontinue communi-
cation and interaction.
As noted earlier, body movement dominates non-facial and non-verbal affect. Argyle (1975),
a social psychologist, whose work in non-verbal affect is seminal, identified four affective expres-
sions that could be displayed through body movement:
• Extreme inhibition – withdrawing or unnecessary movements
• Depression – slow and hesitating movements
• Elation – fast, expansive, and emphatic movements
• Anxiety – fidgeting or hiding movements
Though this categorization is extracted primarily from movements of the hands and feet, the
movement description can clearly be applied to a robot platform or effectors on a platform. His
study showed that in some cases body movements better reflected a participant’s true emotional
state even though it contradicted their facial expressions and verbal communication of their emo-
tional state. This supports the postulations of Buck (1984), Spiegel and Machotka (1974), Bull
(1987), and Fast (1970).
From the computer science and robotics perspective, motion and body movement have been
used by Breazeal (2002), Breazeal and Fitzpatrick (2000), Scheeff et al. (2000), Bruce, Nour-
bakhsh, and Simmons (2002), Nourbakhsh, Kunz, and Willeke (2003), Lisetti et al. (2004), Thrun
(1998), and have been posited by Mizoguchi et al. (1997), Breazeal and Fitzpatrick (2000), Picard
(1997), Bickmore and Picard (2004), to be essential elements in presenting affective expression to
individuals who are interacting socially with robots. There appear to be two motivations for using
affective movement, posture, and orientation: to create attraction and to create trust.
Eight robot systems used either movement (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Scheeff et al., 2000),
(Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), (Nourbakhsh, Kunz, and Willeke,
2003), (Lisetti et al., 2004), (Thrun, 1998), posture (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Scheeff et al., 2000),
(Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), orientation (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Scheeff et al., 2000), (Brea-
zeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons,
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2002), (Nourbakhsh, Kunz, and Willeke, 2003), (Lisetti et al., 2004), (Thrun, 1998), or all three
(Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Scheeff et al., 2000), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), to attract human at-
tention and interaction. Based on a series of experiments and three robots spanning a five year
period, Nourbakhsh, Kunz, and Willeke (2003) state the most successful way for a robot to attract
attention is by deliberately orienting the robot toward a person and addressing them. Additionally,
they describe that individuals are more likely to interact with a robot that is in motion, than a robot
that is in a fixed position. Unfortunately, in the robotic systems that have implemented these meth-
ods of affective expression, body movement, orientation, and posture were secondary and coupled
to some type of facial expression either on a physical robot or an avatar connected to a robot and
viewed on a monitor (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Scheeff et al., 2000), (Breazeal and Fitzpatrick,
2000), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons, 2002), (Nourbakhsh,
Kunz, and Willeke, 2003), (Lisetti et al., 2004), (Thrun, 1998). Therefore, there is no quantitative
measurement of the relative contributions of these different expressions of affect. There has been
some discussion on the importance of postures; however it appears that this is not as effective in
presenting specific affective expressions (Bull, 1987), (Fast, 1970), (Ekman and Friesen, 1967).
According to Argyle (1975), Bull (1987), and Spiegel and Machotka (1974) posture is indicative
of overall liking, interest, and openness between individuals.
Movements, posture, and/or orientation have been identified as creating trust between the ro-
bot and human in three studies. Bickmore and Picard (2004) discuss that people are more likely
to trust something that they perceive cares for them. While caring is often demonstrated through
verbal communication and facial expressions; they also believe that it can be expressed in a robot
or avatar through close conversational distance, nodding movement of a perceived head or through
body movement and gestures (Bickmore and Picard, 2004). Their quantitative results indicate that
by applying these non-verbal behaviors, such as body and facial orientation of the robot or avatar
toward the individual increases the perception of caring for that individual (Bickmore and Picard,
2004).
Fincannon et al. (2004) describe that rescue workers feel more comfortable in their social in-
teraction if the search and rescue robot was oriented toward the rescue worker during all verbal
and non-verbal communication. By orienting the robot toward the rescue worker, it was perceived
by rescuers that they were the focus of attention of the robot and that the robot is intently listening
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to the rescuer’s communication. Their experimental results indicated that humans interacting with
a robot used the same social conventions for eye contact and personal distance as they would in
human to human contact.
Dautenhahn et al. (2006) conducted experiments in a lab setting to determine preferences for
robot approach orientation using the PeopleBot TM robot. From these experiments it was deter-
mined that participants in both a conference and a lab setting were most comfortable with the ro-
bot approaching from the right and were most uncomfortable with a robot approaching them from
the front. Participants reported that the frontal or a more direct approach was more threatening, ag-
gressive, and they had concerns about the robot not stopping and running into them. Therefore, it
appears that participants trusted the robots that approached from either the left or the right more so
than those that approached them from the front.
2.2.1.2 Color
Color as an expression of affect has not been deeply researched by either the psychology or
robotics communities. Within the psychology community, Argyle (1975) discusses that colors
are often associated with affect and in some cases color can produce an affective response. The
following colors are associated with these affective responses:
• Red – anger, affection, love
• Blue – pleasant, calm, secure, tender
• Yellow – cheerful, joyful, jovial
• Orange – disturbed, hostile, upset
• Purple – sad, depressed, dignified, stately
• Green – pleasant, leisurely, in control
• Black – sadness, anxiety, fear
• White – joy, lightness, neutral
Although Argyle (1975) discusses a color mapping for affect, the colors have multiple emo-
tions associated with each color. The use of color will require additional investigation to develop
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a strong mapping of a color to a specific emotion. The color of blue or light blue has been more
commonly mapped to pleasant and calm energy, which could prove useful in search and rescue
applications.
In the robotics community, the only known work to utilize color for affective expression is the
WAMOEBA-1R robot from research conducted by Sugano and Ogata (1996). Their non-anthro-
pomorphic robot has seven lamps containing the three primary colors in the head-like portion of
the robot. The robot expressed fear using the color blue; anger was displayed by the color red; and
yellow indicated expectation and pleasure. It appears that the color-affect associations were empir-
ical rather than extracted from the psychological literature. The affective meaning associated with
red and yellow are similar to Argyle’s associations; however their correspondences depart from
those associations when it comes to the affect for blue.
2.2.1.3 Sound
The use of non-verbal sound as a method of affective expression has not been thoroughly in-
vestigated by the psychology or robotics communities. In the psychology community the research
related to non-verbal use of sound has been associated with the study of animal communication
since it is a primary method of conveying affect between animals (Argyle, 1975), (Buck, 1984).
An example would be in primates, distress is indicated by a screeching sound, growling is used to
convey anger, and soft grunts are used to keep touch with those in close proximity while traveling
(Argyle, 1975), (Bethel and Murphy, 2006b), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008). The work that has been
conducted on non-verbal sounds related to affective expression in humans is primarily focused on
vocal patterns and tone of voice (Argyle, 1975), (Buck, 1984), (Norman, 2004). Norman (2004)
indicates that vocal patterns and tone can be used to express affect and indicates that these patterns
and tones can be interpreted even if the literal meaning is not understood. He also observes that
pets can interpret a person’s affective state based on their vocal patterns and tone. Scherer (1979)
indicates that recognition of a person’s emotion in content and context-free judgment situations,
vocal cues have been as indicative of some emotions as facial cues.
In the robotics community sound has been used as a supplemental method of affective ex-
pression (Breazeal, 2002), (Scheeff et al., 2000), (Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000). (Scheeff et al.,
2000) found that when the sounds produced are not vocalized in words that are understandable
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by the individual interacting with the robot, there is a tendency to dislike the sounds. Kismet, the
robot developed by Breazeal uses a vocal response to reinforce its emotional display (Breazeal,
2002), (Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000); however it is not the primary mode of affective expres-
sion. El-Nasr and Skubic (1998) utilize sound to indicate the emotions of anger, fear, and pain on a
mobile robot.
Bartneck (2000) describes the use of music as a method of affective expression; however this
method is more difficult to implement because it is culturally dependent. He discusses music pa-
rameters for various affective expressions as:
• Happiness – Fast tempo, moderate variations in timing, moderate to loud sound level, mostly
staccato articulation, fast tone attacks, bright timbre, light or no vibrato.
• Sadness – Slow tempo, low sound level, legato articulation, slow tone attacks, slow and deep
vibrato, soft timbre, final ricard, flat intonation.
• Anger – Fast tempo, high sound level, no final ricard, mostly non-legato articulation, very
sharp tone attacks, sharp timbre, distorted tones.
• Fear – Large tempo variations, large deviation in timing, very low sound level, large dynamic
variation, mostly staccato articulation, fast and irregular vibrato, pauses between phrases, and
soft spectrum.
• Tenderness – Slow tempo, low to moderate sound level, legato articulation, slow tone attacks,
soft timbre, and intense vibrato.
Although his focus is on music parameters, the acoustic cues associated with each emotion are
consistent with related research by (Argyle, 1975), (Nass and Brave, 2005), (Balkwill, Thompson,
and Matsunaga, 2004), (Juslin, 1997), (Scherer, 1979), (Scherer and Oshinsky, 1977), (Schubert,
2004). Balkwill, Thompson, and Matsunaga (2004) discusses that there is a strong association
between music and emotions. His quantitative results indicate that it is possible to detect emotions
such as joy, anger, and sadness presented through the perception of acoustic cues in familiar and
unfamiliar music transcending cultural boundaries. It appears that if sound and music are correctly
used and implemented in robots, it could be a valuable tool for affective expression.
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2.2.2 Proxemics
The underlying thesis of proxemics research is that the spatial distance between humans has
a significant impact on the quality and comfort level of interactions; this has been predicted to
extend to humans’ interactions with robots Nass and Moon (2000) and recently confirmed by
Mizoguchi et al. (1997), Bickmore and Picard (2004), Dautenhahn, Ogden, and Quick (2002),
Fincannon et al. (2004). Although there have been some differences in the division of social dis-
tances, the consensus appears to be four primary zones (See Figure 3): intimate (contact – 0.46
meters), personal (0.46 – 1.22 meters), social (1.22 – 3.66 meters), and public (3.66 meters and be-
yond) (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Argyle, 1975), (Hall, 1966), (Walters et al., 2005). Studies have
indicated that individuals are most comfortable interacting with robots in the social distance zone
(Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Walters et al., 2005). It is important to determine the best method of
affective expression to use in each of the social distance zones to ensure the comfort level of the
individual with the robot in social interactions.
Figure 3. Illustration of Argyle’s four primary proximity zones with the zones of interest high-
lighted.
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There are three competing classifications of social distance. The earliest was first defined by
anthropologist Hall (1966), the creator of proxemics, as four distance zones between pairs of indi-
viduals as intimate, personal, social, and public with each zone consisting of a close and far phase.
Argyle (1975) eliminates the close and far subdivisions and defines boundaries on each of the four
proximity zones. Spiegel and Machotka (1974) posit an individual-centric, rather than pair-centric,
partitioning of space: internal, proximal, axial, distal, and limbic, where internal which literally
means inside the body to limbic which is detailed as being beyond the borders of sensory process-
ing. Spiegel and Machotka’s partitioning appears to be relatively abstract and difficult to incorpo-
rate into a human-robot interaction application.
Argyle’s categories appear more relevant to the study of human-robot interaction. His four
proximity zones are:
• Intimate – (from contact to 0.46 meters) This zone is for individuals who are involved in an
intimate relationship, they can touch, smell, feel body heat, talk in a whisper, but cannot see
the other person very well.
• Personal – (0.46 – 1.22 meters) This zone is a distance at which discomfort could be felt if that
space is penetrated by someone whom the individual is not familiar with, each person can be
clearly seen, and they can touch each other by reaching.
• Social – (1.22 – 3.66 meters) This zone is used for formal business purposes such as sitting
across a desk from one another, body movements are clearly visible, and speech needs to be
louder.
• Public – (3.66 and beyond) This zone is used for important public figures, facial expressions
are difficult to see, louder voice is needed to communicate, and body movements need to be
exaggerated to be visible.
For the purposes of the search and rescue applications motivating this research, only the first
three zones will be discussed, since they cover the three meter distance between human and robot
(See Figure 3). In most search and rescue operations the space around a victim would be less than
three meters; therefore that will be the zone of interest for this research.
From the robotics perspective, Mizoguchi et al. (1997) report empirical results indicating that
individuals interacting with their robot were most comfortable if the robot interacted at a social
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distance (consistent with Hall (1966)); however this was dependent on the speed at which the
robot was moving. The individuals interacting were more comfortable allowing a robot to come
within a closer distance if it moved slowly. Additionally, the results specify that no difference was
found in the accepted proximity distance based on whether the individual interacting was standing
or sitting during the experiments with the robot (Mizoguchi et al., 1997).
Walters et al. (2005) utilize similar proximity zones presented by Argyle (1975) with the ex-
ception that the intimate zone is broken into close intimate and intimate zones in their experiments
with the PeopleBot TM robot. In sixty percent (60%) of the participants studied, the interaction
and approach distances between the robot and the human participant were consistent with human-
to-human social distances falling within the personal and the social distance zones. The remaining
40% of the participants were comfortable with the robot interacting in the intimate zone at a dis-
tance of 0.45 m or less. In these cases, the participants did not treat the robot as a social entity and
also stated that they were not threatened or uncomfortable interacting with the robot.
2.3 Robot Implementations
Robot implementations using affective expressions can be divided into three basic categories:
non-anthropomorphic and appearance-constrained robots using non-facial and non-verbal affec-
tive expression; anthropomorphic robots relying heavily on non-facial and non-verbal affective
expression; and traditional anthropomorphic robots using non-facial and non-verbal affective ex-
pression as a redundant method of expression in a tightly-coupled conjunction with conventional
facial expressions of affect (Refer to Figure 4)for a summary of some representative implementa-
tions found in the literature. An in-depth discussion of each of these implementations is presented
in the following subsections. These basic categories were derived based on the type of robot the
non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression were implemented on, and to what de-
gree these methods were utilized in the implementation for social human-robot interactions. Six
of the implementations reviewed in this section rely heavily on non-verbal and non-facial meth-
ods of affective expression (Mizoguchi et al., 1997), (Maeda, 1999), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005),
(Shimokawa and Sawaragi, 2001), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons, 2002), (Sugano and Ogata,
1996). Three of the six implementations discussed display affective expression using non-anthro-
pomorphic mobile robots (Maeda, 1999), (Shimokawa and Sawaragi, 2001), (Sugano and Ogata,
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1996). This review of representative implementations concentrates on determining what affective
expression was used for which proximity zone, any justification for that choice, and measurement
of success. Although it is possible to express the six basic emotions in addition to other emotions
with the use of non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions, some applications do not require
all of these emotions to be implemented (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
Figure 4. Summary of representative robot implementations using non-facial and non-verbal af-
fective expression for social human-robot interaction.
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2.3.1 Non-Anthropomorphic and Appearance-Constrained Robots Using Non-Facial and
Non-Verbal Affective Expression
Three of the robotic implementations rely solely on non-facial and non-verbal methods of af-
fective expression. Sugano and Ogata (1996) developed a robot, the WAMOEBA-1R, that dis-
played emotion using color. The color reflected the internal state of the robot based on battery sta-
tus, location, movement, and sensor data. The WAMOEBA-1R was developed to evaluate learning
behavior based on self-preservation and expressed its inner state through the use of color. The ro-
bot operated primarily in the personal and social distance zones. Color for expression was visible
to humans in both the personal and social zones. Lab experiments were performed, they reported
empirical results for the use of color as a method of affective expression to successfully convey
the internal state of the robot to human observers; however the effectiveness was not completely or
objectively evaluated during these studies (Sugano and Ogata, 1996).
Maeda (1999) implemented affective expression using orientation and speed of movement on
a miniature Khepera robot. The purpose of this research was to evaluate the efficiency of a sim-
ulator developed to generate emotions using fuzzy logic. Emotion was expressed through reac-
tions to a light source used in the laboratory experiment. If scaled for the size of the robot, it ap-
peared to function in the intimate, personal, and social distance zones in relationship to the light
source. If the robot experienced joy then it cheerfully wandered around the light source; however
if the value for joy generated by the simulator increased, then the robot motion increased and be-
came cyclic. For the affective expression of anger, the robot rushed toward the light source and if
the value for anger increased then the robot moved faster and would overrun the light source and
returned to it again. In the case of sadness the robot moved away from the light source, if it was
present, and went to a dark location in the lab; however if the sadness value increased, the robot’s
motion would become slow and if a light source was present it moved backwards and vibrated its
body. Maeda conducted experiments in a lab environment using human observations and CCD
camera traces for evaluation; however the outcomes were not clear and there is no statistical data
presented to support the stated successful results. Maeda (1999) note that from the experiments
conducted that it was difficult to recognize the specific emotion when the intensity of anger was
equal to the value for sadness.
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Shimokawa and Sawaragi (2001) developed an agent-robot system using a radio-controlled
model tank with a video camera with pan, tilt, and zoom mounted on top with a head-like ap-
pearance. The camera was capable of producing a nodding or shaking appearance to users. The
main method of emotion display for this system was the use of motion, velocity, and direction
through the use of a throttle and rudder system. Emotions were varied using continuous and inter-
rupted movements; forward, backward, and turning directions; and the changes in velocity of the
movements. Their experiments were conducted in the social distance range. They implemented
the emotions of joy, fear, sadness, surprise, anger, and disgust; however they determined that the
movements for joy were the most reliably interpreted by observers. The focus of this research was
the development of natural and intuitive social interactions between the robot and the human(s)
with which it is interacting. The robot was designed so that feedback from human observers was
recorded by the software agent and the agent would in turn modify the robot’s affective expres-
sions with genetic algorithms which adapted to the feedback of the observer. The paper discussed
the empirical results from one observer, who interacted with the robot for 163 iterations. The pa-
per did not discuss how each emotion was expressed through motion, direction, and velocity.
2.3.2 Anthropomorphic Robots That Rely Heavily on Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affective
Expression
Generally, non-facial and non-verbal affective expression is used as a secondary method to
relay affect. However in three of the six implementations covered in this review (Mizoguchi et
al., 1997), (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005), (Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons, 2002), either body
movement, postures or orientation were a significant means of affective expression to those who
interacted with their robots.
Vikia, a museum robot developed by Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons (2002) was of interest
because it oriented toward a museum visitor. It was an avatar that appeared on a monitor attached
to a fixed robotic base and interacted in the personal and social distance zones. If a museum visi-
tor was detected within the social zone, they were acknowledged through facial expression, verbal
interaction, and orientation, which indicated focus of attention. Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons
(2002) determined that adding the ability to orient the robot toward the visitor displayed robot in-
terest in the visitor and increased the likelihood that visitors would interact with Vikia. They were
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able to support this claim with data collected over four days and trials performed twice daily. The
results indicated that the use of orientation and no facial expression (p-value of 0.002 with 99%
confidence) had a higher probability of compelling visitors to stop and interact with the robot than
using no facial expression and no orientation (p-value not presented for this scenario), or just using
facial expression and no orientation (p-value of 0.042 with 95% confidence). There was an addi-
tive effect if both facial expression and orientation were used to encourage visitors to interact with
the robot. Although Vikia does utilize the anthropomorphic features of the avatar face, the use of
orientation displayed robot interest and played a significant role in achieving the goal of attracting
people for interaction regardless of whether a face was present or not.
Mizoguchi et al. (1997) developed an expressive mobile robot that was animal-like in appear-
ance. The robot included a head, two moveable arms, and wheels for mobility. The head contained
large round eyes that were not expressive; however the head did have the ability to orient toward
a user. The entire purpose of this robot was to interact with humans, more specifically the elderly,
and to display affect using body movement, poses, orientation, and proxemics. It used gestures
patterned after ballet poses to communicate with humans, mobility to express spatial distance from
the individual with which it was interacting, and trajectory of motion as methods of affective ex-
pression. The robot operated in the personal and social distance zones. When the robot was in the
personal zone the individual with which it was interacting appeared to show greater interest in the
robot. The distance of interaction was dependent on the speed of movement of the robot. When
the robot was moving at a slow speed it could interact in either zone; however when it was mov-
ing at a high speed, participants were comfortable with the robot in the social zone, but became
uncomfortable with it in the personal zone. Expression was generated by the changing of poses
(gestures), the speed of movement and posture changes, rotation of the body, and the patterns of
movements. Experiments were conducted in a laboratory setting. Participants observed 11 differ-
ent robot poses and completed psychological questionnaires. The participants reported their com-
fort with the robot and their impression that the robot took interest in them. Orientation toward a
tester was crucial in the impression of robot interest. A significant problem with this approach was
that there was no association of a movement with a particular affective expression. Statistical data
to support their conclusions was not presented.
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Moshkina and Arkin (2005) utilized speed of body movement, tail and ear positions, and the
red illumination of an LED screen to express affect on a Sony robotic dog AIBO. The motiva-
tions for this work were to determine whether the AIBO was able to display emotions and if the
display of emotions made interactions between participants and the AIBO more enjoyable. The
emotions expressed in their experiments were alert interest (crawling gait, ears and tail raised),
friendly interest (crawling gait, ears raised, and tail wagging), alert joy (fast walk, ears and tail
raised), friendly joy (fast walk, ears raised, tail wagging), anger (fast walk, ears flat, tail raised, and
red LED screen), and fear (robot backed up using a crawling gait, tail and head down, red LED
lights off). The dog reacted to commands and stimulus presented in the personal and social prox-
imity zones. The laboratory experiments were conducted with two groups, one that interacted ex-
tensively with a standard Sony AIBO and a second group interacted extensively with the emotion-
equipped Sony AIBO. Later the groups were able to interact with the opposite type of dog and
give impressions. Their research presented a detailed experimental design and was supported with
a thorough statistical analysis of results. The results indicated that those participants who believed
the AIBO displayed emotions and/or personality (6 out of 10 in each group – a total of 20 par-
ticipants) found that emotion and/or personality made the interaction more enjoyable. They also
found that women were more likely to attribute affect to the dog than men (mean value women =
3.8, mean value men = 2.5, F = 4.829, p < 0.043) (Moshkina and Arkin, 2005).
2.3.3 Anthropomorphic Robots Using Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affective Expression as
a Redundant Method of Expression
In traditional social robot implementations, body movement, posture, orientation, color, and/or
sound are used for affective expression redundancy as a multi-modal method of expression. These
robots are perceived to be “cute” in appearance and have expressive robotic faces and are devel-
oped explicitly for social interaction (Breazeal, 2002), (Can˜amero and Fredslund, 2000), (Scheeff
et al., 2000). Although they utilize non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions for redundancy,
they are not the primary focus of this survey of implementations. The robots utilized in search and
rescue, law enforcement, and military applications do not have an expressive face for affective ex-
pression and must rely on other methods of expression.
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The robot Kismet developed by Breazeal (2002) is an example of an anthropomorphic robot
that utilizes non-facial and non-verbal affective expression methods for redundancy in social in-
teractions. When objects appear too close to Kismet, it displays the expression of surprise with
a startled facial expression but also it rapidly withdraws by moving its head and neck away from
the stimulus and produces a vocal response (Breazeal and Fitzpatrick, 2000). Kismet typically
interacts with caregivers who are in the personal and social distance zones and exhibits the previ-
ously mentioned reaction when a person or object invades its intimate and personal distance zones
of safety. Additionally, Kismet displays a withdrawing movement for redundancy purposes for
the affective expressions of disgust and fear. Experiments were performed in a laboratory setting;
however the effectiveness of Kismet’s non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions were not
specifically isolated and evaluated in these social interactions.
2.4 Review of Psychophysiology
Psychophysiology focuses on the interaction between the mind and body (Stern, Ray, and
Quigley, 2001). Stern, Ray, and Quigley (2001) defined psychophysiology as “any research in
which the dependent variable (the subject’s response) is a physiological measure and the inde-
pendent variable (the factor manipulated by the experimenter) is a behavioral one.” Psychophys-
iological measures are useful evaluation tools for HRI studies if used appropriately. There is a
tendency in the research community to attribute the results of psychophysiological measures to
specific causes and/or emotions; however the readings may be attributed to multiple factors or
confounds making it difficult to isolate the specific factors (Itoh et al., 2006), (Kidd and Breazeal,
2005), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006), (Liu, Rani, and Sarkar, 2006), (Picard, Vyzas, and Healey, 2001),
(Rani et al., 2004). Because the results are visible as tangible output, researchers have a tendency
to make stronger assumptions than may be accurate (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001).
2.4.1 Basic Activities and Response Tendencies
Psychophysiological measures can be analyzed in terms of three basic types of activities:
spontaneous, tonic, and phasic. A spontaneous response is a measurable response that occurs
when there is no known stimulus presented (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001). Tonic responses are
the baseline or resting level responses of activity for a particular physiological measure. This level
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occurs when participants being measured are not responding to a known or unknown stimulus.
This measure is typically taken at the end of a resting period, typically in the last three to five min-
utes of a ten minute resting period. The phasic or evoked response occurs when participants have
discrete responses to a specific or known stimulus. It is important during this type of measure-
ment to account for internal and external stimuli that may impact participants’ responses to the
presented stimuli. This can be accomplished through self-reports or interviews to make sure other
factors (e.g., state of mind, mood, health) are not contributing to the measured responses.
There are two types of psychophysiological response tendencies, stimulus-response specificity
and individual-response stereotypy that commonly occur in psychophysiological studies; however
they are not mutually exclusive. Stimulus-response specificity is when a stimulus or stressor pro-
duces a similar pattern of physiological responses among most subjects or participants studied.
Typically, more than one type of response is involved but the pattern of responses would be con-
sistent among most participants subjected to the same stimulus or stressor. Individual-response
stereotypy occurs when a few individuals exhibit a pattern of responses different than expected
to a specific stimulus or stressor. Also, individuals may have the same idiosyncratic response to
different stressors, no matter what the stressors may be (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001).
2.4.2 Common Psychophysiological Measures
There are numerous types of psychophysiological measures available to researchers; how-
ever they tend to be application and environment specific. If a participant is in a laboratory set-
ting, in a fixed location connected directly to stationary equipment, the available methods of meas-
urement are numerous. The most common measures used in a controlled laboratory setting are:
cardiovascular system (heart rate variability (HRV), respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), cardiac
output(CO), interbeat interval (IBI), blood pressure (BP)); electrodermal activity (skin conduc-
tance activity (SCA), skin conductance response (SCR)); respiratory system (breaths per minute,
respiration volume); muscular system (electromyography (EMG)); and brain activity (electroen-
cephalography (EEG) and imaging) (Brownley, Hurwitz, and Schneiderman, 2000), (Dawson,
Schell, and Filion, 2000), (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001), (Tassinary and Cacioppo, 2000). Some
of these measures such as EEG and imaging are not conducive to HRI studies because the partic
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ipant must be in a specific testing location, with little or no movement, and directly connected to
the testing and data collection equipment for accurate recording of data.
The most common measures used in HRI studies include: HRV, RSA, IBI, BVP, SCR, and
EMG (Itoh et al., 2006), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2005), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006), (Liu, Rani, and Sarkar,
2006), (Rani et al., 2004). These psychophysiological measures are available in ambulatory re-
cording units, which allows participants to be placed in a field location or even allows them to be
mobile. However, in most cases the measures must be adjusted for movement artifacts or signal
noise.
2.4.3 Advantages of Using Psychophysiology
There are advantages of using psychophysiological measures in HRI applications and experi-
ments. The primary advantage is that participants cannot consciously manipulate the activities of
their autonomic nervous system (ANS); therefore the readings reflect participants’ state during the
time of evaluation (Itoh et al., 2006), (Kidd and Breazeal, 2005), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006), (Liu,
Rani, and Sarkar, 2006), (Picard, Vyzas, and Healey, 2001), (Rani et al., 2004). Additionally, psy-
chophysiological measures offer a non-invasive method that can determine the stress levels and
reactions of participants interacting with technology (Itoh et al., 2006), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006),
(Liu, Rani, and Sarkar, 2006), (Picard, Vyzas, and Healey, 2001), (Rani et al., 2004).
2.4.4 Psychophysiology Issues
The use of psychophysiology measures can pose significant challenges. The ability to gather
reliable data from participants in real-world HRI scenarios can be difficult (Kidd and Breazeal,
2005). Proper preparation of the area where electrodes are placed, location of electrode placement,
and making sure appropriate amounts of conducting gel or paste are used are factors which impact
the quality of recordings.
It is important and sometimes complicated to determine baseline values; and the law of initial
values can make this issue even more problematic (Brownley, Hurwitz, and Schneiderman, 2000),
(Dawson, Schell, and Filion, 2000), (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001), (Tassinary and Cacioppo,
2000). The “Law of Initial Values” indicates that the initial state of a participant determines the
level of possible changes in that state that can occur (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001). If partici-
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pants are recorded at high initial states, then further increases in physiological response levels are
limited, similarly if participants start at lower initial states, it will limit further decreases in re-
sponse levels.
2.4.5 Habituation and Response Factors
Habituation is a factor that reduces participants’ responses due to repetitive presentation of
the same or similar stimuli in psychophysiological studies. There are two primary types of habit-
uation: short-term – occurs during a single evaluation session and long-term – occurs over mul-
tiple settings over a period of days or weeks. Habituation occurs more rapidly when a stimulus
is presented frequently. One method to reduce the effects of habituation is to ask participants to
complete a rating questionnaire between the presentation of each stimulus to induce a behavioral
response. Habituation has its strongest effects toward the end of any study and needs to be consid-
ered in the evaluation of data during psychophysiological studies (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001).
Three response factors may need to be considered in any psychophysiological study: orienting
response, startle response, and defensive response. The orienting response relates to how a par-
ticipant responds to novel stimuli. It causes the participant to orient toward the novel stimuli to
identify what it is and its location. Once the participant determines the stimulus is not a threat or
concerning, the effects of the orienting response are inhibited. Therefore, depending on the type of
test, the first few seconds following the presentation of a novel stimulus should in some cases be
disregarded when evaluating the data depending on the application. There are some cases where
researchers may want to evaluate or measure the orienting response toward a robot presented
to participants as part of their study. The startle response occurs due to a sudden onset of an in-
tense type of stimulus (e.g., door slam or lightning strike). Data collected after a startle response
would be handled similar to an orienting response by disregarding the data for the first few sec-
onds following the presentation of the stimulus; however this would be dependent on the focus of
the research study. The defensive response occurs as a result of intense, threatening, dangerous, or
painful stimuli. This type of response prepares the body for “fight or flight” activation. The inclu-
sion of this data would depend on the type of study conducted (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001).
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2.5 Implementations Using Psychophysiological Measures in HRI
Implementations using psychophysiological measurements in HRI fall into three primary cat-
egories: participant emotion detection and/or identification based on physiological measures (Pi-
card, Vyzas, and Healey, 2001), (Rani et al., 2002), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2003), (Rani et al., 2003),
(Sarkar, 2002); evaluation of participants’ physiological responses to technology (Kulic´ and Croft,
2006), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2005); and real-time robot control and behavior modifications based on
physiological responses from participants (Rani et al., 2004), (Itoh et al., 2006), (Liu, Rani, and
Sarkar, 2006). There are at least ten implementations related to the use of psychophysiological
measures in the robotics community. Of the ten implementations discussed in this section, only
five involve psychophysiological measurements of participants in direct interaction with some type
of robot (Rani et al., 2004), (Itoh et al., 2006), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006), (Liu, Rani, and Sarkar,
2006), (Kulic´ and Croft, 2005). Of the ten studies presented, only the Kulic´ and Croft study in-
cluded a significant number of participants with 36 individuals (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006). In the
other studies presented, if the number of participants was given, the range was from one to 14
which makes it difficult to validate the reliability of the results presented. This has been a con-
sistent issue with reliability and validity of metrics and measurements in HRI research studies.
2.5.1 Implementations Using Psychophysiological Measures for Emotion Detection and/or
Identification
There are five primary research studies that focus on using psychophysiological measurements
to detect and/or identify specific emotions expressed by participants. In most cases, these studies
are preliminary investigations to form the basis of further human-robot interaction studies and/or
the development of a control architecture or behavior system.
Picard, Vyzas, and Healey (2001) focus their study on the development of a machine that can
accurately recognize eight distinct human emotions given four physiological signals. They indi-
cate that machine intelligence must also include emotional intelligence. This study investigates
a common issue in multiple session psychophysiological measurements which is the problem of
“day-to-day” variations in a participant’s emotional responses. For accurate affect recognition they
feel it is important to include multiple types of signals from the participant, and to obtain infor-
mation related to the participant’s context, situation, goals, and preferences (Picard, Vyzas, and
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Healey, 2001), (Bickmore and Picard, 2004). They used a single-participant multiple-day data col-
lection method. The participant that was used was an actress who expressed eight different emo-
tions: no emotion (neutral), anger, hate, grief, platonic love, romantic love, joy, and reverence. The
actress not only expressed each emotion externally, but focused on feeling each emotion internally.
The experiments included 25-minute daily sessions across 20 days. The five physiological signals
recorded were electromyography (EMG) of the masseter facial muscles, blood volume pressure
(BVP), heart rate (HR), skin conductance (SCR), and respiration. The physiological signals were
processed using Sequential Floating Forward Search (SFFS), Fisher Projection (FP), and their own
Hybrid SFFS with Fisher Projection (SFFS-FP). The results using the SFFS-FP algorithms indi-
cated that they obtained an 81% recognition accuracy for the eight categories of emotions which
is higher than machine recognition of affect from speech (60-70%) and almost as accurate as auto-
mated recognition of affect from facial expressions (80-98%) (Picard, Vyzas, and Healey, 2001),
(Bickmore and Picard, 2004). These results were significant because findings discussed in the psy-
chophysiology literature indicated that only arousal levels could be detected through the use of
psychophysiological measures (Picard, Vyzas, and Healey, 2001), (Bickmore and Picard, 2004).
Rani et al. (2002) focused their initial study on the idea that if a robot can detect stress quickly,
then it can respond to the human in real-time. A robot was not used in their initial study but in-
stead they had participants play video games and assessed their stress levels through self-report,
heart rate variability and interbeat interval (IBI). A frequency domain analysis was performed of
the IBI signal to detect whether participants were experiencing stress. They analyzed the results of
participants’ stress and developed a robotic architecture to control a robot based on psychophysi-
ological inputs received from the human with which the robot is interacting. The developed robot
architecture included a collection of electrocardiography (ECG) signals from participants and the
calculation of the IBI. Next, they performed a wavelet transformation. The authors then calculated
standard deviations of the sympathetic and parasympathetic frequency bands. These standard de-
viations became input variables into a fuzzy logic system and the output was a stress index value.
If the stress index value was greater than a threshold value, the robot would receive an alarm signal
and would take action to assist participants. Some problems encountered were simulating stress-
ful situations that elicited the appropriate response, day variability in participants, and variability
between participants.
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Sarkar (2002) proposed an approach and performed some initial experiments for a system that
would enable a robot to recognize the psychological state of a human with which it is interacting
and modify its actions or behaviors to make the human more comfortable interacting with the ro-
bot. This study was based on the assumptions that the affective state of the participant was directly
related to the interaction with the robot and that only psychophysiological measures were used to
recognize affect. These assumptions are limiting and not realistic but necessary for the tractability
of the study. A goal of this study was to recognize human affect through the use of psychophysi-
ological measures. The next goal was to identify the robotic actions associated with the measured
affective state and modify the robot’s actions to alter the affective state of the human with which
it was interacting. The final goal was to design control rules for the robot to associate actions with
the resulting affect expressed by the human with which it was interacting. The study utilized HRV,
EMG of the cervical trapezius muscle, temperature analysis, SCR, and ECG signals. They created
an online stress detection algorithm that was based on ECG signals and the power spectrum of
the IBI derived from the ECG signal to obtain frequency bands for the sympathetic and parasym-
pathetic activity of the ANS. This data was processed using fuzzy logic to form the basis of the
control architecture described in (Rani et al., 2002).
Rani et al. (2003) focused their continued research studies on affect recognition based on
physiological measures obtained from a wearable biofeedback sensor system. The study included
six participants and was a fully within-subjects design. The participants were given two versions
of three problem solving tasks (solving anagrams, math problem solving, and sound discrimina-
tion) of varying difficulty across six experimental sessions to induce participant anxiety. They
measured ECG, SCR, EMG of the corrugator supercilii (left brow) and masseter (jaw) muscles,
skin temperature, and relative pulse volume. Self-reports were also utilized to corroborate phys-
iological data collected with participant anxiety levels reported. The physiological signals were
processed using fuzzy logic along with decision tree learning for affect detection. The data was
divided into two sets, one for training the system and the other for testing the system. The results
indicated they were able to detect anxiety reliably in participants involved in the problem solving
sessions. They found that the decision-tree learning classification system was more reliable than
the fuzzy logic system of classification.
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Kulic´ and Croft (2003) began their series of research studies by estimating participant intent
using physiological signals and performed some preliminary tests. They felt that by determining
participants’ intent through physiological measures, the robot could gain a better understanding of
participants’ rating of its performance without having to poll participants repeatedly for explicit
feedback. They discussed the importance of using more than one physiological signal for deter-
mining participant intent accurately. For the purpose of this study they used a valence and arousal
system of evaluating intent. They measured blood volume pressure, SCR, chest cavity expansion
and contraction, and EMG of the corrugator supercilii (eyebrow) muscle. They processed the sig-
nals using a fuzzy inference engine with five sets of rules. The first set of rules evaluated the re-
lationship between SCR and arousal. The second set of rules looked at the relationship between
EMG and valence. The third set of rules correlated cardiac activity to valence and arousal. The
fourth set of rules related vasomotor responses to arousal. The fifth set of rules correlated respi-
ratory activity with emotional state (Kulic´ and Croft, 2003). The experiments in this study used a
picture-based system and followed the psychophysiological testing and measurement procedures
developed by Lang, Bradley, and Cuthbert (1993). The procedures consisted of a baseline meas-
urement taken from participants and then they were shown an emotionally arousing image for ten
seconds and then were asked to rate the emotional content of the image using valence and arousal
scales (Kulic´ and Croft, 2003), (Lang, Bradley, and Cuthbert, 1993). The study was performed
using four participants and in one case the EMG electrodes were not properly attached and the
data was not usable. On average, arousal was correctly detected 94% of the time. The change of
valence was correctly detected on average 80% of the time. When the valence was correctly de-
tected, 75% of the time the direction of the valence was correctly detected. They used the results
of this study to develop a robot planning and control strategy which would interact with a human
and respond to the human’s emotional arousal in real-time. They used the collected data to train
their fuzzy logic planning and control system. They found that respiration rates were not useful in
determining participants’ arousal responses because the response time was too long for real-time
application. Additionally, they determined that changes in heart rate were difficult to associate
with a specific event or context (Kulic´ and Croft, 2003). Skin conductance response showed a lin-
ear correlation to arousal and was shown to be an effective measure. Results indicated a relation-
ship between the EMG measures of the corrugator supercilii muscle with valance in participants.
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2.5.2 Implementations Using Psychophysiological Measures for Evaluation of Participant
Reactions to Technology
There are two primary studies that utilize psychophysiological measures to evaluate how par-
ticipants respond to robotic implementations and behaviors (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006), (Kulic´ and
Croft, 2005). Both studies were conducted to determine how participants reacted to their robotic
manipulator arm. They utilized a robot manipulator arm and evaluated participants for their anx-
iety levels while experiencing various movements of the robotic arm. The robot performed two
sets of movements: pick and place, and reach and retract. There were also two scenarios for each
movement type; a set of classic potential fields planned motions and a set of safe planned motions.
There were two goals associated with the first study, participants’ subjective and physiological
responses to the robot motions, and determine if a particular set of robot motions could reduce par-
ticipants’ anxiety levels (Kulic´ and Croft, 2005). The goals of the second study were to validate a
previously developed inference engine (Kulic´ and Croft, 2003) with a statistically significant sam-
ple size (36 participants); to develop and test a reliable system for determining the participants’
responses to the robot motions; and to determine whether the perception of safe motions related to
the type of motion path planning used (Kulic´ and Croft, 2006).
In both studies they measured heart rate, SCR, and EMG of the corrugator supercilii (eye-
brow) muscle. The authors determined that participants’ arousal responses could be most reliably
detected with SCR, but heart rate had a contributory impact, although less reliable. Psychophysio-
logical responses were compared with participants’ self-reports. EMG of the corrugator supercilii
muscle was not a reliable predictor of participants’ valence (positive or negative) and arousal level
in the interactions between the robot and the participant. In most participants no changes were
noted. The results indicated that participants had lower arousal responses with the safe planned
motions of the robotic manipulator arm and felt calmer when the robot motions were slower. Par-
ticipants tended to show strong, measurable physiological responses to fast robotic arm move-
ments. The results also indicated that physiological signals provided useful information and added
a level of perceived safety for humans interacting with robots.
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2.5.3 Implementations Using Psychophysiological Measures for Real-Time Robot Control
and Behavior Modifications
Three primary studies have been conducted related to the use of psychophysiological mea-
sures for the development and implementation of real-time robot control architectures and adapta-
tion of robot behaviors (Rani et al., 2004), (Itoh et al., 2006), (Liu, Rani, and Sarkar, 2006).
A study by Rani et al. (2004) involved the development of a robotic system that monitored a
participant’s anxiety level and would respond appropriately to assist the participant. They used a
subsumption architecture in which the robot would normally operate in the wandering mode; how-
ever if the robot received a high anxiety level signal from the participant it would stop the wan-
dering behavior and either rush to the aid of the participant. If the robot encountered an obstacle
or something that threatened its survival it would cease all other behaviors to attend to its sur-
vival then return first to any affect signals detected and then to a wandering mode. The participant
played video games of differing difficulty to induce different affect levels. They used self-report
questionnaires and performed measurements for heart rate variability (HRV), IBI, skin conduc-
tance response (SCR), and electromyography (EMG) of the corrugator supercilii (eyebrow) and
masseter (jaw) muscles. The study results indicated that cardiac activity, SCR, and EMG were all
good indicators of anxiety and correlated with the participant’s self-report. One limitation of the
study was that only one participant was used in the experiments conducted.
Itoh et al. (2006), developed a bioinstrumentation system to measure human stress when in-
teracting with a fixed humanoid robot with only an upper body. Their wearable system measured
ECG, respiration, EDA (changes in skin resistance), pulse wave transit time, blood pressure, and
upper body movements. The experiments relied heavily on IBI derived from ECG to measure the
activity of the sympathetic (LF-HRV) and parasympathetic (HF-HRV or RSA) divisions of the au-
tonomic nervous system (ANS). If participants’ stress level increased past a certain threshold then
the robot would shake the participants’ hand to decrease stress levels. The physiological responses
indicated a reduction in participants’ stress after the robot shook their hand. Their system modified
the robot’s behaviors in real-time in response to the physiological data collected from participants.
Results indicated that blood pressure and pulse wave transit time were disrupted due to movement
artifacts and the data was not useful; however the ratio of sympathetic and parasympathetic activ-
ity was useful to detect participants’ stress levels during their robot interactions (Itoh et al., 2006).
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Liu, Rani, and Sarkar (2006) performed a study in which a robot modified its behavior based
on the psychophysiological responses of the person with which it was interacting. In this study 14
participants performed two different versions of robot-based basketball (RBB), counterbalanced.
In one version, the game difficulty was based on participants’ performance and in the other version
the game difficulty was based on participants’ physiological readings for anxiety. As participants’
anxiety level increased the difficulty level would decrease and vice versa. The modification of the
game occurred in real-time in response to participants’ anxiety levels obtained from physiologi-
cal data collected. The study used self-reports of anxiety in addition to measuring cardiovascular
activity (IBI, relative pulse volume, pulse transit time, and pre-ejection period), SCR (tonic and
phasic), and EMG activity (from the corrugator supercilii (eyebrow), zygomaticus (corner of the
mouth), and upper trapezius (shoulder) muscles). The results indicated that 11 out of 14 partic-
ipants had lower anxiety levels playing the psychophysiological-based version of RBB that ad-
justed difficulty by participants’ measured anxiety levels. Additionally, nine participants of 14 had
improved performance scores with the psychophysiological-based version of RBB (Liu, Rani, and
Sarkar, 2006).
2.6 Summary
This chapter begins with a very brief discussion of the literature associated with the theory of
emotion and emotional models which was necessary to explain the impact of emotion on human-
robot interaction and also to provide support for the need for non-facial and non-verbal methods
of affective expression as a primary method of interaction or for redundancy purposes. There is
a discussion of related literature for factors in affective expression including presentation meth-
ods (body movement, posture, orientation, color, and sound) and proxemics (distance between two
agents). Details are provided on three categories of robot implementations that either use non-fa-
cial and non-verbal methods of affective expression as a primary mechanism of social interaction
or for redundancy purposes based on whether the robot type was anthropomorphic or non-anthro-
pomorphic. There is a summary of these implementations presented in Figure 4 on page 26. There
is a review of psychophysiology literature, including foundational knowledge, and HRI implemen-
tations using psychophysiology measures either for emotion detection and/or identification, evalu-
ation of participants’ reactions to technology, real-time robot control, and behavior modifications.
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Chapter 3
Theory and Approach
The objective of this chapter is the presentation of the theory and approach to the incorpora-
tion of non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions by proximity zone into robot implemen-
tations. This includes a discussion of design approaches, the development of prescriptive design
recommendations synthesized from an extensive review of literature, justification for these pre-
scriptive recommendations, and an example of how these prescriptive recommendations could be
applied to victim assistance in the urban search and rescue domain. Additionally, details are pre-
sented of a verification of the prescriptive recommendations conducted through video observations
of a path used for medical assessment of a “victim”. There is coverage of social interactions be-
tween appearance-constrained robots and soldiers, design recommendation and the development
of non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions in robotic implementations and constraints that
may impact this approach.
3.1 Design Approaches
There are different approaches to design; however this section will discuss two primary ap-
proaches, the iterative approach and recommendations based on established knowledge and/or
literature. The iterative approach is commonly used to address different research problems such
as user-interface design, software development, and building physical objects. The iterative ap-
proach typically entails a process approach by phase (Zimmerman, Forlizzi, and Evenson, 2004).
In the approach discussed by Zimmerman, Forlizzi, and Evenson (2004), there are six phases in
the design process, which encompasses: define (technical assessment of the problem, team build-
ing, hypothesize), discover (contexts, benchmarks, determining user needs), synthesize (process
maps, opportunity map, frameworks, personas, scenarios), construct (design of features and func-
tions, behaviors, interaction and flow models, collaborative design), refine (evaluation, scoping,
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interaction, specifications), and reflect (post mortem, opportunity map, market acceptance, bench-
marking). This is a repetitive design process in which designers learn through trial and error test-
ing and iterations of development to determine the best design to meet the users’ needs. This type
of design process is utilized in user interface design, to determine through user involvement what
is needed and how to design to meet those needs. Often it is difficult to determine what users may
want until they actually use the product and can determine what is working and where shortfalls
may exist. The software design process often goes through a similar iterative process of building
preliminary software to test the proof of concept and then design improvements in different it-
erations and through user testing. Similarly, engineers will go through an iterative process when
designing and building physical objects such as cars. A prototype is often designed and built, then
based on feedback from users the designs are modified and improved before the actual produc-
tion item is finalized. This is a good approach; however it can be time consuming and costly when
multiple generations or iterations are designed. The end result is often the development of a design
heuristic which can be used as a foundation or starting point to reduce the number of iterations
in future designs. The design heuristic is a set of guidelines or recommendations developed as a
result of trial and error methods and experimentation.
Another approach is the development of a set of prescriptive recommendations based on long-
standing custom or based on established knowledge. That is the approach taken in this research.
Extensive research into literature associated with psychology, sociology, anthropology, animal be-
havior, robotics, and computer science was synthesized into a set of prescriptive recommendations
for appropriate behaviors or methods of non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions based on
the distance between agents interacting. From the literature, these agents could be humans, ani-
mals, avatars, and/or robots; however the developed prescriptive recommendations are based on
established knowledge associated with different methods of non-facial and non-verbal affective
expression by inter-agent proximity. These approaches are not mutually exclusive and can be used
together. By using established knowledge it can complement the iterative approach and also re-
duce the number of iterations required in the design process.
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3.2 Prescriptive Recommendations for Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affective Expression by
Proximity Zones
A set of presciptive recommendations for the appropriateness of the non-facial and non-ver-
bal affective expressions by proximity zone is needed to guide the application of affective cues for
particular robots and scenarios (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a). Figure 5 proposes such recommen-
dations. The prescriptive recommendations provide guidelines such as the use of body movements
and postures are effective in the personal and social distance zones; however they are difficult to
interpret in the intimate zone because of sight constraints at such close proximity (Argyle, 1975).
Body orientation is perceivable in any of the proximity zones. The use of color for affective ex-
pression is appropriate in any of the distance zones depending on the intensity of the light. In the
case of sound, it is most appropriate when expressed in the intimate and possibly the personal and
social zones; however in relation to sound in the personal and social zones, background noise and
environmental conditions will be a key factor in the appropriateness of this method (Bethel and
Murphy, 2008).
3.3 Justification for the Prescriptive Recommendations
The prescriptive affective expression recommendations described in Figure 5 is a synthesis of
the cognitive literature and robotic experience reflecting the preferred non-facial and non-verbal
affective expression for the three relevant proximity zones (Argyle, 1975), (Hall, 1966), (Bethel
and Murphy, 2008). Following Argyle (1975) and Hall (1966), the preferred non-facial and non-
verbal affective expressions in the social and personal proximity zones are body movement and
posture; they also note that sound can be heard at a medium level in the personal zone and at a
loud level in the social zone. Body movement and posture are visible in both of these two prox-
imity zones and therefore easy to interpret whether they are constant as in posture or changing as
in body movement; however sound is dependent on the volume and background noise in each of
these zones. Unless the volume can easily be adjusted to accommodate different distance ranges,
it is not likely that sound will be effective in the social zone. Maeda (1999) preferred body move-
ment in the personal and social proximity zones as the primary method of affective expression on
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Figure 5. Prescriptive recommendations for non-facial and non-verbal affective expression based
on proximity. The red cells indicate these methods are not appropriate in this proximity zone, the
yellow cells indicate this method may be appropriate in these proximity zones, and the green cells
indicate that these methods are appropriate for use in these proximity zones.
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the Khepera robot. Moshkina and Arkin (2005) relied on body movement, posture, and orientation
in the social and personal zones for conveying affect in the Sony AIBO used in their experiments.
Following the work from Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons (2002) and Nourbakhsh, Kunz,
and Willeke (2003), orientation is the preferred non-facial and non-verbal method of affective ex-
pression in the personal and social proximity zones. Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and Simmons (2002)
discuss that using tracking and orientation alone was more effective than using a face alone or no
face and no tracking for attracting visitor interactions and indicating attentiveness. Fincannon et
al. (2004) discuss that orientation toward the worker was preferred in the intimate proximity zone
especially during communication interactions. Argyle (1975) and Hall (1966) do not directly dis-
cuss orientation; however based on discussions of visibility in these zones, orientation would be
observable.
Based on research from Sugano and Ogata (1996) and Moshkina and Arkin (2005), illumi-
nated color is visible and an effective non-facial and non-verbal affective expression in the per-
sonal and social proximity zones. Sugano and Ogata preferred the use of color in the form of il-
luminated lights on the WAMOEBA-1R robot to express affect in both the personal and social
proximity zones; however the WAMOEBA-1R must be oriented toward an observer for the affec-
tive expression to be visible since the lights are the only means it has for expressing affect. The
Sony AIBO used by Moshkina and Arkin (2005) utilized a red illuminated LED screen to support
affective expression in the personal and social zones. The literature is lacking on the use of illumi-
nated color in the intimate proximity zone. Based on the description given by Hall (1966) of what
is visible in each proximity zone an illuminated colored light is likely visible; however it would be
dependent on intensity as indicated with a green entry in Figure 5.
Argyle (1975) and Hall (1966) support the effectiveness of sound in the social zone at a loud
volume; however the effectiveness is unclear in the robotics literature. Bruce, Nourbakhsh, and
Simmons (2002) uses sound effectively at the personal and social distances in Vikia the museum
robot operating in a relatively quiet environment; however Fincannon et al. (2004) discuss that due
to external noise found in the search and rescue environment, closer proximity improves hearing.
Based on the Fincannon et al. (2004) example, “ear-to-robot” sound communication was most
effective in the intimate zone; however the appropriateness of sound in the personal and social
proximity zones is dependent on the background environmental noise levels and would need to
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be either medium to loud in volume as indicated by a yellow entry in Figure 5. Due the fact that
sound levels would need to be adjustable to accommodate the volume needed to be effective in
the social zone, and in most situations environmental noises may impede sound transmission at
the social distance. The entry in Figure 5 for the social zone is marked yellow indicating may be
appropriate at this distance.
The preferred affective expressions in the intimate zone are orientation and sound, because
vision is constricted, which prevents the perception of body movement and posture as indicated
with red entries in Figure 5 (Argyle, 1975), (Hall, 1966). Fincannon et al. (2004) discuss that both
orientation and sound are highly effective in the intimate distance; however the effectiveness of il-
luminated color in this zone is not clear based on the literature. The results from the research study
performed for this dissertation indicated that the use of color in the intimate zone is appropriate
depending on the intensity of the light.
3.4 Prescriptive Recommendations Applied to Victim Assistance
In order to illustrate one of the potential uses of the prescriptive affective expression recom-
mendations in Figure 5, it is helpful to consider how it could be applied to a search and rescue
robot which locates victims and stays with them until assistance can arrive (usually 4-10 hours
(Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen, 2004)). The human-robot interaction in this case would span
all three of the proximity zones: intimate, personal, and social. The robot would first approach a
social distance from located victims, and in this situation the robot’s body movements should be
sufficiently large or exaggerated enough to be visible by victims at the social distance. Slow and
smooth movements would help to reassure the victims. Abrupt and jerky movements would give
the impression the robot is angry (Bartneck, 2000). The robot should be oriented toward victims
to indicate concern and attentiveness (Fong, Nourbakhsh, and Dautenhahn, 2003), (Bruce, Nour-
bakhsh, and Simmons, 2002), (Nourbakhsh, Kunz, and Willeke, 2003), (Bickmore and Picard,
2004), (Fincannon et al., 2004); however the approach would be less threatening if made from
the right or left side if the environment permits (Walters et al., 2005). The robot could also begin
displaying blue illuminated light to indicate a calm presence approaching. Sound at this distance
would not likely be audible due to environmental noise occurring in the disaster site that would
drown out any sound emitted by the robot (Fincannon et al., 2004), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
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The robot would quickly move from the social zone into the personal zone in order to perform
a preliminary medical assessment of victims. At this distance the robot should be slightly raised
and oriented toward victims to indicate its interest and attention to them. Body movements of the
robot at this distance should be slow and deliberate to not alarm victims and to keep them calm.
At the personal distance the use of an illuminated blue lighting feature would be more readily
visible by the victim and as described by Argyle (1975) blue would express calm, secure, tender,
and pleasant affect by the robot toward victims. Additionally, the use of soothing tones (Norman,
2004) or music (Bartneck, 2000) could be utilized to express calmness and tenderness to elicit a
calming response in the victims. Tones could be used to indicate a positive or negative response
to acknowledge communication received by the robot from the victims. Additionally, tones and/or
music can be used by the robot to indicate understanding to the victim regarding their situation.
The robot would also operate in brief intervals in the intimate zone when assessing the status
of victims, and possibly to administer air and/or water (Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen, 2004).
Actual body movements and postures would not be visible by victims at the intimate distance and
therefore it must rely on orientation, color, and sound as methods of affective expression; however
in some situations orientation could be impeded due to space constraints and/or the location of the
robot. The robot would need to continue to move slowly and should remain oriented toward vic-
tims if at all possible to show attentiveness and caring similar to the personal zone. Sound would
be easily audible at this distance and would be one of the preferred methods of expression to re-
duce the stress levels of victims during interactions in the intimate zone. It would be important
for the robot to emit soothing tones or music to keep victims calm during medical evaluations and
robot contact. This would be the most stressful interaction between the robot and victims; there-
fore soothing sounds would be a valuable tool during this type of interaction. The use of the blue
illuminated light would possibly be effective in the intimate zone adding to the calming effect.
During victim recovery, the robot would operate primarily in the personal proximity zone
(0.46 – 1.22 meters), giving the responders enough standoff distance to monitor the status of the
victims until assistance can arrive, while not being too intrusive. Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen
(2004) surveyed 28 medical providers and several respondents discussed the need for a search and
rescue robot to be comforting to victims. Additionally, they commented on the “creepy” appear
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ance of the robot; therefore the use of these non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions could
prove invaluable to victims that are experiencing high levels of stress and trauma.
3.5 Verification of the Prescriptive Recommendations Through Video Observations Using a
Path for Medical Assessment of a Victim
The details of a robot-assisted medical assessment reachback task (illustrated in Figure 6)
are the focus of a verification of the prescriptive recommendations. These include robot-eye and
victim-eye views at seven points of interest for the task; and the suitability of four of the the five
non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression in each of the three proximity zones tra-
versed by the robot. The appropriateness of the use of illuminated color by proximity zone was not
included in this preliminary research investigation for the verification of this prescriptive recom-
mendation (Bethel and Murphy, 2007).
Figure 6. Diagram of the medical assessment path taken by the Inuktun robot in relation to the
simulated disaster victim.
3.5.1 Medical Assessment Path
The robot-assisted medical assessment path depicted in Figure 6, robot movements, postures,
and orientation was derived from observations of two videotaped studies conducted by Murphy,
Riddle, and Rasmussen (2004) and Riddle, Murphy, and Burke (2005). During those two studies,
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medical personnel directed the robot operators regarding the movements, locations, and orientation
of the robot with respect to the victim. The positions shown in Figure 6 were literal in terms of the
robot’s distance from the victim. These positions were key positions for medical assessment; how-
ever they naturally coincided with the proximity zones displayed in Figure 6 (Bethel and Murphy,
2007).
Figure 6 contains seven key points of interest in which the robot must perform specific tasks
related to victim location and medical assessment (Bethel and Murphy, 2007).
• T1 (social zone) – Robot locates the victim, raises to full height, rotates side-to-side, and tilts
the camera face up and down, to survey the area surrounding the victim.
• T2 (personal zone) – Robot performs a preliminary medical assessment of the victim and sur-
rounding environment. The robot performs the same sequence of movements that occurred
at T1. After completion of the preliminary medical and environmental assessment, the robot
lowers to a flat position and moves to point T3 of Figure 6.
• T3 (intimate zone) – Robot gently pushes the victim in the foot region to determine if the vic-
tim is reactive and conscious.
• T4 (intimate zone) – Robot moves to the head region of the victim to obtain medical sensor
readings and to determine if the victim is breathing. This is the most intimidating position
the robot can be located in relation to the victim (See Figure 7). The robot only stays in this
position long enough to obtain the necessary data.
• T5 (personal zone) – Robot moves backward into the personal zone to survey the overall con-
dition of the victim and the surrounding environment. The robot performs the same motion
sequences performed at point T1.
• T6 (intimate zone) – Robot moves into the intimate zone to the victim’s chest and upper ab-
dominal region. The robot focuses on the chest area to determine if the victim has any visible
injuries and determine whether the victim has chest movement indicative of breathing.
• T7 (personal zone) – Robot moves backward into the personal zone to point T7, where it per-
forms another overall victim status assessment similar to point T5. Points T5 and T7 are com-
fortable locations for continued social interaction and victim monitoring.
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Observations of Location T4
(Intimate Distance Zone)
Robot Perspective Victim Perspective
Figure 7. Observations at point T4 from the robot’s and victim’s perspectives in the intimate prox-
imity zone.
3.5.2 Social Proximity Zone
Robot activities in the social zone mainly involve searching, possible victim location, and gen-
eral structural assessment. Interaction with a victim at this distance is limited; however the victim
may be able to see the robot and needs to feel comfortable with it approaching for assessment. Ob-
servations at point T1 on Figure 6 indicate that the victim is able to see the robot, what position
it is in, large back and forth rotational movements, translational motion, and orientation which is
consistent with the prescriptive recommendations described in the social section of Figure 5.
Smaller movements of the robot such as the tilting motion of the camera face are less visible
at this distance. Additionally, from the robot perspective at point T1, the robot is able to detect the
victim; however it is not able to determine the medical condition of the victim at this distance.
3.5.3 Personal Proximity Zone
The personal proximity zone is appropriate for human-robot social interaction, assessing and
monitoring the overall condition of the victim’s body, in addition to determining the structural
integrity of the environment surrounding the victim. The robot is capable of viewing the entire
length of the victim’s body, performing a preliminary assessment of injuries, and determine the
stability of the structures surrounding the victim at point T2 from Figure 6.
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Consistent with the prescriptive recommendations described in the personal zone entries in
Figure 5 the victim is capable of viewing all the movements of the robot including the small move-
ments of the camera face. Additionally, at point T2 the victim can determine the orientation of
the robot. At this distance, sounds, tones, and/or music could possibly be heard if it is medium to
loud volume and dependent on the background environmental noise (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a),
(Bethel and Murphy, 2006b), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
At point T5 as shown in Figure 6, the robot can perform an overall scan of the victim’s body
and the surrounding environment. The victim’s upper torso and face are clearly visible when the
robot is oriented toward the victim’s face. From the victim’s perspective, the robot’s translational
and rotational movements, orientation, posture, and small movements of the camera face are visi-
ble. Consistent with the entries in the personal zone of Figure 5, the robot is able to communicate
affect to the victim through the use of body movements, postures, and orientation. Medium to loud
sounds, tones, and/or music could possibly be used for affect redundancy, if the environmental
conditions are amenable (Bethel and Murphy, 2006b).
The robot is able to perform another overall evaluation of the victim’s status and survey the
area surrounding the victim at point T7 from Figure 6. This location is also a safe standoff dis-
tance to continually monitor the victim’s status. Social interactions at point T7 between the vic-
tim and the robot would be less stressful for the victim for long-term interactions until assistance
can arrive for extrication (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008). At point T7
most of the victim’s body is visible to the robot when it is oriented toward the face of the vic-
tim. Orientation toward the victim’s face can indicate liking, interest, and caring in addition to
the development of trust between the robot and the victim (Bickmore and Picard, 2004). From
the victim’s perspective at point T7, the robot’s movements, posture, and orientation are visible;
consistent with the prescriptive recommendations displayed in the personal zone entries in Figure
5. Sounds, tones, and/or music may be appropriate for use at this location; however it would de-
pend on background environmental noise levels (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy,
2006b), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
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3.5.4 Intimate Proximity Zone
The intimate proximity zone is useful for close-range victim medical assessment. From obser-
vations of the original medical reachback studies discussed in (Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen,
2004), (Riddle, Murphy, and Burke, 2005) the robot only remains at this location (T4 in Figure
6) long enough to obtain medical sensor readings from the victim. At this distance participants in
the victim role reported the robot as “creepy” in appearance, especially when the robot is near the
face. At this location, it is important that robot movements are minimal and are performed slowly
to avoid startling the victim (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
At point T3 from Figure 6, the robot is used to gently push the victim’s leg to determine if
there is any response. At this location, the chest and face of the victim is not visible to determine
if the victim is breathing or aware. If the victim moves in response to this push, medical personnel
can determine that the victim is displaying awareness (Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen, 2004),
(Riddle, Murphy, and Burke, 2005).
Consistent with the prescriptive recommendations described in the entries in the intimate sec-
tion of Figure 5, the robot is not visible to the victim in the intimate zone at point T3. The use of
body movement and posture at this location is not appropriate; however sounds, tones, and/or mu-
sic would be an appropriate method of affective expression (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel
and Murphy, 2006b), (Bethel and Murphy, 2008).
The robot can be used to obtain medical sensor readings from the victim’s facial area while
active at point T4 of Figure 6. At this location, medical personnel can assess the victim’s level of
awareness and interaction through observation of facial responses (see Figure 7) (Murphy, Riddle,
and Rasmussen, 2004), (Riddle, Murphy, and Burke, 2005). From the victim’s perspective, the
robot is close and reported as “creepy” in appearance at this distance as shown in Figure 7. As per
the entries in the intimate section of Figure 5 orientation of the robot is visible. Consistent with
the intimate entries in Figure 5 the full body of the robot is not visible at point T4; therefore the
use of body movement and posture would not be an appropriate method of affective expression at
this location. Sound would be a more appropriate method of expressing affect at this location in
the intimate zone (Bethel and Murphy, 2006a), (Bethel and Murphy, 2006b), (Bethel and Murphy,
2008).
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The robot can be used to evaluate a victim’s breathing and abdomen at point T6 of Figure 6.
The robot is not visible to the victim at this location. Consistent with the prescriptive recommen-
dations described in the intimate entries of Figure 5, body movement and posture would not be
an appropriate method of expressing affect to the victim for social interaction. In this case, ori-
entation of the robot is not visible. The most appropriate method of expressing affect at point T6
would be sounds, tones, and/or music as indicated in the entries for the intimate distance zone of
Figure 5.
This initial evaluation through video observations of the medical assessment path provided
verification of body movements, postures, orientation, and some of the sound entries (Bethel and
Murphy, 2007). Illuminated color was not evaluated in this scenario. This initial study was used
to verify the prescriptive recommendations and show the viability of future more comprehensive
studies with human subjects. The prescriptive recommendations have been developed and a pre-
liminary verification provide the foundation for approaching the use of non-facial and non-verbal
affective expression in appearance-constrained and anthropomorphic robots for naturalistic social
interaction. Human-robot interaction studies have focused on the use of facial expressions to pro-
vide that naturalistic interface; however it is often the case that the robot does not have a face or
the ability to utilize facial expressions for affect and social interaction.
3.6 Social Interactions with Appearance-Constrained Robots with Soldiers
According to an article on washingtonpost.com (Garreau, 2007) soldiers using iRobot’s Pack-
Bot Scout robots have bonded with and socially interacted with their robots even though the robots
displayed no affective expression. The soldiers have gone so far as to give their robots promotions
and commendations based on the robot’s performance in the field and the fact that the robot saved
the lives of soldiers. The soldiers view these robots as teammates. When a centipede robot was
down to one leg after detonating several improvised explosive devices and it was dragging its body
with its remaining leg, a Colonel watching the activity stopped the rest of the robot’s mission be-
cause he felt it was inhumane (Garreau, 2007). If the robots become incapacitated the soldiers will
take them in for repair but they want their robot returned to them, not a replacement. They will
insist that their robot be repaired because of their attachment to the robot, even when it is beyond
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repair. This reinforces the concept first presented by Reeves and Nass (1998), that if it moves, hu-
mans will treat it as a social entity and will innately interact with the object in a social manner.
3.7 Design Recommendations and the Development of Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affec-
tive Expressions for Use in Robotic Applications
Based on the prescriptive recommendations or design guidelines, non-facial and non-verbal
affective expressions need to be developed for the robotic application in which the robot will be
interacting with a human. It is possible to develop movements, postures, orientation, color, and
sound primitives that can be applied to any robot; however more intricate movements will be lim-
ited to a specific functionality of a robot (e.g., polymorphic robots vs. fixed platform robots).
Movement patterns that display non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions, robot ori-
entation toward the humans with which they are interacting, and robot postures can be incorpo-
rated into robotic systems through software implementation. This would eliminate the need for
physical modification of the robot or the need to build new robots to exhibit non-facial and non-
verbal affective expression. It is important, when designing to produce a calming effect, that the
robot moves in controlled and slower movements, remains lower to the ground if at all possible
to reduce any type of looming effect, and limits the use of movement when in close proximity to
humans. To display caring and attentiveness toward humans, the robot(s) should remain oriented
toward the human as much as possible. If the goal is to keep humans at a distance from the robot
or a particular area such as required in crowd control, military, and law enforcement applications,
the robot should move in quick and erratic movement patterns, possibly charging toward the hu-
mans to keep them at a distance. From this research and the literature, movements and behaviors
commonly exhibited in human-human interactions are applicable in human-robot interactions as
well; however more extensive research is required in all five methods of non-facial and non-verbal
affective expression to determine the most effective use of these methods and specific applications.
For the purpose of this research, subject matter experts (SMEs), Jeff Conover a puppeteer with
Disney and Daniel Deutsch a Disney consultant, were utilized to assist in the development of types
of movements, and postures, that would be calming and less threatening to be used in search and
rescue applications or in any application where there is a desire for the human interacting with the
robot to be calm and experience less stress. Additionally, the SMEs assisted in identifying move-
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ments and postures that would be threatening or aggressive to keep humans away from robots,
such as needed in military and law enforcement operations.
For the initial implementation associated with this research, light blue neon lighting tape was
used to produce a calming effect when used in search and rescue applications. Additionally, this
lighting effect illuminated the body of the robot which was utilized to decrease the victims’ stress
levels to make the robot more visible when approaching them. Light blue lighting was selected
because based on the research literature, it has been recognized to elicit a calming and pleasant
response (Argyle, 1975). More extensive research needs to be conducted to determine a mapping
of color to specific emotions.
After the development of the body movements, postures, and orientation, these non-facial and
non-verbal methods of affective expression were implemented in software on the actual robot. The
light blue neon light tape was physically mounted on the under-carriage of each robot. The next
step in the process was to test the non-facial and non-verbal affective expressions with human par-
ticipants to determine the effectiveness of the social interactions, the validity of the prescriptive
recommendations, and to establish and validate research methods, metrics, and measurements.
3.8 Constraints to the Approach
There are certain limitations to implementing the full set of non-facial and non-verbal affec-
tive expression based on the prescriptive recommendations developed in this research. Depending
on the design of the robot, not all of the methods can be implemented. For example, the iRobot
PackBot in its current configuration does not have two-way audio communication making the de-
velopment of sounds difficult to implement without design modification.
3.9 Summary
This chapter focuses on the theory and approaches necessary to incorporate non-facial and
non-verbal affective expression into robotic implementations. There are two design approaches
discussed – the iterative design approach and prescriptive recommendations. These approaches
are often complementary and are not mutually exclusive. There is a discussion of the develop-
ment of a set of prescriptive recommendations for the appropriate use of five methods of non-facial
and non-verbal affective expression (body movements, postures, orientation, color, and sound)
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based on the inter-agent distance or proximity (distance) between two agents. A detailed example
is provided on how these recommendations could be implemented in an urban search and rescue
application associated with victim medical assessment. Details are provided of a video observation
used to verify the prescriptive recommendations based on a path used for the medical assessment
of a victim. There is a brief discussion of how soldiers socially connect with the appearance-con-
strained robots they must use in military operations. Design recommendations and the develop-
ment of non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective expression for use in robotic systems, with
examples of movement patterns are provided in addition to some constraints to this approach that
were related to the robots used in this research.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Methods and Design
The primary objective of this research was to determine whether the use of non-facial and
non-verbal affective expression provided a mechanism for naturalistic social interaction between a
functional, appearance-constrained robot and the human with which it was interacting. The experi-
mental objectives for this research were to determine if the use of non-facial and non-verbal affec-
tive expressions with two different appearance-constrained search and rescue robots reduced par-
ticipants’ arousal levels, to allow them to feel less inhibited and more in control, and cause them
to view the interaction as more positive. The chapter discusses the use of power analysis to deter-
mine the appropriate sample size, participant eligibility requirements, and sources of recruitment.
Details of the psychophysiology equipment used for the study are provided. There is an in-depth
discussion of the self-assessment measurement tools and the structured interview questions used
in this study. Design requirements for the simulated disaster site are provided in addition to the ex-
perimental design for the study. Additionally, there is a detailed description of the study protocol,
as well as personnel requirements and responsibilities.
4.1 Study Overview
A total of 128 participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups that interacted with
two different appearance-constrained robots. The robots were pre-programmed to operate in ei-
ther a standard mode or an emotive mode so that participants would all have similar experiences.
The behaviors of the robots programmed to operate in the standard mode were developed based
on video observations of robot operators during search and rescue training exercises. The robots in
the standard mode exhibited fast and erratic movements, would rise to full height creating a loom-
ing effect, and often turned away from the participants to survey the surrounding environment. The
behaviors for the robots programmed to operate in the emotive mode were developed based on lit-
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erature from psychology and animal behavior, and from consultations with subject matter experts,
Jeff Conover a Disney puppeteer and Daniel Deutsch a Disney consultant. The robots programmed
to operate in the emotive mode displayed slow and controlled movements to express interest and
curiosity as they approached participants, stayed lower to the ground to reduce the looming effect,
remained oriented toward the participants to exhibit caring and attentiveness, and displayed a light
blue lighting effect on the under-carriage of the robot to elicit a calming response and illuminate
the robot for visibility purposes.
Participants were provided eight self-assessments prior to any robot interactions, six assess-
ments after each robot interaction, and a follow-up questionnaire at the end of their participation
in the study that addressed their feelings regarding the entire study experience. Psychophysiologi-
cal measures were utilized to measure participants’ arousal levels to determine whether there were
differences between their physiological measures during a resting period obtained after the par-
ticipant was placed in the confined-space simulated disaster site compared to their responses to
each robot with which they interacted. Video data was collected from four different camera per-
spectives (overhead view – overall site image, faceview – face and upper torso, participant view
– from inside the box just behind and above the participant, and the robot view – images from the
robots). Following the experiments, participants were interviewed to determine what they were
feeling about their interactions with the robots and about the study overall. Through the use of all
four methods of evaluation, convergent validity may be obtained to determine the effectiveness
of the use of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression for naturalistic social interaction in a
simulated disaster application. For the purposes of this dissertation, the items analyzed were the
results from the valence and arousal dimensions of the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM), and the
psychophysiology measures of heart rate, respiration amplitude, respiration rate, and skin conduc-
tance level. Additionally, a correlation analysis was conducted to determine if there were correla-
tions between the SAM assessments and the psychophysiology data. The dominance dimension of
the SAM assessment was removed from the analysis because numerous participants verbally ex-
pressed difficulty understanding the questions (approximately 25% of participants); therefore this
dimension was removed from consideration in this study. This will need to be evaluated further
at a later date with either a different measurement tool or by modification of the questions on the
SAM assessment.
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4.2 Participants
A total of 128 participants were recruited, based on a power analysis for 80% power, a me-
dium effect size of 0.35, two groups being evaluated, and an α = .05. Participants were randomly
assigned between two groups – those interacting with robots pre-programmed to operate in ei-
ther a standard mode or an emotive mode. Participants included both males (38.3%) and females
(61.7%), which was proportionate to the overall population on the USF Tampa campus. Partci-
pants were between the ages of 18 and 62, from different educational backgrounds, and ethnici-
ties. Participants were recruited from both within and outside of the University of South Florida.
The means and standard deviations for participants’ demographics are displayed in Table 1. The
frequencies and percentages for the participants’ demographics are presented as follows: gender
(Table 2), age (Table 3), education (Table 4), ethnicity (Table 5), computer experience (Table 6),
robot experience (Table 7), video gaming experience (Table 8), robot ownership (Table 9), and dog
ownership (Table 10).
Table 1. Means and standard deviations for participants’ demographics. This includes gender (0-
female or 1-male), age (18 - 62), educational background (0-some high school to 8-postdoctorate,
ethnicity (0-caucasian to 7-mixed/other), computer experience (0-no experience to 5-expert), robot
experience (0-no experience to 5-expert), video gaming experience (0-no experience to 5-expert),
whether a participant owns a robot (0-no or 1-yes) and/or a dog (0-no or 1-yes).
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S)
Gender .38 .49
Age 22.84 9.13
Education 2.55 1.07
Ethnicity 1.60 2.51
Computer Experience 3.19 1.00
Robot Experience .52 .99
Video Gaming Experience 2.79 1.45
Own a Robot .04 .20
Own a Dog .42 .50
Participants were interviewed or completed an exclusion questionnaire online prior to involve-
ment in the study to determine eligibility. Participants were required to be of good health with no
known history of high blood pressure, arrhythmias, cardiovascular disease, asthma, mental illness
(specifically panic disorders, anxiety disorders, and/or claustrophobia), or taking any medication
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Table 2. Gender demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are 0-female
and 1-male.
Gender Frequency Percentage
0-female 79 61.7%
1-male 49 38.3%
Total 128 100.0%
Table 3. Age demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are from 18 to
62 years of age.
Age Frequency Percentage
18 39 30.5%
19 24 18.8%
20 13 10.2%
21 10 7.8%
22 9 7.0%
23 8 6.3%
24 6 4.7%
25 3 2.3%
26 1 .8%
27 2 1.6%
28 1 .8%
34 1 .8%
37 1 .8%
39 1 .8%
43 1 .8%
46 2 1.6%
53 1 .8%
54 2 1.6%
57 1 .8%
61 1 .8%
62 1 .8%
Total 128 100.0%
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Table 4. Education demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are 0-some
high school, 1-high school graduate, 2-some college, 3-AA AS, 4-Bachelor degree, 5-some gradu-
ate school, 6-Masters degree, 7-Ph.D./M.D./J.D. and 8-postdoctorate.
Educational Background Frequency Percentage
0-some high school 0 0.0%
1-high school graduate 8 6.3%
2-some college 76 59.4%
3-AA AS 20 15.6%
4-Bachelor degree 16 12.5%
5-some graduate school 5 3.9%
6-Masters degree 3 2.3%
7-Ph.D./M.D./J.D. 0 0.0%
8-postdoctorate 0 0.0%
Total 128 100.0%
Table 5. Ethnicity demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are 0-Cau-
casian, 1-Black or African American, 2-Asian or Asian American, 3-American Indian or Alaska
Native, 4-Arab or Middle Eastern, 5-Hispanic or Latino, 6-Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Is-
lander, and 7-Other/Mixed or Non-Specified.
Ethnicity Frequency Percentage
0-Caucasian 80 62.5%
1-Black or African American 9 7.0%
2-Asian or Asian American 9 7.0%
3-American Indian or Alaska Native 0 0.0%
4-Arab or Middle Eastern 1 .8%
5-Hispanic or Latino 13 10.2%
6-Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 3 2.3%
7-Mixed/Other or Non-Specified 13 10.2%
Total 128 100.0%
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Table 6. Computer experience demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic
are 0-no experience, 1-novice, 2-some experience, 3-moderate experience, 4-strong experience,
and 5-expert.
Computer Experience Frequency Percentage
0-no experience 2 1.6%
1-novice 5 3.9%
2-some experience 15 11.7%
3-moderate experience 63 49.2%
4-strong experience 31 24.2%
5-expert 12 9.4%
Total 128 100.0%
Table 7. Robot experience demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are
0-no experience, 1-novice, 2-some experience, 3-moderate experience, 4-strong experience, and
5-expert.
Robot Experience Frequency Percentage
0-no experience 90 70.3%
1-novice 21 16.4%
2-some experience 11 8.6%
3-moderate experience 3 2.3%
4-strong experience 1 .8%
5-expert 2 1.6%
Total 128 100.0%
Table 8. Video gaming experience demographics for participants. The responses for this demo-
graphic are 0-no experience, 1-novice, 2-some experience, 3-moderate experience, 4-strong expe-
rience, and 5-expert.
Video Gaming Experience Frequency Percentage
0-no experience 8 6.3%
1-novice 19 14.8%
2-some experience 28 21.9%
3-moderate experience 26 20.3%
4-strong experience 31 24.2%
5-expert 16 12.5%
Total 128 100.0%
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Table 9. Robot ownership demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are
0-no and 1-yes.
Own a Robot? Frequency Percentage
0-no 123 96.1%
1-yes 5 3.9%
Total 128 100.0%
Table 10. Dog ownership demographics for participants. The responses for this demographic are
0-no and 1-yes.
Own a Dog? Frequency Percentage
0-no 74 57.8%
1-yes 54 42.2%
Total 128 100.0%
that could impact the cardiovascular system. Additionally, participants should have no history of
drug or alcohol abuse in the past year and have not received professional psychiatric counseling
for the past year. These requirements were necessary for obtaining accurate psychophysiology
measurements from each participant.
Participants were recruited via the Psychology Department SONA System, flyers on campus,
announcements to classes in different departments on campus, and personal contacts. Participation
in the study was voluntary. A door prize ticket was provided to each participant and in some cases
class or extra credit was offered (e.g. extra credit is commonly given to Psychology Department
students for participation in research studies) as added incentive for increased participation. Ap-
pointments were scheduled for each eligible participant to avoid scheduling conflicts and optimize
participants’ and researchers’ time. The door prize ticket was provided to each participant regard-
less of whether they actually completed the study. The drawing was held after the conclusion of
all data collection and the two winning participants were contacted via e-mail and phone, and then
given their $100 cash prizes.
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4.3 Physiological Recording Apparatus
A ProComp5 Infiniti physiological recording unit was provided by Thought Technology, Inc.
(http://www.thoughttechnology.com/) for use in this research study. Thought Technology, Inc. also
provided the Biograph Infiniti software for data collection and signal processing, in addition to the
following sensors: one electrocardiograph (ECG) with three lead electrodes, one blood volume
pulse (BVP), one skin conductance level (SCL), and two respiration strain gauges for thoracic and
abdominal measures. Additionally, Uni-Gel ECG disposable silver-silver chloride electrodes were
used for ECG recordings.
The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal was used to measure heart rate (HR). The ECG signal
was transduced using one ground and two active electrodes in a modified lead II configuration
(See Figure 8) (Stern, Ray, and Quigley, 2001). The signals were processed using the Biograph
Infiniti software designed for use with the ProComp5 Infiniti physiological recording unit.
Figure 8. Psychophysiology sensor placement diagrams. The image on the left illustrates the
modified lead II configuration for ECG measures. The center diagram displays the sensor place-
ment for measuring skin conductance levels, and the diagram on the right shows the sensor config-
uration for measuring thoracic and abdominal respiration. These images were used with permis-
sion from Thought Technology, Ltd.
Skin conductance level (SCL) was measured. The SCL was transduced with two electrodes
placed on the first and last volar surfaces of the distal phalanges of the non-dominant hand as dis-
played in Figure 8 (Dawson, Schell, and Filion, 2000). The sensors provided by Thought Tech-
nologies, Inc. did not require any special electrodes or skin preparation, paste, or conducting gel.
The signals were processed using the Biograph Infiniti software.
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Heart rate (HR) and blood volume pressure (BVP) signals were also measured using the BVP
sensor. The HR/BVP was transduced with a single electrode attached to the middle finger of the
non-dominant hand. This sensor did not require special electrodes or skin preparation. The signals
were processed using the Biograph Infiniti software. Due to the measurements from this sensor
being redundant with the heart rate data obtained from the ECG sensor as well as the analysis of
the BVP sensor data revealed numerous problems with signal noise and movement artifacts, the
data was not considered reliable from this sensor; therefore this data was not used for analysis pur-
poses.
Respiration signals were measured with the signals transduced with two strain gauge sensors
at the thoracic and abdominal regions (Refer to Figure 8). It was important to obtain both mea-
sures because some participants may breathe from their abdomen and others from their upper
chest. The respiration measurements will be used in conjunction with ECG signals to determine
RSA at a later date. The signals were processed using the Biograph Infiniti software.
Participant data was transmitted through fiber optic cable to a laptop computer. Following the
data collection of each participant the data collected was backed up to three different external hard
drives that were geographically dispersed for safe storage. A unique identifer was assigned to each
participant for confidentiality reasons to track all data collected.
4.4 Self-Assessments and Interview Measures
Participants were provided a series of questionnaires that were included in a booklet that they
received after it was determined that they were eligible for the study. The booklet included pre-
interaction, interaction, and post-interaction assessments and questionnaires, with each section of
the booklet separated by dividers. Participants were provided the assessments one section at a time
to complete, and then the assessments were scanned and reassembled into a booklet form for safe
storage in a locked cabinet.
4.4.1 Pre-Interaction Measures
After it was determined that participants were eligible for the study, they completed the pre-
interaction assessments and questionnaires. The following pre-interaction assessments were pro-
vided to each participant:
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• Demographics – This included questions regarding gender, age, occupation, education level,
major field of study (where applicable), ethnicity/race, prior computer experience, prior robot
experience, prior video gaming experience, robot ownership, and dog ownership. This ques-
tion was developed by the researcher for the purposes of this study.
• Health Information – This questionnaire requested information regarding the current time, age,
gender, all prescription and non-prescription medications and supplements taken within the
past 48 hours. Additionally it required participants to state when they last had something to
eat and what they ate, when they last drank caffeine and how much they consumed, and when
they last smoked cigarettes, how many they smoked, and how many cigarettes they regularly
smoked in a day. This questionnaire was developed by the researcher for the purposes of this
study.
• Physical Activity Questionnaire (Paffenbarger, Wing, and Hyde, 1978) – This questionnaire
measured the participants’ physical activity levels including how many flights of stairs they
walked up daily, how many city blocks they walked daily, any sports or recreational activities
they participated in over the past week, and a table of activities and frequency of involvement.
• Sleep Quality Assessment (Buysse et al., 1989) – This was a multi-page assessment that asked
multiple questions on the quality and amount of sleep participants over the previous month.
It included questions on sleep patterns, bedtime habits, length of sleep, factors that disrupted
their sleep, and many other related factors.
• Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) (Cohen, Kamarck, and Mermelstein, 1983) – This assessment
measured the participants levels of stress over the previous month. It included questions re-
garding how they handled stress, how often they would get upset, how confident were they in
their ability to handle difficult situation and related concepts.
• Single Item Social Support (SIMSS) (Blake and McKay, 1986) – This consisted of one ques-
tion: How many people do you have near that you can readily count on for real help in times
of trouble or difficulty, such as to watch over children or pets, give rides to the hospital or
store, or help if you are sick? It had a scale of 0, 1, 2-5, 6-9, 10 or more.
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• State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger, Gorsuch, and Lushene, 1970) – Only the
state portion of this standardized psychological assessment was used. This assessment allowed
participants to respond to questions regarding how they felt prior to interacting with the ro-
bots. This provided a baseline of their current feelings and state. Additionally, this assessment
was given after each robot interaction with the final assessment compared to the pre-interac-
tion version to make sure participants returned to their previous state once experiments were
concluded. This was checked for ethical reasons.
• Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Watson, Clark, and Tellegen, 1988) – This
is a standardized psychological assessment that allowed participants to rate their feelings and
emotions on a five-point Likert scale. This instrument identified the strength of feelings and
emotions prior to and following any robot interactions.
The data from these questionnaires was processed and saved for archival purposes and for fu-
ture exploration. Analyses of these assessments are beyond the scope of this thesis; however future
data analyses will provide an opportunity for further insights and applications.
4.4.2 Interaction Measures
After the presentation of each robot, participants were requested to complete six different self-
assessments. This gave each participant a behavioral task to perform between interactions to assist
in reducing any possible effects of habituation. The following self-assessments were completed
after the presentation of each robot:
• Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) (Bradley and Lang, 1994) – This assessment rates partici-
pants’ experiences with the robots on a nine point Likert scale of valence, arousal, and domi-
nance. This is a two part assessment which poses the evaluation terminology in two different
ways for increased validity. The questions associated with the dominance dimension were
misunderstood and appeared to confuse approximately 25% of the participants based on verbal
accounts; therefore this data was removed from the analyses. The dominance dimension will
need to be validated at a later date using a different assessment tool or through modifying the
questions on the SAM assessment for this dimension. Two versions of this assessment were
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developed to determine if both versions elicited similar responses from participants. A corre-
lation analyses was conducted to determine the validity of the SAM assessment for use in HRI
studies. Further information on this validation process and the results of the correlation are
available in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 commencing on pages 77 and 121 respectively.
• Robot Assessment – This assessment was developed to determine participants’ feelings re-
garding four different aspects of the robot they experienced. The assessment evaluated the
appearance, sounds, movements, and speed of the robot. Each criteria was evaluated based on
a nine point Likert scale for valence, arousal, and dominance. Numerous participants verbally
expressed confusion and questioned the wording associated with the dominance dimension
(approximately 25% of participants); therefore this dimension was not utilized. This question-
naire was developed for the purposes of this study as a distractor so that participants would not
infer the true purpose of the study.
• Affect Grid Scale (Russell, Weiss, and Mendelsohn, 1989), (Mutlu et al., 2006) – Modified
from the original version for use in the HRI domain. This assessment was set up in a grid
and requested participants to rate two questions: your perception of the robot interaction (low
arousal to high arousal AND low pleasure to high pleasure), and your perception of the robot’s
attitude (hostile to friendly AND submissive to dominant). This assessment was set up as grid
or graph design and approximately 25% of the participants expressed confusion on how to plot
the points and complete this graph; therefore it was withdrawn from analyses.
• Observations of the Robot (Mutlu et al., 2006) – This questionnaire was modified from the
original version to correspond with this human-robot study. Several questions were removed
due to the fact that the original assessment was geared toward a humanoid and were not appli-
cable to this human-robot study.
• State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger, Gorsuch, and Lushene, 1970) – Only the
state portion of this standardized psychological assessment was used. This assessment allowed
participants to respond to questions regarding how they felt during their interactions with each
robot.
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• Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) (Watson, Clark, and Tellegen, 1988) – This
standardized psychological assessment allowed participants to rate on a five point Likert scale
the feelings and emotions they experienced during each robot interaction.
4.4.3 Post-Interaction Measures
Once participants completed the assessments immediately following their last robot interac-
tion they participated in an audio recorded structured interview. Participants were requested to
answer the following questions:
• What were you feeling during the experiments?
• Were there any feelings that arose during the experiments that impacted you in a positive way?
• Were they any feelings that arose during the experiments that impacted you in a negative way?
• Was there anything that occurred during the experiment that was problematic for you in any
way?
• Do you have any suggestions for improving the experimental process?
• Do you have any other comments or suggestions about this experience?
Following the audio recorded structured interview, participants were provided with one last
self-assessment that examined their feeling about the study overall. This questionnaire was derived
from a human-robot study conducted at Carnegie Mellon University (Mutlu, Hodgins, and Forl-
izzi, 2006). After completion of this last assessment participants were debriefed on the study and
were requested not to discuss the details of the study with others.
4.5 Site Requirements
The site was designed to be in an indoor location that allowed for the control of temperature
and sound for quality psychophysiological data collection. A high-fidelity, simulated disaster set-
ting was needed with a confined space for participants to have a sense of being in an actual disas-
ter setting, and to induce a mild to medium stress condition during the course of the experiments.
There was a need to provide adequate space to test the social impact of interactions in each of the
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three proximity zones of interest to verify the developed prescriptive recommendations. The site
was designed with a wooden chute that the robots would come through to enter the simulated dis-
aster site to prevent participants from viewing the robots prior to the actual study interactions. The
site required enough space to set up a video camcorder to obtain an upper torso and facial per-
spective of participants during their interactions with the robots. There were chairs and a six foot
table for the laptop, psychophysiological recording equipment and a separate area for completing
questionnaires and operating the robot and video recording equipment. The experiments were con-
ducted in University of South Florida, Engineering Building II, Room 223. All robot interactions
were conducted in the dark; therefore all video equipment had infrared recording capability. Ad-
ditionally infrared lighting was used to provide illumination for the video recording. Video cam-
eras were also installed inside the confined-space box to record the participant’s perspective. Each
robot was equipped with cameras to obtain the robot’s perspective, and a camera was mounted
at ceiling height to obtain an overview perspective of the entire site. The conceptual drawing of
the experimental site plan is shown in Figure 9. A photo of the final simulated disaster site is dis-
played in Figure 10.
4.6 Experimental Design
Each participant interacted with two different robots (within-subjects factor) used in actual
urban search and rescue responses (See Figure 11): an iRobot PackBot Scout and an Inuktun Ex-
treme-VGTV. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions(between-subjects
factor): robots programmed to operate in the standard mode, or robots programmed to operate in
the emotive mode. This was a 2 x 2 mixed model design (2 robots x 2 operating conditions). The
order the robots were presented was counterbalanced, a between-subjects factor. Additionally, age
and gender were balanced.
4.7 Study Protocol
Upon arrival at the experiment site, participants were interviewed to confirm study eligibility,
given instructions, briefed on the activities of the study, and were requested to sign the provided
informed consents for study participation and audio/video-recording before beginning the proto-
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Figure 9. Conceptual drawing of the experimental site plan using the space allocated in ENB223.
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Figure 10. Actual high-fidelity, simulated disaster site with confined-space box and Inuktun robot.
Figure 11. PackBot in a rubble pile and Inuktun in the simulated disaster site.
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col. Then participants received and were instructed to complete the pre-interaction assessments
and questionnaires as outlined in subsection 4.4.1.
Next, the ambulatory physiological data recorder and sensors were connected to the partici-
pant and tested to verify that all connections were secure and working properly. Participants were
then placed on a padded cot in the prone position on their right side and listened to calming music
to obtain baseline physiological measures prior to being placed in the confined-space simulated
disaster site for the robot interactions. Baseline measurements were recorded in the last three min-
utes of a ten minute resting period.
After baseline measurements were taken, participants were placed in the prone position on
their right side in the confined-space within the simulated disaster site designed for this study.
The site was built in an indoor location so that the environment could be controlled for noise and
temperature to obtain an accurate recording of the physiological measures. Participants were re-
quested to rest for ten minutes prior to starting the robot scenarios. During the last three minutes
of this rest period baseline readings from all sensors were recorded.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups (standard operating robots vs. emo-
tive operated robots) and were presented the robots (Inuktun Extreme-VGTV or PackBot) in a
counterbalanced order. Each participant experienced two robot interactions that lasted approxi-
mately five to seven minutes each. The robot path and movements were pre-programmed for con-
sistency in the robot interactions. The path the robots followed was based on observations of a
robot-assisted victim assessment training exercise, using information obtained from actual emer-
gency medical personnel regarding how they would have the robots operated to perform this type
of medical assessment (Riddle, Murphy, and Burke, 2005), (Murphy, Riddle, and Rasmussen,
2004). Psychophysiological measures were collected continuously during the robot interactions.
Following each interaction, participants were instructed to complete interaction assessments, as
outlined in subsection 4.4.2 to evaluate their experiences and feelings during the robot interac-
tion. By having participants complete assessments following the interactions it was expected to re-
duce the effects of habituation; however based on the results, this may not have had the desired ef-
fect. Participants were given fifteen minutes to complete these assessments with the goal that they
would return to baseline levels before experiencing the next robot. Participants were permitted to
sit up to complete the assessment forms; however they returned to the prone position on their right
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side for the next set of baseline physiological readings and while they interacted with the robots in
order to have consistent physiological readings.
All tasks were videotaped from overhead, faceview (upper torso and face), participant, and
robot perspectives using infrared video cameras. All robot interactions were performed in the dark
to simulate actual disaster conditions. The recordings synchronized by the overhead lights being
turned off and on for the robot interactions for data collection consistency.
Following the two robot interactions and completion of the interaction assessments, partici-
pants were removed from the simulated disaster site and all physiological equipment was removed.
Data was collected via fiber-optic cable transmission to the onsite laptop and backed up to three
external hard drives that were geographically dispersed each day. The data was secured in a locked
cabinet in a secured building for security and confidentiality purposes. Confidential data was only
shared among the research group. Informed consent forms were stored in a locked location sepa-
rate from the other data collected.
Participants were interviewed using the questions in subsection 4.4.3. The interview was au-
dio recorded for accuracy in data collection. Participants were then debriefed on the purpose of the
study. Following the interview, participants were instructed to complete the post-interaction fol-
low-up assessment regarding their feelings about the study as a whole. Videotapes were removed,
labeled, and stored for behavioral coding at a later date. All videotapes were also be backed up to
three external hard drives that were geographically dispersed. The original tapes were kept in a
locked office in a secured building.
4.8 Personnel
This study required a minimum of one assistant for recording psychophysiology measure-
ments and operating the faceview video camera. This assistant also placed the robots in the start-
ing position for each interaction and made sure the robots were powered on and the batteries were
charged. They were responsible for all video operations and maintenance. These duties included:
verifying that all cameras were loaded with videotapes, batteries were charged, A/V cabling was
attached, all recordings were time synched, all videotapes were properly labeled and backed up.
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For safety of the participants, assistants, investigator, and robots there was always a minimum
of two trained personnel on site during the study. The investigator and all experiment personnel
had cellphones for emergency purposes.
4.9 Summary
This chapter begins with an overview of the overall study details, followed by a discussion
of how to determine the appropriate sample size and methods of recruiting participants for hu-
man studies. The demographics of the participants involved in this study are presented for com-
pleteness and also for reproducibility of the study. Details are provided on the psychophysiology
equipment used for this study, what measurements were recorded, and proper electrode placement.
There is detailed coverage on the self-assessment tools utilized in different aspects of this study
(pre-interaction, interaction and post-interaction tasks). Other important aspects presented in this
chapter are the site requirements, a description of the experimental design, and the study protocol
utilized as part of this research. Additionally, there is coverage on the personnel requirements and
responsibilities needed for this study.
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Chapter 5
Data Analyses and Results
This chapter presents the details of the data analyses conducted and results from data collected
as part of this complex, large-scale, comprehensive study evaluating the effectiveness of non-facial
and non-verbal affective expression for use as a mechanism for naturalistic human-robot social in-
teraction. Only a small portion of the data collected as part of this study will be analyzed as part of
this dissertation. The focus for this research is associated with participants’ valence and arousal re-
sponses to the two urban search and rescue robots used in this study , the Inuktun Extreme-VGTV
(Inuktun) and the iRobot Packbot Scout (Packbot). The chapter begins with preliminary informa-
tion regarding the types of analyses conducted, the equation used to calculate effect size with the
associated scale, and the null hypotheses evaluated. The analyses performed as part of this study
fall into three categories: Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) data analyses, psychophysiological
data analyses, and correlations between the SAM and psychophysiological data. Within each type
of analyses, descriptive and inferential statistics are presented.
5.1 Data Analyses and Results Background Information
Data analyses for the study conducted included analyses of the data related to the Self-As-
sessment Manikin (SAM) (Bradley and Lang, 1994) on the dimensions of valence and arousal,
psychophysiological data was analyzed for arousal, and a correlation analysis was performed on
the SAM assessment and psychophysiological data. Additionally, two versions of the SAM as-
sessment were developed for this study and as part of the analyses, a correlation was performed to
determine if the results from the two versions of the SAM assessments could be combined for ease
of analysis and to validate the SAM assessment as a tool for the HRI community. All tests were
conducted using an α = .05. Effect sizes were calculated for the statistically significant F-tests us-
ing Cohen’s fˆ effect (Cohen, 1988).
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The effect sizes for all F-tests were calculated using the following equation for Cohen’s fˆ ef-
fect:
fˆ =
√
df( FN )
The scale used for interpreting Cohen’s fˆ effect is as follows:
• .00 - .09 no notable effect
• .10 - .24 small effect
• .25 - .39 medium effect
• .40 + large effect
The null hypotheses associated with this research focused on three dimensions, which were
valence (positive versus negative), arousal (excited versus calm), and dominance (in-control ver-
sus controlled). Valence was evaluated using the SAM assessments, arousal was measured through
both the SAM assessments and psychophysiological data; however the dominance dimension was
not successfully evaluated in this study due to numerous participants (approximately 25% of the
participants) verbally reporting confusion with the wording of the dominance questions on the
SAM assessments. This will need to be investigated further in a future study with a different as-
sessment tool or revisions to the SAM assessments. Therefore, the null hypotheses that were eval-
uated for this thesis were the arousal and valence dimensions as follows:
• Within-Subjects Factor – Robot (Inuktun Extreme-VGTV (Inuktun) versus iRobot Packbot
Scout (Packbot))
– Participants will experience no difference in stress and arousal levels with the Inuktun
compared to the PackBot.
– Participants will view interactions with the Inuktun Extreme-VGTV as no different than
interactions with the iRobot PackBot Scout.
• Between-Subjects Factor – Operating Mode (Standard versus Emotive)
– Participants will experience no difference in stress or arousal levels with the robots oper-
ated in the emotive mode compared to those operated in the standard mode.
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– Participants will view interactions with the robots operated in the emotive mode as the
same when compared to the standard mode robots.
• Between-Subjects Factor – Robot Order (Inuktun First versus Packbot First)
– Participants will experience no difference in stress and arousal levels whether they see
the Inuktun First or the Packbot First.
– Participants will view interactions with the Inuktun as no different than interactions with
the Packbot regardless of which robot is presented first.
5.2 Self-Assessment Manikin Analyses and Results
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) data was analyzed on two of the three dimensions, va-
lence (positive versus negative) and arousal (excited versus calm) (Bradley and Lang, 1994). The
orginal SAM document was modified to correspond with the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) do-
main and two versions of the assessment were developed in order to validate this assessment tool
for use in the HRI community. The SAM assessment has already been validated for use in the psy-
chology community (Bradley and Lang, 1994). This section discusses the data analyses performed
using the SAM assessment data including the correlation performed between the two versions of
this developed assessment tool, the multivariate tests for assumptions by operating mode and or-
der, the descriptive and inferential statistical results from the SAM data collected on the valence
and arousal dimensions.
The data analyses for the SAM data included both descriptive and inferential statistical anal-
yses. The analyses were performed using SAS 9.2 and SPSS 17.0. For the descriptive statistics,
analysis of central tendencies was conducted which included the mean, standard deviation, skew-
ness, kurtosis and distribution characteristics for the valence and arousal variables by operating
mode and by order. Assumptions for multivariate normality and homogeneity of the covariance
matrix (Box’s M Test) were tested and analyzed by operating mode and by order.
The inferential statistical analyses included repeated measures multivariate analyses. There
were two levels for the within-subjects factor of robots (Inuktun and Packbot). There were two be-
tween-subjects factors each having two levels: operating mode (standard versus emotive), and ro-
bot order (Inuktun First versus Packbot First). There were four dependent variables (Arousal-Inuk-
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tun, Arousal-Packbot, Valence-Inuktun, and Valence-Packbot), which were evaluated for statistical
significance using an F-test with Type III Sum of Squares (SS). Repeated measures multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) tests were conducted for valence and arousal by the following
factors: operating mode, robot, robot order, operating mode by robot order, robot by robot order,
robot by operating mode, and robot by operating mode by robot order. Statistically significant re-
sults are presented using F-test values and effect size given by Cohen’s fˆ (Cohen, 1988). Further
analyses was conducted to provide a more detailed explanation of any interactions that were statis-
tically significant.
5.2.1 Correlation of the Two Self-Assessment Manikin Assessments
The SAM assessment is a validated assessment tool that has been utilized by the psychology
community; however it required some modification of wording to be useful in the HRI domain.
In order to validate this tool for use in the HRI community, the wording was modified and two
forms of the assessment were developed that were intended to elicit similar types of responses
from participants but phrased in a slightly different manner. These modifications were consistent
with the original format of the assessment tool. Each participant received both SAM assessments
for each of the robot interactions. The data was compiled and stored in a spreadsheet for analyses.
The first part of the data analyses process required testing to determine if there were statisti-
cally significant positive correlations between the responses to the two versions of the SAM as-
sessments so that the responses could be combined and averaged for ease of use in the data anal-
ysis process. The correlation matrices for the SAM valence questions and the SAM arousal ques-
tions are displayed in Table 11 and Table 12 respectively. Although all the correlations are statisti-
cally significant, the cells that are highlighted in yellow are the correlations of interest for combin-
ing the questions for ease of analyses and validation.
Correlations were performed for the two versions of the Self-Assessment Manikin for the
valence responses (SAMval-11 and SAMval-14) to the first robot and there was a strong statis-
tically significant positive correlation [r = .54, p < .0001] between SAMval-11 and SAMval-14
with SAMval-14 accounting for 29.16% of the variability in SAMval-11. In the case of the two
versions of the valence responses to the second robot interaction (SAMval-21 and SAMval-24),
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there was a strong statistically significant positive correlation [r = .74, p < .0001] with SAMval-24
question accounting for 54.76% of the variability in the SAMval-21 question.
Table 11. Pearson correlation matrix for the valence questions on the Self-Assessment Manikin
(SAM) assessments.
SAMval-11 SAMval-14 SAMval-21 SAMval-24
SAMval-11 r = 1.00
SAMval-14 r = .54 r = 1.00
p < .0001
SAMval-21 r = .21 r = .31 r = 1.00
p= .020 p < .0001
SAMval-24 r = .17 r = .28 r = .74 r = 1.00
p= .050 p= .001 p < .0001
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
A Pearson correlation was performed for the two versions of the SAM arousal responses
(SAMarous-12 and SAMarous-15) to the first robot interaction and there was a statistically signifi-
cant positive correlation [r = .37, p < .0001] between the responses using the SAMarous-12 ques-
tion and the SAMarous-15 question with the SAMarous-15 accounting for 13.69% of the variabil-
ity in the SAMarous-12 question. There was a statistically significant positive correlation [r = .36,
p < .0001] between SAMarous-22 and SAMarous-25 responses to the second robot experienced
by the participants with SAMarous-25 accounting for 12.96% of the variability in SAMarous-22.
Table 12. Pearson correlation matrix for the arousal questions on the Self-Assessment Manikin
(SAM) assessments.
SAMarous-12 SAMarous-15 SAMarous-22 SAMarous-25
SAMarous-12 r = 1.00
SAMarous-15 r = .37 r = 1.00
p < .0001
SAMarous-22 r = .47 r = .34 r = 1.00
p < .0001 p < .0001
SAMarous-25 r = .32 r = .30 r = .36 r = 1.00
p < .0001 p= .001 p < .0001
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Due to these positive correlations, it was determined that the responses to the two different
versions of the SAM assessments could be combined for further data analyses. The values for
the responses to the two versions were averaged and those numbers were used for the rest of the
analyses discussed in Section 5.2. Validation of the valence and arousal dimensions of the SAM
assessment for use in HRI was obtained by developing two versions of the SAM assessment with
statistically significant positive correlations on these two dimensions using data from 127 partici-
pants. The study was conducted with 128 participants; however one participant did not complete
one portion of the SAM assessment and therefore the SAM assessment data for this participant
was removed from the dataset. The SAM assessment has already been validated for use in psy-
chology (Bradley and Lang, 1994) and through the development of the two versions of the SAM
assessment based on HRI terminology, the positive correlations indicate that the revised assess-
ment keeps with the original intent of the assessment tool in this new domain; therefore the va-
lence and arousal dimensions of the SAM assessment has been modified and validated for use by
the HRI community for future studies evaluating valence and arousal.
5.2.2 Multivariate Tests for Assumptions by Operating Mode and Robot Order
The independence assumption was met by the method used to collect the data in which par-
ticipants completed their assessments independently without consultation with others. Tests were
conducted to determine multivariate normality. The multivariate skewness of the residuals from
the Repeated Measures MANOVA did not appear to be statistically significant for skewness [b1,p=
.85, χ2(30, N = 127) = 18.48, p= .560]. The multivariate kurtosis did not show statistically signif-
icant kurtotic behavior by falling in a range of -1.96 to 1.96 [b2,p= 22.94, zupper= -.86, zlower= -
1.63]. The tests indicated that the multivariate normality assumption has been satisfied. By screen-
ing for multivariate outliers or extreme values, the maximum Mahalanobis Distance was 13.10
[F(4, 122) = 3.57, p= .010] using an α = .05 there appeared to be an indication of multivariate out-
liers or extreme values. Further examination of the data did not indicate any values that were not
plausible or were largely different from other values presented; therefore the analyses proceeded
with the opinion that this assumption was robust to any concerns. Based on the result from Box’s
M Test, there was a statistically significant difference in the covariance matrices [χ2(30, N = 127)
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= 55.79, p < .0001]. Based on the sample size the test was robust to the violation of homogeneity
of the covariance matrices.
5.2.3 The SAM Valence Analyses and Results
There was a three-way interaction that was statistically significant in the valence dimension
of the Self-Assessment Manikin and it was discovered in both the within-subjects and between-
subjects factors. There were statistically significant results for the main effects of valence by robot
and valence by robot order; however these will not be discussed further because the three-way
interaction takes precedence in these results. There was a statistically significant result for a three-
way interaction for valence response by robot, operating mode, and robot order. Descriptive statis-
tics for the variables associated with the SAM valence dimension are presented, followed by a
discussion of the statistically significant results from the inferential statistics for the three-way in-
teraction for valence by robot, operating mode, and robot order. The results from the three-way
interaction will be presented in two different formats to better decompose and explain the results.
As part of the analyses, the scale for valence was recoded in reverse order for ease of interpreta-
tion. The revised scale is 0-negative to 8-positive.
5.2.3.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis for SAM Valence Recoded by Operating Mode and
Robot Order
There are two main dependent variables for the recoded valence dimension (0-negative to 8-
positive): ValenceR-Inuktun, and ValenceR-Packbot. These two variables were analyzed based on
both operating mode and robot order using the following coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuk-
tun First, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, 11 Emotive Mode-
Packbot First. The descriptive statistics for each operating mode and robot order scenario for Va-
lenceR-Inuktun and ValenceR-Packbot are provided in Table 13. The box plots for ValenceR-Inuk-
tun and ValenceR-Packbot by operating mode and robot order are displayed in Figures 12 and 13
respectively.
The variable ValenceR-Inuktun-00 was relatively normally distributed with a slight negative
skewness (Sk= -.17) and moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.62) had a mean value of 5.17. ValenceR-
Inuktun-01 had a mean value of 6.22 and appeared to be normally distributed with a moderate neg-
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Figure 12. Box plot for SAM Valence Recoded-Inuktun by operating mode and robot order.
Figure 13. Box plot for SAM Valence Recoded-Packbot by operating mode and robot order.
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Table 13. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for SAM valence recoded by op-
erating mode and robot order. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard
Mode-Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
ValenceR-Inuktun-00 5.17 1.70 -.17 -.62
ValenceR-Inuktun-01 6.22 1.33 -.54 -.41
ValenceR-Inuktun-10 5.72 1.41 -.15 -.20
ValenceR-Inuktun-11 6.76 1.52 -1.41 1.13
ValenceR-Packbot-00 4.41 1.65 -.26 -.18
ValenceR-Packbot-01 5.28 1.53 -.18 -.65
ValenceR-Packbot-10 3.72 1.93 .17 -.68
ValenceR-Packbot-11 5.95 1.49 -.33 -.72
ative skewness (Sk= -.54) and slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.41). ValenceR-Inuktun-10 had a mean
value of 5.72, seemed normally distributed with a slight negative skewness (Sk= -.15), and slightly
platykurtic (Ku= -.20). ValenceR-Inuktun-11 had a mean value of 6.76 and was relatively normally
distributed with a strong negative skewness (Sk= -1.41) and was significantly leptokurtic (Ku=
1.13). Overall, participants reported feeling the most positive when interacting with the Inuktun
robot in the Emotive Mode when viewed after interacting with the Packbot in the Emotive Mode.
It appeared from the data that participants were more positive in general to the Inuktun robot when
it was viewed after the Packbot in either operating mode.
ValenceR-Packbot-00 was relatively normally distributed; however there was a very slight
negative skewness (Sk= -.26) and slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.18) with a mean value of 4.41. For
the variable ValenceR-Packbot-01 the mean value was 5.28 and it appeared to be relatively nor-
mally distributed with a slight negative skewness (Sk= -.18) and moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.65).
ValenceR-Packbot-10 had a mean value of 3.72 and seemed relatively normally distributed with
a slight positive skewness (Sk= .17) and moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.68). ValenceR-Packbot-
11 had a mean value of 5.95, appeared to be normally distributed with a slight negative skewness
(Sk= -.33) and was moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.72). When comparing the mean values for the
Packbot considering operating mode and robot order, participants reported viewing the interactions
with the Packbot First in the emotive mode as more positive. In general, participants reported that
they felt the most negative about interactions with the Packbot when viewed after the Inuktun in
the emotive mode.
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5.2.3.2 Inferential Statistical Analyses for SAM Valence Recoded by Operating Mode and
Robot Order
The analyses for evaluating the dependent variable valence recoded from the Self-Assessment
Manikin assessments included a within-subjects factor of robot (Inuktun and Packbot), with two
between-subjects factors operating mode (standard or emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First or
Packbot First). The study evaluated whether there were any statistically significant differences
in the valence responses based on robot, operating mode, and/or robot order. If any statistically
significant differences were obtained then the associated null hypthesis was rejected.
Based on the results from the MANOVA for valence by operating mode and robot order, there
was a statistically significant three-way interaction for SAM valence responses by robot, operat-
ing mode, and robot order, [F(1,123) = 4.50, p= .036, α = .05]. The effect size for this three-way
interaction was fˆ = .19, a small effect. The results are displayed in Figures 14 and 15.
Further analysis was conducted to decompose this three-way interaction, by splitting the re-
sults using the robot order. For participants in the Inuktun First order, there was a significant robot
by operating mode interaction, [F(1,62) = 5.64, p= .021, α = .05], fˆ = .30 a medium effect . The
interaction was decomposed using pairwise comparisons (Refer to Figure 14). There was a statis-
tically significant difference between the responses to the Inuktun and the Packbot for both oper-
ating modes. The results from the pairwise comparisons with the Inuktun First for both operating
modes indicated that the difference between the Inuktun and the Packbot was greater in the emo-
tive operating mode (MInuktun - MPackbot = 2.00), [F(1, 123) = 38.95, p < .0001, α = .05], fˆ = .55,
a large effect, than in the standard mode (MInuktun - MPackbot = 0.77), [F(1, 123) = 5.71, p= .018,
α = .05], fˆ = .21, a small effect. These results signify that participants responded more positively to
the Inuktun compared to the Packbot in both operating modes with a greater difference observed
for the robots in the emotive mode. However, this interaction did not result in statistically signif-
icant differences between robots in each operating mode [F values < 2.74, p values > .100]. The
difference in means for the Inuktun (emotive - standard) was .55 and for the Packbot (emotive -
standard) was -.69.
Pairwise comparisons for the Packbot First indicated a statistically significant difference in
responses to the Inuktun compared with the Packbot in both operating modes. Participants re-
sponded more positively to the Inuktun than the Packbot in the standard mode [F(1, 123) = 8.56,
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Figure 14. Statistically significant three-way interaction for SAM Valence Recoded by robot,
operating mode, and robot order; separated by robot order.
p= .004, α = .05], fˆ = .26 a medium effect, with a difference in means (Inuktun - Packbot) of .94,
and in the emotive mode [F(1, 123) = 6.14, p= .015, α = .05], fˆ = .22 a small effect, with a dif-
ference in means (Inuktun -Packbot) of .81. However, there was no significant interaction for the
Packbot First order, [F(1, 61) = .12 p= .729, α = .05], suggesting that the difference between ro-
bots did not differ by operating mode. (Refer to Figure 14). Also there was not a statistically sig-
nificant difference between operating modes [F values < 2.74, p values > .100]. The difference in
means for Inuktun (emotive - standard) was .54 and for the Packbot (emotive - standard) were .67.
A further analysis was conducted to decompose the three-way interaction, by conducting anal-
yses separately for each operating mode and this revealed additional information. In the standard
mode, there was not a statistically significant robot by order interaction, [F(1, 62) = .14, p= .706, α
= .05]. There was a statistically significant difference on how positively participants responded to
each robot based on the sequence of interaction (Refer to Figure 15). Pairwise comparisons indi-
cated that, in the standard mode, participants responded more positively to the Inuktun when it was
viewed after the Packbot [F(1, 123) = 7.85, p= .006, α = .05], fˆ = .25 a medium effect, with a mean
difference (Packbot First - Inuktun First) of 1.05, compared to when the Inuktun was viewed first
followed by the Packbot [F(1, 123) = 4.44, p= .037, α = .05], fˆ = .19 a small effect, with a mean
difference (Packbot First - Inuktun First) of .88. This pattern was also observed in the pairwise
comparisons conducted for robots in the emotive mode with the participants responding more pos-
itively overall to the Inuktun when it was viewed after the Packbot [F(1, 123) = 7.62, p= .007, α =
.05], fˆ = .24 a medium effect, with a mean difference (Packbot First - Inuktun First) of 1.04, com-
pared to the Inuktun viewed first followed by the Packbot [F(1, 123) = 28.46, p < .0001, α = .05],
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fˆ = .47 a large effect, with a mean difference (Packbot First - Inuktun First) of 2.23. However, the
robot by order interaction was statistically significant, F(1, 61) = 6.81, p= .011, α = .05], fˆ = .33 a
medium effect, indicating that the difference for the Packbot was greater than the difference for the
Inuktun.
Overall, participants were more positive toward the Inuktun than they were toward the Pack-
bot. However, this difference was more pronounced for participants who saw the Inuktun First in
the emotive mode. Further, when participants viewed the Inuktun First followed by the Packbot, in
either operating mode, the overall valence scores for both robots were lower. This difference was
most pronounced for the Packbot when it was seen in the emotive mode. There was no significant
difference in the valence responses based on the operating mode of the robots.
Figure 15. Statistically significant three-way interaction for SAM Valence Recoded by robot,
operating mode, and robot order; separated by operating mode.
Other results for within and between-subjects factors were not statistically significant. Further
analyses were conducted to determine if there were any statistically significant results, taking into
consideration gender and source of recruitment with no statistically significant results discovered.
The results for the main effect of operating mode was not statistically significant, [F(1,123) = 1.35,
p= .247]. There were no other statistically significant results for two-way or three-way interactions
for valence, with [F values < 2.94, and p values > .089].
5.2.4 The SAM Arousal Analyses and Results
There were two main effects that were statistically significant in the arousal dimension of the
Self-Assessment Manikin and those were discovered in the between-subjects factors of operating
mode (standard versus emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First versus Packbot First). Descriptive
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statistics for the variables associated with the SAM arousal dimension are presented, followed by
a discussion of the statistically significant results from the inferential statistics for the arousal by
operating mode and arousal by robot order main effects.
5.2.4.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis for SAM Arousal by Operating Mode and Robot
Order
There are two main dependent variables for the arousal dimension (0-excited to 8-calm):
Arousal-Inuktun, and Arousal-Packbot. These two variables were analyzed, based on both operat-
ing mode and robot order using the following coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01
Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First.
The descriptive statistics for each operating mode and robot order scenario for Arousal-Inuktun
and Arousal-Packbot are provided in Table 14. The box plots for Arousal-Inuktun and Arousal-
Packbot by operating mode and robot order are displayed in Figures 16 and 17 respectively.
Table 14. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for SAM arousal by operating
mode and robot order. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard Mode-
Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
Arousal-Inuktun-00 3.70 1.85 .51 -.94
Arousal-Inuktun-01 4.36 1.44 .37 .14
Arousal-Inuktun-10 4.02 1.27 .06 -.05
Arousal-Inuktun-11 5.87 2.09 -.55 -.99
Arousal-Packbot-00 3.52 1.55 .09 -.85
Arousal-Packbot-01 4.20 1.71 .54 -.18
Arousal-Packbot-10 4.05 1.57 .01 -.20
Arousal-Packbot-11 5.32 1.66 -.05 -1.03
The variable Arousal-Inuktun-00 was relatively normally distributed with a slight positive
skewness (Sk= .51) and moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.94) had a mean value of 3.70. Arousal-
Inuktun-01 had a mean value of 4.36 and appeared to be normally distributed with a slight posi-
tive skewness (Sk= .37) and slightly leptokurtic (Ku= .14). Arousal-Inuktun-10 had a mean value
of 4.02 and seemed normally distributed with a very slight positive skewness (Sk= .06) and very
slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.05). Arousal-Inuktun-11 had a mean value of 5.87 and was relatively
normally distributed with a slightly negative skewness (Sk= -.55) and was moderately platykurtic
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Figure 16. Box plot for SAM Arousal-Inuktun by operating mode and robot order.
Figure 17. Box plot for SAM Arousal-Packbot by operating mode and robot order.
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(Ku= -.99). Overall, participants reported feeling the calmest when interacting with the Inuktun
robot in the Emotive Mode when viewed after interacting with the Packbot in the Emotive Mode.
It appeared from the data that participants were calmer in general to the Inuktun robot when it was
viewed after the Packbot in either operating mode.
Arousal-Packbot-00 was relatively normally distributed; however there was a very slight pos-
itive skewness (Sk= .09) and moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.85) with a mean value of 3.52. For the
variable Arousal-Packbot-01 the mean value was 4.20 and it appeared to be relatively normally
distributed with a positive skewness (Sk= .54) and slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.18). Arousal-Pack-
bot-10 had a mean value of 4.05 and seemed relatively normally distributed with a neglible posi-
tive skewness (Sk= .01) and slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.20). Arousal-Packbot-11 had a mean value
of 5.32, appeared to be normally distributed with a very slight negative skewness (Sk= -.05) and
was moderately platykurtic (Ku= -1.03). When comparing the mean values for the Packbot con-
sidering operating mode and robot order, participants reported being the calmest when interacting
with the Packbot firt in the emotive mode. Participant responsed most calmly to both robots when
interacting with the Packbot First followed by the Inuktun with both robots operated in the emo-
tive mode.
5.2.4.2 Inferential Statistical Analyses for SAM Arousal by Operating Mode and Robot
Order
The analyses for evaluating the dependent variable arousal from the Self-Assessment Man-
ikin assessments included a within-subjects factor of robot (Inuktun and Packbot), with two be-
tween-subjects factors operating mode (standard or emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First or
Packbot First). The study evaluated whether there were any statistically significant differences
in the arousal responses based on robot, operating mode, and/or robot order. If any statistically
significant differences were obtained then the associated null hypthesis was rejected.
There were two statistically significant main effects obtained from the repeated measures mul-
tivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) by operating mode and robot order that were conducted.
There was an arousal by operating mode and an arousal by robot order main effect discovered.
The SAM arousal response by operating mode had a statistically significant result [F(1,123) =
12.05, p= .001, α = .05]. Cohen’s fˆ effect for measuring effect size was used with fˆ = .31 which
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Figure 18. Arousal by operating mode main effect from the SAM assessments.
was a medium effect (See Figure 18) (Cohen, 1988). The results indicate that based on partici-
pants’ responses to the SAM assessments that the participants who interacted with the emotive
operated robots (M = 4.81, based on 0-excited to 8-calm) were calmer to both robots than those
that interacted with the standard operated robots (M = 3.95).
Arousal response by robot order main effect from the SAM assessments was statistically sig-
nificant. The result was [F(1,123) = 19.98, p < .0001, α = .05], and exhibited a large effect size of
fˆ = .40. The graph of this result is shown in Figure 19. The results indicate that participants overall
were calmer when they interacted with the Packbot First followed by the Inuktun (M = 4.94, based
on 0-excited to 8-calm) compared to those participants who viewed the Inuktun First followed by
the Packbot (M = 3.82).
The results from the other within and between-subjects analyses were not statistically signif-
icant. The results obtained for arousal by robot were, [F(1,119) = 1.34, p= .249]. There were no
statistically significant results obtained for any of the two-way or three way interactions evalu-
ated, with [F values < 3.19, and p values > .077]. Therefore no further analysis was conducted for
arousal responses based on the SAM assessments.
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Figure 19. Arousal by robot order main effect from the SAM assessments.
5.3 Psychophysiology Analyses and Results
There were four different types of psychophysiological measures used to evaluate participants’
arousal levels: heart rate (HR) change, respiration amplitude (RA) change, respiration rate (RR)
change, and skin conductance level (SCL) change. These physiological changes were calculated
by subtracting the second resting rate mean values from individual robot interaction mean values
(e.g., HR-change-Inuktun = HR-Inuktun - HR-Resting2, HR-change-Packbot = HR-Packbot - HR-
Resting2, . . . ). Descriptive and inferential statistics were calculated for each psychophysiology
measure based on operating mode and robot order. The descriptive statistics include an analysis of
central tendencies (mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and distribution characteristics)
for each psychophysiological measure by operating mode and robot order.
The inferential statistical analyses included a repeated measures multivariate analysis of vari-
ance (MANOVA). There were two levels for the within-subjects factor, which is robot (Inuktun
and Packbot). There were two levels for each of the two between-subjects factors: operating mode
(standard or emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First or Packbot First). There were eight dependent
variables (HR change-Inuktun, HR change-Packbot, RA change-Inuktun, RA change-Packbot,
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RR change-Inuktun, RR change-Packbot, SCL change-Inuktun, SCL change-Packbot) that were
evaluated for statistical significance using F-tests with Type III Sum of Squares and effect size was
given by Cohen’s fˆ (Cohen, 1988). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were run for any
statistically significant interactions using an F-test value and effect size given by Cohen’s fˆ (Co-
hen, 1988). Analyses were conducted gender used as a covariance factor; however there was no
statistically significant differences observed with gender.
Additionally, a univariate analysis was conducted using each of the psychophysiological re-
sponses measured (HR, RA, RR, SCL) from the first robot interaction to see if there were any sta-
tistically significant differences from the first robot interaction. The physiological change variables
were calculated by subtracting the second resting rate from the values obtained from the first in-
teraction (e.g., HR change-robot1 = HR-robot1 - HR-resting2, . . . ). There were four dependent
variables used in the univariate analysis (HR change-Robot1, RA change-Robot1, RR change-Ro-
bot1, SCL change-Robot1) with statistically significant results presented using the results from
F-tests with Type III Sum of Squares and effect size was given by Cohen’s fˆ (Cohen, 1988).
5.3.1 Heart Rate Change Analyses and Results
There was a two-way interaction that was statistically significant in the heart rate (HR) change
analysis, robot by robot order interaction effect. Descriptive statistics for the variables associated
with the HR change are presented, followed by a discussion of the statistically significant result
from the inferential statistical analysis for the two-way interaction for HR change by robot, and
robot order. Additionally, a univariate analysis of variance was conducted for heart rate change us-
ing data from the first robot interaction only; however there were no statistically significant results
observed.
5.3.1.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis for Multivariate Heart Rate Change by Operating
Mode and Robot Order
There were two main dependent variables for HR change: HR-Inuktun, and HR-Packbot.
These two variables were analyzed based on both operating mode and robot order using the fol-
lowing coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10
Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First. The descriptive statistics for each
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operating mode and robot order scenario for HR-Inuktun and HR-Packbot are provided in Table
15. The box plots for HR-Inuktun and HR-Packbot by operating mode and robot order are dis-
played in Figures 20 and 21 respectively.
Table 15. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for heart rate change by operating
mode and robot order. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard Mode-
Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
HR-Inuktun-00 .84 3.94 .71 .15
HR-Inuktun-01 -2.78 3.31 -.35 .12
HR-Inuktun-10 -.01 2.48 -.42 .92
HR-Inuktun-11 -3.34 2.97 .11 -.77
HR-Packbot-00 -2.70 4.22 -.65 2.15
HR-Packbot-01 1.24 3.90 2.29 7.54
HR-Packbot-10 -3.65 4.07 -1.30 2.35
HR-Packbot-11 .25 3.19 -.26 .13
The variable HR-Inuktun-00 was relatively normally distributed with a moderate positive
skewness (Sk= .71) and moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .15) had a mean value of .84. HR-Inuktun-01
had a mean value of -2.78 and appeared to be normally distributed with a slight negative skewness
(Sk= -.35) and very slightly leptokurtic (Ku= .12). HR-Inuktun-10 had a mean value of -.01 and
seemed relatively normally distributed with a negative skewness (Sk= -.42) and slightly leptokurtic
(Ku= .92). HR-Inuktun-11 had a mean value of -3.34 and was relatively normally distributed with
a very slight positive skewness (Sk= .11) and was moderately platykurtic (Ku= -.77). Participants
who interacted with the Inuktun First in the standard operating mode showed a slight increase in
heart rate of less than one beat per minute. There was essentially no change in heart rate when
viewing the Inuktun First in the emotive mode (M = -.01) versus heart rates recorded during the
second resting period. When the Inuktun was viewed second in either mode, the heart rate change
exhibited a large decrease from the values recorded during the second resting period.
HR-Packbot-00 was relatively normally distributed; however there was a moderate negative
skewness (Sk= -.65) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.15) with a mean value of -2.70. For the vari-
able HR-Packbot-01 the mean value was 1.24 and it appeared to be relatively normally distributed
with a large positive skewness (Sk= 2.29) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 7.54). HR-Packbot-10
had a mean value of -3.65 and seemed relatively normally distributed with a strong negative skew-
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Figure 20. Box plot for heart rate change-Inuktun by operating mode and robot order.
Figure 21. Box plot for heart rate change-Packbot by operating mode and robot order.
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ness (Sk= -1.30) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.35). HR-Packbot-11 had a mean value of .25, ap-
peared to be normally distributed with a slight negative skewness (Sk= -.26) and was very slightly
leptokurtic (Ku= .13). In the standard operating mode with the Packbot First, participants’ heart
rate showed a slight increase from their rates in the second resting period (M = 1.24). The heart
rate change for the Packbot First in the emotive mode also saw a very slight increase over their
rates during the second resting period (M = .25). The heart rate was noticeably lower when the
Packbot was viewed second in either operating mode. The drop in heart rate for the second robot
interaction regardless of operating mode or robot indicated a habituation effect may have occurred
during the second robot interaction. Due to this result, it was determined that further inferential
analyses should be conducted to determine if there were any statistically significant results ob-
served when considering only the first robot interaction.
5.3.1.2 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Multivariate Heart Rate Change by Operating
Mode and Robot Order
The analyses for evaluating the dependent variable heart rate change included a within-sub-
jects factor of robot (Inuktun and Packbot), and two between-subjects factors – operating mode
(standard or emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First or Packbot First). The study evaluated
whether there were any statistically significant differences in the heart rate change based on robot,
operating mode, and/or robot order. If any statistically significant differences were obtained then
the associated null hypthesis was rejected.
The results showed that there was a statistically significant two-way interaction for HR change
by robot, and robot order, [F(1,117) = 99.43, p < .0001, α = .05]. The effect size for this two-way
interaction was fˆ = .91, a large effect. The results are displayed in Figure 22.
Further analyses using pairwise comparisons were conducted to decompose this two-way in-
teraction. There was a statistically significant difference in heart rate change observed between
the robots depending on the sequence the robots were viewed. When the Inuktun was viewed first
the difference between robots for HR change (MInuktun - MPackbot = 3.59, [F(1, 117) = 47.22,
p < .0001, α = .05], fˆ = .62, a large effect. When the Packbot was viewed first the mean differ-
ence between robots for HR change was also significant (MInuktun - MPackbot = -3.81), [F(1,
117) = 52.25, p < .0001, α = .05], fˆ = .66, a large effect. There was also a statistically significant
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Figure 22. Heart rate change by robot and order two-way interaction.
difference in means by robot order for HR change for the Inuktun compared with the Packbot
(MInuktunFirst - MPackbotF irst = 3.48), [F(1, 117) = 35.05, p < .0001, α = .05], fˆ = .54, a large ef-
fect. There was a statistically significant difference in HR change for the Packbot when the Pack-
bot was viewed first (MInuktunFirst - MPackbotF irst = -3.92), [F(1, 117) = 31.09, p < .0001, α =
.05], fˆ = .51, a large effect.
Using the Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) calculation, differences were exam-
ined between the Inuktun and Packbot when each of these robots was viewed first, and between
the robots when each was viewed second. Based on the Fisher’s LSD, the difference in the means
for HR change must be greater than 1.04 at an α = .05 to indicate a significant difference. There
was no statistically significant difference in HR change between the Inuktun when it was viewed
first compared to the Packbot when it was viewed first. Similarly, there was no difference in HR
change between the Inuktun and Packbot when both were viewed second. Heart rate increased
to the first robot, regardless of robot type. Heart rate decreased to the second robot, regardless of
robot type, likely because participants had habituated to the appearance of the robots during the
study, as indicated by a lower heart rate during the second robot interaction than during resting
baseline
Other results for within and between-subjects factors were not statistically significant. Further
analyses were conducted to determine if there were any statistically significant results taking into
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consideration gender with no statistically significant results discovered. There were no statistically
significant results for the main effects of robot, operating mode, and robot order, or any additional
interactions, with [F values < 2.49, and p values > .117].
5.3.1.3 Descriptive Statistical Analyses for Univariate Heart Rate Change by Operating
Mode and Robot Order
There was one dependent variable for the HR change values for the first robot interaction, HR-
Robot1. This variable was analyzed based on both operating mode and robot using the following
coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuk-
tun, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot. The descriptive statistics for each operating mode and robot sce-
nario for HR-Robot1 are provided in Table 16. The box plot for HR-Robot1 by operating mode
and robot is displayed in Figure 23.
Table 16. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for heart rate change by operating
mode and robot for the first robot interaction. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun,
01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
HR-Robot1-00 .84 3.94 .71 .15
HR-Robot1-01 1.24 3.90 2.29 7.54
HR-Robot1-10 -.01 2.48 -.42 .92
HR-Robot1-11 .25 3.19 -.26 .13
The variable HR-Robot1-00 was relatively normally distributed with a moderate positive
skewness (Sk= .71) and moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .15) had a mean value of .84. HR-Robot1-
01 had a mean value of 1.24 and appeared to be normally distributed with a strong positive skew-
ness (Sk= 2.29) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 7.54). HR-Robot1-10 had a mean value of -.01 and
seemed relatively normally distributed with a negative skewness (Sk= -.42) and slightly leptokur-
tic (Ku= .92). HR-Robot1-11 had a mean value of .25 and was relatively normally distributed with
a slight negative skewness (Sk= -.26) and was moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .13). In the standard
mode participant heart rates exhibited a small increase to both robots, Inuktun (M = .84) and Pack-
bot (M = 1.24). In the emotive mode there was relatively little change in heart rate from the rates
recorded from the second resting period, Inuktun (M = -.01) and Packbot (M = .25). These val-
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Figure 23. Box plot for heart rate change-Robot1 by operating mode and robot order.
ues indicated that participants may have been slightly more aroused to both robots operated in the
standard mode compared to participants interacting with robots in the emotive mode during the
first robot interaction.
5.3.1.4 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Univariate Heart Rate Change by Operating
Mode and Robot Order
The univariate analysis for heart rate change for the first robot interaction did not indicate any
statistically significant main effects or interactions. The results indicated [F values < 2.17, and p
values > .144]. There was a slight trend toward a main effect for HR-Robot1 for operating mode
with [F(1,117) = 2.17, p= .144, α = .05], though not statistically significant.
5.3.2 Respiration Amplitude Change Analyses and Results
There were no statistically significant results observed in the respiration amplitude (RA)
change analysis. Descriptive statistics for the variables associated with the RA change are pre-
sented, followed by a discussion of the inferential statistical analysis for RA change. Additionally,
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a univariate analysis of variance was conducted for respiration amplitude change using data from
the first robot interaction only; however there were no statistically significant results observed.
5.3.2.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis for Multivariate Respiration Amplitude Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
There were two main dependent variables for respiration amplitude change: RA-Inuktun, and
RA-Packbot. These two variables were analyzed based on both operating mode and robot order
using the following coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot
First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First. The descriptive statistics
for each operating mode and robot order scenario for RA-Inuktun and RA-Packbot are provided in
Table 17. The box plots for RA-Inuktun and RA-Packbot by operating mode and robot order are
displayed in Figures 24 and 25 respectively.
Table 17. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for respiration amplitude change
by operating mode and robot order. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01
Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot
First.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
RA-Inuktun-00 -.10 .77 -.33 -.17
RA-Inuktun-01 .03 .69 0.23 -.11
RA-Inuktun-10 -.08 .95 -.11 2.95
RA-Inuktun-11 -.12 1.02 -.83 1.04
RA-Packbot-00 -.18 .79 -1.17 1.78
RA-Packbot-01 .17 .77 1.68 3.51
RA-Packbot-10 .12 .79 .75 2.70
RA-Packbot-11 -.07 .94 -.78 .58
The variable RA-Inuktun-00 was relatively normally distributed with a moderate positive
skewness (Sk= .77) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.17) had a mean value of -.10. RA-Inuktun-
01 had a mean value of .03 and appeared to be normally distributed with a slight positive skew-
ness (Sk= .23) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.11). RA-Inuktun-10 had a mean value of -.08
and seemed relatively normally distributed with a very slight negative skewness (Sk= -.11) and
strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.95). RA-Inuktun-11 had a mean value of -.12 and was relatively nor-
mally distributed with a negative skewness (Sk= -.83) and was moderately leptokurtic (Ku= 1.04).
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Figure 24. Box plot for respiration amplitude change-Inuktun by operating mode and robot order.
Figure 25. Box plot for respiration amplitude change-Packbot by operating mode and robot order.
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There were very little differences in participants’ respiration amplitude change for the Inuktun ob-
served regardless of operating mode and robot order.
RA-Packbot-00 was relatively normally distributed; however there was a moderate negative
skewness (Sk= -1.17) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 1.78) with a mean value of -.18. For the vari-
able RA-Packbot-01 the mean value was .17 and it appeared to be relatively normally distributed
with a large positive skewness (Sk= 1.68) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 3.51). RA-Packbot-10 had
a mean value of .12 and seemed relatively normally distributed with a positive skewness (Sk= .75)
and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.70). RA-Packbot-11 had a mean value of -.07, appeared to be nor-
mally distributed with a negative skewness (Sk= -.78) and was slightly leptokurtic (Ku= .58). The
results for respiration amplitude change indicated very little difference for the Packbot regardless
of operating mode and robot order.
5.3.2.2 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Multivariate Respiration Amplitude Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
Results for the within and between-subjects factors for respiration amplitude were not sta-
tistically significant. Further analyses were conducted to determine if there were any statistically
significant results taking into consideration gender with no statistically significant results discov-
ered. There were no statistically significant results for respiration amplitude change for main or
interaction effects by robot, operating mode, and robot order, with [F values < 2.01, and p values
> .159].
5.3.2.3 Descriptive Statistical Analyses for Univariate Respiration Amplitude Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
There was one dependent variable for the RA change values for the first robot interaction, RA-
Robot1. This variable was analyzed based on both operating mode and robot using the following
coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuk-
tun, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot. The descriptive statistics for each operating mode and robot sce-
nario for RA-Robot1 are provided in Table 18. The box plot for RA-Robot1 by operating mode
and robot is displayed in Figure 26.
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Table 18. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for respiration amplitude change
by operating mode and robot for the first robot interaction. The coding scheme is 00 Standard
Mode-Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun, and 11 Emotive Mode-
Packbot.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
RA-Robot1-00 -.10 .77 -.33 -.17
RA-Robot1-01 .16 .77 1.68 3.52
RA-Robot1-10 -.08 .95 -.11 2.95
RA-Robot1-11 -.07 .94 -.78 .58
The variable RA-Robot1-00 was relatively normally distributed with a slight negative skew-
ness (Sk= -.33) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.17) had a mean value of -.10. RA-Robot1-
01 had a mean value of .16 and appeared to be normally distributed with a strong positive skew-
ness (Sk= 1.68) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 3.52). RA-Robot1-10 had a mean value of -.08
and seemed relatively normally distributed with a very slight negative skewness (Sk= -.11) and
strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.95). RA-Robot1-11 had a mean value of -.11 and was relatively nor-
mally distributed with a negative skewness (Sk= -.78) and was slightly leptokurtic (Ku= .58). The
results indicate there was very little difference in respiration amplitude change in the first robot
interaction regardless of robot and operating mode.
5.3.2.4 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Univariate Respiration Amplitude Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
The univariate analysis for respiration amplitude change for the first robot interaction did not
indicate any statistically significant main effects or interactions, [F values < .82, and p values >
.366].
5.3.3 Respiration Rate Change Analyses and Results
There was a two-way interaction that was statistically significant in the respiration rate (RR)
change analysis, robot by robot order interaction effect, as well as a statistically significant two-
way interaction for respiration rate change by operating mode, and robot order. Descriptive statis-
tics for the variables associated with the RR change are presented, followed by a discussion of the
statistically significant results from the inferential statistical analysis for the two-way interactions
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Figure 26. Box plot for respiration amplitude change-Robot1 by operating mode and robot order.
for RR change by robot, and robot order and also for operating mode and robot order. Addition-
ally, a univariate analysis of variance was conducted for respiration rate change using data from
the first robot interaction only, resulting in a statistically significant two-way interaction for respi-
ration rate change by robot, and operating mode.
5.3.3.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis for Multivariate Respiration Rate Change by Oper-
ating Mode and Robot Order
There were two main dependent variables for RR change: RR-Inuktun, and RR-Packbot.
These two variables were analyzed based on both operating mode and robot order using the fol-
lowing coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10
Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First. The descriptive statistics for each
operating mode and robot order scenario for RR-Inuktun and RR-Packbot are provided in Table
19. The box plots for RR-Inuktun and RR-Packbot by operating mode and robot order are dis-
played in Figures 27 and 28 respectively.
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Figure 27. Box plot for respiration rate change-Inuktun by operating mode and robot order.
Figure 28. Box plot for respiration rate change-Packbot by operating mode and robot order.
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Table 19. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for respiration rate change by op-
erating mode and robot order. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard
Mode-Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
RR-Inuktun-00 .76 1.62 .30 -.01
RR-Inuktun-01 .41 1.40 .37 .36
RR-Inuktun-10 -.19 1.27 -.17 -.71
RR-Inuktun-11 .78 1.46 .65 2.38
RR-Packbot-00 1.18 2.09 .98 .69
RR-Packbot-01 .13 1.42 -.71 .85
RR-Packbot-10 .19 1.72 .52 .78
RR-Packbot-11 .25 1.49 -.74 1.77
The variable RR-Inuktun-00 was relatively normally distributed with a slight positive skew-
ness (Sk= .30) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.01) had a mean value of .76. RR-Inuktun-01
had a mean value of .41 and appeared to be normally distributed with a slight positive skewness
(Sk= .37) and slightly leptokurtic (Ku= .36). RR-Inuktun-10 had a mean value of -.19 and seemed
relatively normally distributed with a very slight negative skewness (Sk= -.17) and platykurtic
(Ku= -.71). RR-Inuktun-11 had a mean value of .78 and was relatively normally distributed with
a positive skewness (Sk= .65) and was strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.38). Participants who interacted
with the Inuktun First in the standard operating mode showed a slight increase in respiration rate
of less than one breath per minute (M = .76), which was even less when the Inuktun was viewed
second in the standard mode (M = .41). There was a very slight decrease in respiration rate when
viewing the Inuktun First in the emotive mode (M = -.19); however when the Inuktun was viewed
second in the emotive mode there was an increase in respiration rate (M = .78).
RR-Packbot-00 was relatively normally distributed; however there was a moderate positive
skewness (Sk= .98) and leptokurtic (Ku= .69) with a mean value of 1.18. For the variable RR-
Packbot-01 the mean value was .13 and it appeared to be relatively normally distributed with a
negative skewness (Sk= -.71) and moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .85). RR-Packbot-10 had a mean
value of .19 and seemed relatively normally distributed with a positive skewness (Sk= .52) and
moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .78). RR-Packbot-11 had a mean value of .25, appeared to be nor-
mally distributed with a negative skewness (Sk= -.74) and was strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 1.77). In
the standard operating mode with the Packbot viewed second, participants’ respiration rate showed
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a slight increase from their rates in the second resting period (M = 1.18) compared to the Packbot
viewed first in the standard mode (M = .13). The respiration rate change for the Packbot first in
the emotive mode also saw a very slight increase over their rates during the second resting period
(M = .25), with a respiration rate change that was just slightly less when the Packbot was viewed
second in the emotive mode (M = .19).
5.3.3.2 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Multivariate Respiration Rate Change by Oper-
ating Mode and Robot Order
The analyses for evaluating the dependent variable respiration rate change included a within-
subjects factor of robot (Inuktun and Packbot), and two between-subjects factors – operating mode
(standard or emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First or Packbot First). The study assessed whether
there were any statistically significant differences in the respiration rate change based on robot,
operating mode, and/or robot order. If any statistically significant differences were obtained then
the associated null hypthesis was rejected.
The results showed that there was a statistically significant two-way interaction for RR change
by operating mode, and robot order, [F(1,122) = 5.76, p= .018, α = .05]. The effect size for this
two-way interaction was fˆ = .21, a small effect. The results are displayed in Figure 29.
Pairwise comparisons were conducted to decompose this two-way interaction. There was a
statistically significant difference observed in the standard mode [F(1, 124) = 3.92, p= .050, α =
.05], fˆ = .18, a small effect. The difference for RR change (MInuktunFirst - MPackbotF irst = .70),
with the respiration rate significantly higher, regardless of robot type, in the Inuktun First condi-
tion than in the Packbot First condition. There was no statistically significant difference observed
in the emotive mode [F(1, 124) = 2.11, p= .149], for RR change ( MInuktunFirst - MPackbotF irst =
-.52). This finding would indicate that there was a significant difference in the standard mode de-
pending on the sequence of robots experienced, though this effect was not evident in the emotive
mode. When robots were operated in standard mode, RR change to both robots was significantly
greater for participants given the Inuktun First order than those given the in the Packbot First or-
der. However, when robots were operated in the emotive mode, RR change to both robots did not
differ between participants given different orders.
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Figure 29. Respiration rate change by operating mode and robot order two-way interaction.
From a different pairwise comparison, there was a statistically significant difference in the
means for participants who viewed the Inuktun First (Mstandard - Memotive = .97), [F(1, 124) =
7.63, p= .007, α = .05], fˆ = .24, a small effect. This indicated that there was a significant increase
in RR change to both robots for the participants who viewed the Inuktun First in the standard
mode, which indicated a slight arousal response of approximately one breath per minute over their
second resting respiration rate. Conversely there was no change in the respiration rate to both ro-
bots when the Inuktun was viewed First followed by the Packbot in the emotive mode over the
mean respiration rates recorded during the second resting period. Additionally, there were no sta-
tistically significant differences between operating modes for participants who viewed the Packbot
First followed by the Inuktun (Mstandard - Memotive = -.25), [F(1, 124) = .47, p= .493, α = .05].
When the Inuktun was viewed first, the RR response to both robots was greater in the standard
mode than in the emotive mode. However, when the Packbot was viewed first, there was no differ-
ence in the RR response to both robots between operating modes. This indicated that participants
responded in a similar manner to both operating modes when the Packbot was viewed first.
The results showed that there was a statistically significant two-way interaction for RR change
by robot, and robot order, [F(1,124) = 10.91, p= .001, α = .05]. The effect size for this two-way
interaction was fˆ = .29, a medium effect. The results are displayed in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Respiration rate change by robot and robot order two-way interaction.
Pairwise comparisons were conducted to decompose this two-way interaction. There was a
statistically significant difference between robots when in the Inuktun First condition (MInuktun -
MPackbot = .39), [F(1, 124) = 5.39, p= .022, α = .05], fˆ = .21, a small effect. Participants responded
with an increase in respiration rate to the Packbot after viewing the Inuktun. Additionally, there
was a statistically significant difference in RR change to both robots when the Packbot was viewed
first followed by the Inuktun (MInuktun - MPackbot = .41), [F(1, 124) = 5.51, p= .020, α = .05], fˆ =
.21, a small effect. In this case, there was an increase in the RR when the Inuktun was viewed fol-
lowing the Packbot. It appeared in this case that it was not relevant which robot was viewed first,
the RR change was less than the RR change for the second robot. A possible explanation for this
phenomenon is that participants experienced a somewhat lower RR to the first robot, regardless of
robot type because they were anticipating what would happen and were being more attentive re-
sulting in slightly slower breathing; whereas with the second robot, regardless of robot type they
were more comfortable and breathing at a slightly faster rate. This would be indicative of a habit-
uation effect. Though statistically significant, this difference was only about one half of a breath
per minute, which was not a large difference. Using pairwise comparisons, there was no statisti-
cally significant difference in the RR change between the Inuktun and the Packbot, regardless of
presentation order [F values < 2.68, p values > .104].
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Other results for within and between-subjects factors for respiration rate change were not sta-
tistically significant. Further analyses were conducted to determine if there were any statistically
significant results taking into consideration gender with no statistically significant results discov-
ered. There were no statistically significant results for respiration rate change main or interaction
effects by robot, operating mode, or robot order, with [F values < 2.10, and p values > .150].
5.3.3.3 Descriptive Statistical Analyses for Univariate Respiration Rate Change by Operat-
ing Mode and Robot Order
There was one dependent variable for the respiration rate change values for the first robot in-
teraction, RR-Robot1. This variable was analyzed based on both operating mode and robot using
the following coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive
Mode-Inuktun, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot. The descriptive statistics for each operating mode and
robot scenario for RR-Robot1 are provided in Table 20. The box plot for RR-Robot1 by operating
mode and robot is displayed in Figure 31.
Table 20. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for respiration rate change by op-
erating mode and robot for the first robot interaction. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-
Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
RR-Robot1-00 .77 1.62 .30 -.01
RR-Robot1-01 .13 1.43 -.70 .85
RR-Robot1-10 -.19 1.27 -.17 -.71
RR-Robot1-11 .25 1.49 -.74 1.77
The variable RR-Robot1-00 was relatively normally distributed with a slight positive skew-
ness (Sk= .30) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.01) had a mean value of .77. RR-Robot1-01
had a mean value of .13 and appeared to be normally distributed with a moderate negative skew-
ness (Sk= -.70) and moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .85). RR-Robot1-10 had a mean value of -.19 and
seemed relatively normally distributed with a very slight negative skewness (Sk= -.17) and moder-
ately platykurtic (Ku= -.71). RR-Robot1-11 had a mean value of .25 and was relatively normally
distributed with a moderate negative skewness (Sk= -.74) and was strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 1.77).
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Figure 31. Box plot for respiration rate change-Robot1 by operating mode and robot order.
5.3.3.4 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Univariate Respiration Rate Change by Operat-
ing Mode and Robot Order
The univariate analysis for respiration rate change for the first robot interaction did reveal a
two-way interaction for robot, and operating mode [F(1,124) = 4.30, p= .040, α = .05], with an
effect size of fˆ = .18, a small effect (See Figure 32). Pairwise comparisons were conducted to de-
compose this two-way interaction further. The results indicated there was a statistically significant
difference in RR change when participants viewed the Inuktun in their first interaction (Mstandard
- Memotive = .96), [F(1, 124) = 6.93, p= .010, α = .05], fˆ = .23, a small effect. This indicated that
participants who interacted with the Inuktun in the emotive mode for their first interaction had a
slightly lower RR change over their second resting rate, which would indicate a slight calming ef-
fect. Conversely, participants who interacted with the Inuktun in their first interaction, operated in
the standard mode exhibited a slight increase in RR change over their second resting rate, which
would indicate a slight arousal response. There was no statistically significant difference in RR
change for participants viewing the Packbot for their first interaction, regardless of the operating
mode [F values < 3.015, p values > .085].
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Figure 32. Box plot for respiration rate change-Robot1 by operating mode and robot order.
There were no additional statistically significant main effects or interactions for RR-Robot1,
[F values < 2.62, and p values > .108]. There was a slight trend toward a main effect for RR-Ro-
bot1 for operating mode with [F(1,124) = 2.62, p= .108, α = .05], though not statistically signifi-
cant.
5.3.4 Skin Conductance Level Change Analyses and Results
There were no statistically significant results observed in the skin conductance level (SCL)
change analyses. Descriptive statistics for the variables associated with the SCL change are pre-
sented, followed by a discussion of the inferential statistical analysis for SCL change. Addition-
ally, a univariate analysis of variance was conducted for skin conductance level change using
data from the first robot interaction only; however there were no statistically significant results
observed.
5.3.4.1 Descriptive Statistical Analysis for Multivariate Skin Conductance Level Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
There were two main dependent variables for SCL change: SCL-Inuktun, and SCL-Packbot.
These two variables were analyzed based on both operating mode and robot order using the fol-
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lowing coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10
Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot First. The descriptive statistics for each
operating mode and robot order scenario for SCL-Inuktun and SCL-Packbot are provided in Ta-
ble 21. The box plots for SCL-Inuktun and SCL-Packbot by operating mode and robot order are
displayed in Figures 33 and 34 respectively.
Table 21. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for skin conductance level change
by operating mode and robot order. The coding scheme is 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun First, 01
Standard Mode-Packbot First, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun First, and 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot
First.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
SCL-Inuktun-00 .83 .98 .59 .81
SCL-Inuktun-01 .52 1.37 -.28 1.01
SCL-Inuktun-10 .50 1.08 .82 .93
SCL-Inuktun-11 .51 1.05 1.05 2.16
SCL-Packbot-00 .72 1.12 1.48 2.73
SCL-Packbot-01 .58 .93 .16 -.13
SCL-Packbot-10 .32 1.01 -.24 .59
SCL-Packbot-11 .52 .79 .05 .65
The variable SCL-Inuktun-00 was relatively normally distributed with a positive skewness
(Sk= .59) and moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .81) had a mean value of .83. SCL-Inuktun-01 had a
mean value of .52 and appeared to be normally distributed with a slight negative skewness (Sk=
-.28) and leptokurtic (Ku= 1.01). SCL-Inuktun-10 had a mean value of .50 and seemed relatively
normally distributed with a moderate positive skewness (Sk= .82) and leptokurtic (Ku= .93). SCL-
Inuktun-11 had a mean value of .51 and is relatively normally distributed with a positive skewness
(Sk= 1.05) and was strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.16). The largest increase in skin conductance level
was observed when the Inuktun was viewed first in the standard operating mode (M = .83). There
were very little differences with the other skin conductance level changes for the Inuktun regard-
less of operating mode or robot order.
SCL-Packbot-00 was relatively normally distributed; however there was a positive skewness
(Sk= 1.48) and strongly leptokurtic (Ku= 2.73) with a mean value of .72. For the variable SCL-
Packbot-01 the mean value is .58 and it appeared to be relatively normally distributed with a very
slight positive skewness (Sk= .16) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.13). SCL-Packbot-10 had
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Figure 33. Box plot for skin conductance level change-Inuktun by operating mode and robot or-
der.
Figure 34. Box plot for skin conductance level change-Packbot by operating mode and robot or-
der.
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a mean value of .32 and seemed relatively normally distributed with a very slight negative skew-
ness (Sk= -.24) and slightly leptokurtic (Ku= .59). SCL-Packbot-11 had a mean value of .52, ap-
peared to be normally distributed with a very slight positive skewness (Sk= .05) and was slightly
leptokurtic (Ku= .65). The results for skin conductance level change indicated the largest increase
in skin conductance level change occurred when the Packbot was second in the standard mode
(M = .72). The smallest increase in skin conductance level change was observed when the Pack-
bot was viewed second in the emotive mode (M = .32). There were very little differences in skin
conductance level change for the Packbot First in the standard mode (M = .58) compared to the
Packbot First in the emotive mode (M = .52).
5.3.4.2 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Multivariate Skin Conductance Level Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
Results for the within and between-subjects factors for skin conductance level change were
not statistically significant. Further analyses were conducted to determine if there were any statis-
tically significant results taking into consideration gender with no statistically significant results
discovered. There were no statistically significant main or interaction effects for skin conductance
level change, [F values < 1.54, and p values > .218].
5.3.4.3 Descriptive Statistical Analyses for Univariate Skin Conductance Level Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
There was one dependent variable for the SCL change values for the first robot interaction,
SCL-Robot1. This variable was analyzed based on both operating mode and robot using the fol-
lowing coding scheme: 00 Standard Mode-Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive
Mode-Inuktun, 11 Emotive Mode-Packbot. The descriptive statistics for each operating mode and
robot scenario for SCL-Robot1 are provided in Table 22. The box plot for SCL-Robot1 by operat-
ing mode and robot is displayed in Figure 35.
The variable SCL-Robot1-00 was relatively normally distributed with a positive skewness
(Sk= .59) and moderately leptokurtic (Ku= .81) had a mean value of .83. SCL-Robot1-01 had a
mean value of .58 and appeared to be normally distributed with a very slight positive skewness
(Sk= .16) and very slightly platykurtic (Ku= -.13). SCL-Robot1-10 had a mean value of .50 and
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Table 22. Descriptive statistics for the two dependent variables for skin conductance level change
by operating mode and robot for the first robot interaction. The coding scheme is 00 Standard
Mode-Inuktun, 01 Standard Mode-Packbot, 10 Emotive Mode-Inuktun, and 11 Emotive Mode-
Packbot.
Variable Name Mean (M) Std. Dev. (S) Skewness (Sk) Kurtosis (Ku)
SCL-Robot1-00 .83 .98 .59 .81
SCL-Robot1-01 .58 .93 .16 -.13
SCL-Robot1-10 .50 1.08 .82 .93
SCL-Robot1-11 .52 .79 .05 .65
seemed relatively normally distributed with a moderate positive skewness (Sk= .82) and leptokur-
tic (Ku= .93). SCL-Robot1-11 had a mean value of .52 and was relatively normally distributed
with a very slight positive skewness (Sk= .05) and was leptokurtic (Ku= .65). The results indicated
the largest increase in skin conductance level change occurred when the Inuktun was viewed in the
standard mode (M = .83). There were very little differences observed in the rest of the skin con-
ductance level change regardless of robot or operating mode.
5.3.4.4 Inferential Statistical Analyses for Univariate Skin Conductance Level Change by
Operating Mode and Robot Order
The univariate analysis for skin conductance level change for the first robot interaction did not
indicate any statistically significant main effects or interactions. The results indicated [F values <
1.37, and p values > .245].
5.4 Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) and Psychophysiology Correlation Analysis and Re-
sults
The last phase of the analysis process included determining if there were any statistically sig-
nificant correlations between the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) and the psychophysiology data
collected. There were four variables from the SAM assessments (ValR-Inuktun, ValR-Packbot,
Arous-Inuktun, Arous-Packbot) were evaluated for correlations with the eight psychophysiology
variables (HR-Inuktun, HR-Packbot, RA-Inuktun, RA-Packbot, RR-Inuktun, RR-Packbot, SCL-
Inuktun, SCL-Packbot). The correlation matrix with the statistically significant results highlighted
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Figure 35. Box plot for skin conductance level change-Robot1 by operating mode and robot order.
in yellow is displayed in Table 23. There were three statistically significant correlations: Arousal-
Inuktun was positively correlated with HR-Packbot [r = .21, p= .021, α = .05] with HR-Packbot
accounting for 4.41% of the variability in the Arousal-Inuktun, a small effect; ValenceR-Packbot
was positively correlated with HR-Packbot [r = .24, p= .010, α = .05] with HR-Packbot accounting
for 5.76% of the variability in ValenceR-Packbot, which was a small effect; and ValenceR-Packbot
was positively correlated with RR-Inuktun [r = .20, p= .021, α = .05] with RR-Inuktun accountin
for 4.00% of the variability in ValenceR-Packbot, which was a small effect. Although these corre-
lations were statistically significant there effects were small. The strongest correlation is between
the ValenceR-Packbot and HR-Packbot, and additionally this was the only statistically significant
correlation within the same robot.
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Table 23. Pearson correlation matrix for the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) assessments with the psychophysiology data.
HR-Inuktun HR-Packbot RA-Inuktun RA-Packbot RR-Inuktun RR-Packbot SCL-Inuktun SCL-Packbot
ValR-Inuktun r = -.10 r = .01 r = -.06 r = .02 r = -.04 r = -.04 r = .05 r = .06
p= .299 p= .950 p= .503 p= .832 p= .699 p= .665 p= .579 p= .590
ValR-Packbot r = -.17 r = .24 r = .05 r = .04 r = .20 r = .08 r = .04 r = .05
p= .071 p= .010 p= .614 p= .664 p= .021 p= .399 p= .622 p= .590
Arous-Inuktun r = -.10 r = .21 r = .04 r = .06 r = .15 r = .08 r = .04 r = .12
p= .257 p= .021 p= .685 p= .503 p= .097 p= .378 p= .699 p= .178
Arous-Packbot r = -.17 r = .05 r = .15 r = .13 r = -.03 r = -.08 r = -.02 r = .01
p= .067 p= .575 p= .104 p= .152 p= .721 p= .383 p= .869 p= .882
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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5.5 Summary
The most significant finding associated with the research question was the statistically sig-
nificant main effect for SAM arousal by operating mode. This result indicated that participants
reported being calmer when interacting with both the robots operating in the emotive mode com-
pared to those operated in the standard mode. There was a statistically significant three-way inter-
action for SAM valence recoded for robot, operating mode, and robot order. The results indicated
that there was a greater difference exhibited in how positively participants viewed their interac-
tions with the Packbot compared to the Inuktun in the emotive mode. Overall, participants viewed
their interactions with the Inuktun more positive than the Packbot, and in general were more pos-
itively and calmer to both robots when the Packbot was viewed first. The heart rate change had a
statistically significant two-way interaction; however the primary finding was that there appeared
to be a habituation effect that occurred during the second robot interaction regardless of the type
of robot and operating mode. There was a statistically significant two-way interaction for the res-
piration rate change by operating mode and order, in addition to a statistically significant two-way
interaction for robot by robot order. Participants exhibited a statistically significant difference in
respiration rate change for the emotive mode compared to the standard mode when the Inuktun
was viewed first. This was not apparent when the Packbot was viewed first. The results also in-
dicated that participants had an increase in their respiration rate change to the second robot they
experienced compared to the first robot regardless of the robot type. There appeared to be a ha-
bituation effect that occurred; therefore further analyses were conducted to evaluate the psycho-
physiological responses in the first interaction only. The only statistically significant finding was
that participants had an increase in respiration rate change for the Inuktun in the standard mode
and a slight decrease in the respiration rate change in the emotive mode. A correlation analysis
was conducted evaluating possible correlations between the SAM assessment data and the psy-
chophysiology data. There was only one important finding that was statistically significant for this
correlation analysis and that was between valence recoded Packbot and the heart rate change for
Packbot. A correlation analysis was performed to validate the valence and arousal dimensions of
the SAM assessment for use as an evaluation tool by the HRI community.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
The results from this research revealed several trends and insights associated with non-facial
and non-verbal social human-robot interaction, such as humans reported feeling calmer when in-
teracting with robots that were programmed to operate in an emotive mode, and they tend to cali-
brate their responses to robots based on their first robot encounter. Robots will play more signifi-
cant roles in our daily lives and it is important to gain a better understanding of how humans will
respond to these robots with which they will interact. This chapter discusses and interprets the re-
sults obtained from the human study associated with this research including coverage of the Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM), psychophysiology measurements, and the correlation between the
SAM and psychophysiology results. Additionally, there is a discussion of factors that may have
impacted the outcomes, suggested study improvements, appropriate study design, and open ques-
tions discovered as a result of the study.
6.1 Discussion of the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) Results
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) results were the most revealing and significant to this
study. As evidenced by the findings, it is apparent that non-facial and non-verbal affective expres-
sion does impact social human-robot interactions as related to the urban search and rescue appli-
cation and also applications where it is important to keep humans calm during social human-robot
interaction. This was observed strongly in arousal responses and also to some degree in the va-
lence responses of participants in the research study. This section discusses and interprets both the
valence and arousal results from the SAM assessments.
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6.1.1 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results for Valence-Recoded Responses by Ro-
bot, Operating Mode, and Robot Order
The most significant result associated with valence is the three-way interaction between ro-
bot (Inuktun and Packbot), operating mode (standard or emotive), and robot order (Inuktun first
or Packbot first). In all scenarios, the Inuktun was viewed more positively than the Packbot re-
gardless of operating mode (standard or emotive) and robot order (Inuktun First or Packbot First).
Participants overall responded more positively to the Inuktun compared with the Packbot, which
was expected. While completing their assessments after the robot interactions, approximately 25%
of the participants commented verbally they felt the Inuktun was “cute”. Additionally, they made
comments about the Inuktun having eyes (visible in the dark), and they felt more comfortable with
the Inuktun (See Figure 36).
Figure 36. Inuktun and Packbot in the initial simulated disaster site.
There was a statistically significant difference between how positively participants viewed
the Inuktun compared to the Packbot in both operating modes; however there was a more notable
difference observed in the Inuktun compared to the Packbot when programmed to operate in the
emotive mode and the Inuktun was viewed first followed by the Packbot. An explanation for this
might be that participants found the interactions with the Inuktun in the emotive mode as posi-
tive; however when interacting with the Packbot in the emotive mode following the Inuktun the
larger size and lack of visible facial features when the Packbot was operated in the dark may have
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come across as noticeably different, impacting participants’ responses. This difference may have
been more apparent in the emotive mode because both robots moved more slowly at similar speeds
and making it easier to distinguish the differences between the robots. In the standard mode, both
robots are moving quickly and the movements were erratic in nature, which may have distracted
participants from paying attention to the actual differences in the robots.
The sequence in which the robots appeared significantly impacted how positively participants
responded to both robots. If the Packbot was viewed first followed by the Inuktun, participants
rated the Inuktun as more positively than the Packbot in both modes. Specifically, if participants
viewed the Packbot first followed by the Inuktun, the scores significantly increased for the Inuk-
tun over their scores for the Packbot. Conversely, when the Inuktun was viewed first followed by
the Packbot, participants responded more positively to the Inuktun but the scores significantly de-
creased when the Packbot was viewed next. This effect held true in both operating modes. This
would indicate that participants had a calibration effect to the first robot with which they inter-
acted. As a result it is advisable that if two robots must be sent into a disaster situation, that the
larger, less maneuverable, and possibly more intimidating robot be sent in first and then partici-
pants will react less strongly to the following robots.
There were no statistically significant differences observed between the operating modes when
evaluating each individual robot. In other words, the responses were the same overall to the Inuk-
tun programmed to operate in the standard and the emotive mode; the same was true of the re-
sponses to the Packbot programmed to operate in the standard mode or emotive mode.
These results indicate that all three factors, operating mode, robot order, and robot type, have
significant effects on how positive or negative humans feel about their interactions with these par-
ticular robots and it may translate to other types of robots, though more research would need to be
conducted to make a definitive determination. These factors appear to be inter-related and should
be considered when developing robot systems and evaluating social human-robot interactions.
6.1.2 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results for Arousal Responses by Robot, Operat-
ing Mode, and Robot Order
One of the most significant findings in this study that supports the primary research question
(Can the use of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression provide a mechanism for natural-
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istic social interaction between a functional, appearance-constrained robot and the human with
which it is interacting?) was discovered in the SAM arousal results. Participants reported feeling
calmer when interacting with both robots in the emotive mode (M = 4.81) compared to interacting
with both robots in the standard mode (M = 3.95) on a scale of 0-excited to 8-calm. This indicates
that the movements, posture, orientation, and illuminated color can make a difference to social hu-
man-robot interaction when attempting to elicit a calming response from humans toward the robots
with which they may interact.
The results for the SAM arousal responses also indicated that there was a significant main ef-
fect for robot order. As evidenced by the results, participants were calmer overall to both robots
when they interacted with the Packbot first regardless of operating mode. This reinforces the idea
that humans calibrate their responses to robots based on their first interaction. If the Packbot is
viewed first the overall responses to both robots was M = 4.94, which was significantly calmer
compared to the responses to both robots when the Inuktun was viewed first M = 3.82.
One purpose of this study was to determine if there was a better way to operate robots used in
urban search and rescue (US&R) operations to keep victims calmer until assistance could arrive
to extract them from the disaster site. The results support that appropriate robot movements, pos-
ture, orientation, and illuminated color will aid in keeping victims calmer until help can arrive in
comparison to how robots have been typically operated in US&R training exercises.
6.2 Discussion of the Psychophysiology Results
The psychophysiology results were less forthcoming in relevance to the primary research
question as a measurement of arousal in this robot-human study. There were some small effects
that were discovered, but further studies need to be conducted and more detailed analyses are
needed to determine if there are any additional significant responses measured through psycho-
physiology. The discussion will cover results obtained from the heart rate (HR), respiration ampli-
tude (RA), respiration rate (RR), and skin conductance level (SCL) mean differences.
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6.2.1 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results for Heart Rate Mean Differences by Ro-
bot, Operating Mode, and Robot Order
There was a statistically significant two-way interaction effect discovered for HR mean differ-
ence by robot and robot order. The results indicate that whichever robot is viewed first, the heart
rate will display an increase, indicating arousal. As part of this interaction effect, an interesting
finding is that there is a significant drop in heart rate for the second interaction regardless of robot
and order (Inuktun second M = -3.18 and Packbot second M = -3.06). The drop is very similar for
both robots. This result would indicate that participants may have habituated to the second robot
interaction and the impact of the interaction was no longer significant. It appears that participants
became more comfortable with the second robot from a physiology perspective regardless of the
particular robot. This result led to performing another set of analyses for psychophysiology mea-
sures taking into consideration only participants’ responses to the first robot. Unfortunately, there
were no statistically significant findings discovered for HR mean difference from this analysis.
There was a trend that appeared that did approach significance for HR mean difference by operat-
ing mode, in which the heart rate mean difference for participants interacting with the robot in the
standard mode (M = .45) was slightly higher than participants who interacted with the robot in the
emotive mode (M = .03).
6.2.2 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results for Respiration Amplitude Mean Differ-
ences by Robot, Operating Mode, and Robot Order
There were no statistically significant results uncovered for respiration amplitude (RA) mean
difference. From these results it would appear that there was no significant difference in how
deeply participants were breathing during the robot interactions. It would be expected that dur-
ing high arousal participants would tend to breathe more shallowly; however this was not observed
in this study.
6.2.3 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results for Respiration Rate Mean Differences
by Robot, Operating Mode, and Robot Order
The most significant findings for psychophysiology were discovered in the respiration rate
(RR) mean differences. There was an operating mode by robot order effect for RR mean differ-
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ence that was statistically significant. If the Inuktun was viewed first in the standard mode there
was an increase in the RR mean difference (M = .97) indicating approximately one breath per
minute increase over the respiration rate observed during the second resting period compared to
the RR mean difference of the Inuktun viewed first in the emotive mode (M = .00), which indi-
cates no change in breaths per minute over their second resting period. This would indicate that
participants were calmer to the Inuktun in the emotive mode compared to the standard mode when
the Inuktun was viewed first. There was no significant difference in the respiration rate mean dif-
ference when the Packbot is viewed first regardless of operating mode. Participants appeared to
only exhibit different physiological response patterns to the Inuktun in the different operating
modes and not the Packbot. Further studies need to be conducted to determine if this is a consis-
tent pattern.
Additionally, there was a statistically significant two-way interaction effect observed for RR
mean difference by robot, and robot order. These results for this interaction were confusing. Re-
gardless of the operating mode or robot, whichever robot was viewed second, there was an in-
crease in respiration rate, with M = .68 when Inuktun was viewed second and M = .60 when the
Packbot was viewed second. Alternatively, there was a lower respiration rate for whichever robot
was viewed first during the interactions (M = .29 Inuktun and M = .19 Packbot). One possible ex-
planation for this trend would be that participants were habituating to the second robot interaction,
and became irritated with having to participate in another interaction causing an increase in the
respiration rate. Further research would need to be conducted to determine if this pattern of physi-
ological responses is consistent.
Further analysis was conducted evaluating respiration rate mean difference for only the first
robot interaction to determine if any additional statistically significant results were discovered.
There was a two-way interaction between robot and operating mode revealed. Participants who
experienced the Inuktun in the emotive mode saw a slight decrease in respiration rates over their
respiration rates during the second resting period (M = -.19) compared to participants who expe-
rienced the Inuktun in the standard mode saw an increase in respiration rates during their interac-
tion over the second resting period (M = .77). Though the difference is only about one breath per
minute, it is statistically significant. This trend would show that participants who experienced the
Inuktun in the emotive mode may have been slightly calmer than the participants who viewed the
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Inuktun in the standard mode. Unfortunately there is no statistically significant difference in the
respiration rates for those participants who experienced the Packbot for their first interaction re-
gardless of operating mode (M = .25 emotive mode and M = .13 in standard mode). There is no
definitive explanation for this trend at this time, and further studies would be required to determine
if this is a common trend.
6.2.4 Interpretation and Discussion of the Results for Skin Conductance Level Mean Dif-
ferences by Robot, Operating Mode, and Robot Order
There were no statistically significant results uncovered for skin conductance level (SCL)
mean difference. From these results it would appear that there was no significant difference in par-
ticipants’ sweating response during the robot interactions. It would be expected that during high
arousal that participants would tend to have an increase in sweat production on their hands and
feet; however this was not observed in this study.
6.3 Discussion of the Correlation Analysis for the Self-Assessment Manikin and Psycho-
physiology Results
Although there were three statistically significant correlations discovered between the SAM
and psychophysiology data, only one of the correlations appears to be meaningful. The statisti-
cally significant correlation for SAM Valence-Recoded Packbot (M = 5.96) was positively corre-
lated with the HR mean difference for Packbot (M = -1.23). This correlation suggests that if par-
ticipants view the Packbot more positively they experience an overall decrease in their heart rate to
the Packbot without considering operating mode or robot order. Overall there is not a strong corre-
lation observed between the responses reported by participants to the SAM assessments and their
physiological responses to the robots. More research needs to be performed in the use of psycho-
physiology measures in the human-robot interaction domain.
6.4 Discussion of Factors that may have Impacted the Results
There were three primary factors that may have influenced the results of this study. The first
is that participants appeared to feel too safe in the simulated disaster site during their interactions
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with the robots. The second factor is that participants were placed in the prone position during
their interactions with the robots. The third factor was the release of the Disney movie WALL-E
just prior to the start of the study. It is suspected that these three factors had a strong influence on
how participants responded to the robots during the two interactions.
6.4.1 Influence of Participants Feeling Too Safe
Psychophysiology measures levels of arousal and can only detect arousal when it is genuinely
present. Arousal responses the body feels are not something that can be simulated or consciously
manipulated. That is one of the justifications for using psychophysiology measurements in re-
search studies because participants cannot manipulate these measurements. The problem with this
study was that it appeared that many participants were feeling “too” safe in the simulated disas-
ter site during the robot interactions. Although the site was made to look as realistic as possible,
safety factors were put in place to make sure participants were not harmed in case of a problem
with the robots or if rubble should become dislodged. Participants were placed in a very sturdy
confined-space box that had a wood panel at the bottom edge of the box and wire mesh on the
front side of the confined-space box to prevent the robots from making contact with participants.
The mesh also assisted with keeping participants safe if rubble should become loose and fall from
the rubble pile. Additionally, the confined-space box was built to meet the 95th percentile for male
height, which resulted in the box not feeling as confined as it would be in a real disaster experi-
ence. Participants were placed on a closed cell foam mat inside the confined-space box which
may have been too comfortable to simulate what might be experienced in a real disaster. From
the video observations, it would appear the many of the participants were very relaxed during the
interactions which would have a significant influence on their physiological responses. There were
several participants who did show visible reactions to the robots; however those participants may
not have been a large enough portion of the overall sample size to have a significant impact on the
results. Analysis of the video data was not conducted as part of this dissertation.
An interesting phenomenon was observed during the preparation and the actual performance
of the study. In the development phase of the study, approximately eight to ten actual robotics stu-
dents and a robotics faculty member were used to test the effects of the confined-space site and the
interactions with the robots. The responses from the robotics students and robotics faculty member
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were actually stronger than the reactions of many of the participants in the study. This observation
was surprising. A possible reason for this difference in responses was that the robotics students
and the robotics faculty member were familiar with both the Inuktun and Packbot robots. They
had an understanding that situations can occur where robots can exhibit unexpected behaviors due
to operator errors, programming, and/or system problems. The robotics students and the robotics
faculty member were also aware of the power of these robots and the fact that if something would
happen to go wrong, that these robots could cause physical harm. This is especially true of the
Packbot robot due to its size, weight, and power. The study participants would not have this type
of knowledge and automatically assume when they participate in a study that their safety is in-
sured because of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) process required before any human study
can be performed. Therefore, participants did not necessarily feel as they might feel in an actual
disaster situation, which likely influenced their psychophysiology responses. It appears that the
participants of the study had an innate level of trust in the robots; however further exploration of
this possible phenomenon is required. Suggested improvements to overcome these issues will be
provided later in this chapter (See Section 6.5).
6.4.2 The Effect of Participants Placed in the Prone Position
Another possible factor that may have influenced the physiological responses of the partici-
pants was having them placed in the prone position. In typical psychophysiological studies, partic-
ipants are placed in a seated position and usually are given complicated mental tasks to perform.
There is no data on the effects of having participants placed in the prone position in psychophys-
iological studies; therefore it is difficult to know if this is an appropriate placement for obtaining
accurate psychophysiological measurements. Additionally, participants were not given any men-
tal tasks to perform and were in an observational mode of interaction when the recordings were
obtained. The impact of participant placement on physiological responses requires further explo-
ration.
6.4.3 The WALL-E Effect
Another factor that may have influenced participants’ responses was the release of the Disney
film WALL-E just prior to the start of this research study. This animated movie was a story about
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a functional trash compactor robot. The WALL-E robot had triangular shaped tracks and a box-
like appearance. It did have expressive eyes that appeared as a head on top of the robot body. The
WALL-E robot has features that are similar to the Inuktun robot (e.g., triangular shaped tracks,
box style body, polymorphic or shape-changing features, . . . ). An image of the Inuktun robot is
displayed in Figure 37. Images of the WALL-E robot can be viewed at the website:
http://adisney.go.com/disneyvideos/animatedfilms/wall-e/.
Figure 37. Angled view of the Inuktun Extreme-VGTV robot.
The Inuktun, especially when operated in the standard mode sounded very similar to the
WALL-E robot moving over rubble or gravel. The hard plastic tracks made a similar “clackety
clack” sound when moving across the hard surface floors in the simulated disaster site. Addition-
ally, the Inuktun in the emotive mode made rapid, erratic movements which could be compared
to the movements of the WALL-E robot. This was not intentional in the design; however it did re-
flect a similarity to the movie robot. The design of the standard movements were developed from
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observations of robot operators running robots in search and rescue training exercises. It was coin-
cidental that the movements closely resembled the movements of the WALL-E robot in the movie.
Approximately 25% of the participants, especially those who interacted with the Inuktun robot op-
erated in the standard mode commented on how “cute” the robot looked and that it reminded them
of WALL-E. Had there been a realization that this would be an issue, then screening would have
been done to determine if participants had viewed the movie prior to their interactions; however it
is expected that this would have dramatically reduced the participant pool and it was not advisable
to begin screening once the study was underway. It is suspected that participants did not react as
strongly to the Inuktun robot in the standard mode because of their association with the WALL-
E robot. In prior interactions with the Inuktun robot when it was approaching at face level with a
person laying in the prone position on the ground, the Inuktun was described at “creepy” in ap-
pearance. The reaction to the Inuktun in this research study was a strong departure from this pre-
vious reaction in many cases. It does appear that the WALL-E movie may have been a significant
factor the responses of participants to the Inuktun robot.
This factor does bring up an interesting question. Would victims be calmer if they could asso-
ciate the search and rescue robot with a robot that is known to them, such as WALL-E or R2D2?
Should these types of robots be designed to resemble known friendly robots? Can they be de-
signed and built to appear like a known robot and still perform their functional duties? Further
research needs to be performed to determine the answers to this, but it does appear from this study
that it could make a difference in victim responses.
6.5 Future Study Improvements
If this study were to be conducted again at a future date there are several improvements that
might make the results and their interpretation more evident. These improvements would be made
in the areas of the study and site design. It is expected that making these suggested improvements
would make it easier to identify which of the study factors have a significant impact on the results,
and improve participant responses by having an even more realistic environment.
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6.5.1 Suggested Study Design Improvements
A future research study would be improved by limiting the number of factors being evaluated.
In the current study, there was a within-subjects factor of robot, with two levels (Inuktun and Pack-
bot). By selecting only one type of robot to be used in the study it would limit the number of fac-
tors evaluated and make it easier to evaluate the results. The use of only one robot would remove
the influence of robot and robot order and would isolate the influence of operating mode, which
was the primary factor of interest. The study was originally conducted with two robots to deter-
mine if the results would extend to more than one robot instead of being robot specific; however in
this case, it seems to have complicated the analyses and results. Some of the results did extend to
both robots, though it made it much more difficult to isolate the impacts in some parts of the anal-
yses. Additionally, having participants interact with two robots resulted in a practice and/or habitu-
ation effect. After the initial interaction, the novelty appeared to dissipate and may have influenced
participants’ responses. This was especially evident in the psychophysiology results.
Another study design issue is related to the realism of the participants’ responses. The results
would be more evident if the level of realism was increased. This might be accomplished by hav-
ing participants view video footage from actual disaster situations just prior to the interactions
with the robots. If real video images were used just prior to interactions, it would influence the
frame of mind of the participants and make it easier for them to visualize what it might be like to
be in an actual disaster situation. Additionally, if there was some way to instill some level of phys-
ical discomfort that would be somewhat comparable to how they might feel in an actual disaster
situation, then the responses would be more similar to how a “real” victim might respond. Though
getting approval from the IRB for this type of physical discomfort might be difficult to obtain, it
would be invaluable to the study and the results would be more applicable to how actual victims
would respond.
From the knowledge gained from this study it is more evident what types of assessment ques-
tions would be valuable to ask in future studies. For example, it would be interesting to explore the
area of trust further and how that impacts the responses of participants to the robots. This is a re-
sult of the differences in responses between people experienced with robots and the participants of
this study.
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Additionally, removing the light blue lighting effect for the robots operated in the emotive
mode would allow the study focus to be on the robot movements, postures, and orientation. Al-
though there was little mention of the light blue lighting effect, it is difficult to determine if and/or
how much of an influence the lighting effect had on the results. By not including the light blue
lighting effect in a future study it would allow researchers to isolate the effects of the robot move-
ments, postures, and orientation. A separate study would need to be conducted to determine the
influence of color and colored lighting effects. This is an open area of research across disciplines
and does require further investigation. The results from this study did not indicate how much of an
impact the light blue lighting effect may have had on participants’ responses.
6.5.2 Suggested Site Design Improvements
There are several suggestions that might improve the realism of the simulated disaster site,
which could have a significant impact on the study results. If the study were repeated, the realism
of the site should be improved. The closer that a site can be to a real-world environment the better
the responses would reflect the actual situation. There are several design improvements that could
be made to the simulated disaster site. Those include sound effects, more confining space, and
increasing the discomfort level of participants in the study.
The study would be more realistic and would make it easier for participants to imagine what
they might feel like in an actual disaster situation if sound effects from an actual disaster event had
been played during the robot interactions. It was often difficult for the participants to imagine how
they might feel, when they could hear the sounds of instructors talking in the next room, doors
opening and closing, and students interacting in the other part of the laboratory.
Ideally, it would be most realistic to have the study conducted in an outdoor setting in a simu-
lated disaster setting like Disaster City, available at Texas A & M University; however due to the
use of psychophysiology measures in this study, it was essential to conduct the study indoors in
a temperature-controlled environment. There is a trade-off between using multiple measures of
evaluation, such as psychophysiology measures and the realism of an outdoor setting. It is unclear
if an indoor, temperature-controlled environment could be designed to resemble more closely an
actual disaster setting.
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The confined-space box that was used would need to be designed to be more confining and
less comfortable in future studies. The more confined a person feels the more likely they will be
able to put themselves into what they might feel in an actual disaster situation. The confined-space
box used in this study was just not confining enough to provide that level of realism. It also pro-
vided what participants may have perceived as a “safe” space to be placed; therefore resulting in
diminished responses to the robots with which they were interacting. The feeling of confinement
might have also been enhanced by placing a heavy feeling object on top of the person inside the
confined-space box such as a lead apron used in X-ray facilities. The lead apron would be heavy
enough that participants would feel as if they were not able to move and that would improve the
realism of the simulated disaster site.
The realism might also be improved by making the surface on which the participant is placed
less comfortable. In this study participants were placed on a closed cell foam pad that had a some-
what bumpy texture on it. The pad was firm but still provided participants with a certain level of
comfort from being placed directly on the floor or wood surface underneath. It would have pro-
vided some minor discomfort if the surface was more realistic and had some rocks or small rubble
in the area in which they were lying. This might have increased participants ability to imagine how
they would feel in an actual disaster setting invoking more realistic or natural responses that would
be detectable through the use of psychophysiology measures. The tricky part to this would be de-
termining if participants are reacting to this environment or the actual robot. Further research in
this area needs to be performed.
6.6 Appropriate Study Design
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is a rapidly advancing area of research, and as such there is a
growing need for strong experimental designs and methods of evaluation. This brings credibility
and validity to scientific research that involves humans as subjects as recognized in the psychology
and social science fields. Two primary issues observed in HRI studies is the lack of significant-
sized participant pools that closely represent the populations being studied and the lack of multi-
ple methods of assessment used to obtain convergent validity in HRI studies (Kidd and Breazeal,
2005), (Elmes, Kantowitz, and Roediger III, 2006), (Johnson and Christensen, 2004).
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Determining the appropriate sample size appears to be a challenge in human studies in HRI.
An a priori power analysis can be conducted to estimate the number of participants necessary for a
study. A power analysis is a statistical calculation that can be performed to determine the appropri-
ate number of participants needed for obtaining accurate and reliable results based on the number
of groups in the study, alpha level, expected effect size, and a certain level of statistical power.
There are typically tables in the appendices of most statistical books that will provide power anal-
ysis values. Additionally, there is software freely available online that will assist with this type of
calculation (e.g., G*Power3 – http://www.psycho.uni-duesseldorf.de/abteilungen/aap/gpower3/).
It was discovered in the research study associated with this dissertation that determining the
appropriate sample size was important to the success of the study. Many of the statistically sig-
nificant results discovered in this study had small effects and those effects may not have been dis-
covered had the sample size not been the appropriate size. This is the largest known sample size
reported in the literature for a human-robot study in a controlled environment. Additionally, the
sample size was large enough that the data for the second interaction could be removed and there
was still enough statistical power to run univariate analyses for the psychophysiological measures.
This would not have been possible if a power analysis was not performed to estimate the appro-
priate-sized participant pool. There have been studies such as those conducted at Carnegie Mellon
University with the roboceptionist that had a large number of participants (Makatchev, Lee, and
Simmons, 2009); however these were longitudinal observational studies and not controlled experi-
ments that manipulated specific factors.
The focus until recently in HRI was on the development of specific robotic systems and ap-
plications instead of methods of evaluation and metrics. Some methods of testing and evaluation
have been adopted and/or modified from such fields as human-computer interaction, psychology,
and social sciences (Kidd and Breazeal, 2005); however, the manner in which a human interacts
with a robot is similar but not identical to interactions between a human and a computer or a hu-
man interacting with another human. As robots become more prevalent in daily life, it will be in-
creasingly important to have accurate methods of evaluating how humans feel about their interac-
tions with robots and how they interpret the actions of the robots (Bethel et al., 2007b).
Another result of the research study associated with this dissertation is the validation of the
arousal and valence dimensions of the Self-Assessment Manikin, an assessment tool validated and
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used in the psychology community. By validating this measurement tool, it provides the HRI com-
munity with another tool for data collection in future human-robot studies. This was possible due
to the large sample size, and pre-planning in the study design phase, which allowed for the devel-
opment of two versions of the SAM assessments. Each question in the assessment was written in
a slightly different manner so that it would elicit similar responses from participants. A correla-
tion analysis revealed positive correlations between the two versions of the assessment, allowing
for the responses to be combined and averaged for ease of analyses and to validate the SAM as-
sessment for use in the HRI community. The questions developed for the two versions of the SAM
assessment were consistent with the original intent of the psychology version of this assessment;
however they were modified to be applicable to the HRI domain.
There are five primary methods of evaluation used for human studies in HRI: self-assessments,
behavioral measures, psychophysiological measures, interviews (structured and unstructured), and
task performance metrics (Kidd and Breazeal, 2005), (Bethel et al., 2007b), (Bethel et al., 2007a).
From the review of HRI literature it appears the most common methods utilized in HRI studies are
self-assessment, behavioral measures, or interviews. There is limited research in the use of psy-
chophysiological measures and task performance metrics. Each method has advantages and disad-
vantages; however disadvantages can be overcome by using more than one method of evaluation
(Kidd and Breazeal, 2005), (Bethel et al., 2007b).
The need for more than one method of measurement was evident when the psychophysiologi-
cal data in this study showed little in statistically significant results. Had that been the only source
of measurement utilized, the outcomes may have been very different. There are two other methods
of assessment which were not analyzed in this study. They are a structured audio recorded inter-
view and video observations. These methods of assessment will be analyzed at a later date.
The design of a quality research study for use in HRI applications that produces results that
are verifiable, reliable, and reproducible is a major challenge. The use of a single method of meas-
urement is not sufficient to interpret accurately the responses of participants to a robot with which
they are interacting. It is clear from previous studies conducted in HRI that standards need to be
established for conducting reliable and quality studies in which methods of measurement can be
validated for use by the HRI community. It is essential to use multiple methods of evaluation to
establish study validity. Additionally, it is important to determine the appropriate sample size nec-
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essary to obtain statistically significant results. This can be accomplished with careful planning
and utilizing study design techniques, which are customary in the psychology and social science
communities. A set of recommendations for conducting human studies in HRI is presented in the
Conclusions of this dissertation as a contribution of this research See Chapter 7 on page 139.
6.7 Open Research Questions Resulting from the Study
The field of HRI is growing and evolving; however there remains many open questions that
require further investigation. The results from this study indicate that body movements, postures,
orientation, and possibly illuminated color can make a difference in naturalistic human-robot in-
teractions when the goal is to elicit a calming response. Further research needs to be conducted
to determine if these effects can be extended to other social human-robot interactions. There are
three main questions that were revealed while performing this research study: Can illuminated col-
ored lighting effects be used effectively to convey affect and for naturalistic social human-robot
interactions? Can the use of non-verbal sounds, tones, and/or music be used as an effective method
of affect expression for a naturalistic human-robot social interaction? and What impact does the
inter-agent distance or proximity zone have on social human-robot interaction?
Some initial research has been conducted with this research study on the use of the light blue
lighting effect on the under-carriage of the robots in the emotive mode. The way the study was
designed, it was difficult to isolate the influence of this mechanism for affective expression in so-
cial human-robot interaction. Across disciplines, there seems to be very little research associated
with the impact of color and how particular colors are associated with and/or elicit a particular
emotional response. Light blue was selected for this study based on research conducted by Ar-
gyle (1975) on color and its association with a calming effect. However one participant mentioned
that he felt the light blue light was cold and uncaring, and he would have preferred a warm yellow
lighting effect. This would lend support to the need for further research into the effects of color
on human-robot interactions. Additionally, this would need to be evaluated from a cross-cultural
perspective since different cultures interpret colors differently.
There is little research in the use of different sounds, tones, and/or music as a method of con-
veying affect for a naturalistic social human-robot interaction. The primary example of the use of
sounds to convey affect are seen in the movies. From various conversations over the years, it ap-
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pears that whether people have viewed the Star Wars movies or not, they can easily recognize the
sounds and tones made by the robot R2D2 in that series of movies. From those sounds and tones
people seem to be aware of when R2D2 was alarmed, calm, and angry. This is an area of research
that requires considerable investigation. There may be situations in which non-verbal communi-
cation in the forms of sounds, tones, and/or music may be preferrable to the use of verbal com-
munication, such as to keep victims calm for the many hours it takes to extract them after a robot
locates them or with autistic children who may be overwhelmed by direct verbal communication.
This area of research definitely requires further investigation.
There has been preliminary research associated with the impact of inter-agent distances or
proximity on how a robot behaves with the human with which it is interacting. The research asso-
ciated with this dissertation has addressed this from a preliminary perspective, but further work is
definitely needed in this area to evaluate the effectiveness of all non-facial and non-verbal meth-
ods of evaluation by proximity zone. This work performed an initial evaluation of the use of body
movements, postures, and orientation by proximity zone and additionally determined that illumi-
nated color can be effective and used in the intimate proximity zone which was uncertain prior to
this human-robot study.
6.8 Summary
As evidenced by the results, participants reported feeling calmer to robots operated in the
emotive mode; they viewed their interactions with the Inuktun more positively compared to in-
teractions with the Packbot; and they were calmer and viewed their interactions more positively to
both robots when they interacted with the Packbot first followed by the Inuktun. There were lim-
ited significant results associated with heart rate and respiration rate mean differences; however the
other physiological results were not statistically significant. There were three primary factors that
impacted the results. Participants may have felt too safe, participants were placed in a prone posi-
tion, and participants may have been familiar and comfortable with the WALL-E robot since the
movie was released just prior to the start of the study. There is a discussion of suggested study de-
sign and site improvements, and some open research questions discovered as part of this research.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The research conducted as part of this dissertation will impact not only the human-robot in-
teraction (HRI) community but also the robotics community as a whole. It is inevitable that robots
will become a part of our daily lives in many forms, and it is imperative that the HRI community
determine how these robots will interact in a socially appropriate manner with humans. The con-
tributions of this research focus on the use of non-facial and non-verbal methods of affective ex-
pression for social human-robot interaction as it relates to the urban search and rescue domain.
This chapter presents significant conclusions and contributions resulting from this research which
includes significant results, a set of prescriptive recommendations for using non-facial and non-
verbal affective expression by proximity zone, and recommendations for designing, planning, and
executing human-robot studies. There is a brief discussion presented of immediate and long-term
future research goals.
7.1 Significant Conclusions and Contributions
This section presents significant results and contributions resulting from this research. The
results discussed are directly related to the significance of non-facial and non-verbal affective ex-
pression for use in social human-robot interaction. Significant contributions of this work includes
a set of prescriptive recommendations for the appropriate use of non-facial and non-verbal affec-
tive expression by proximity zone; validation of the valence and arousal dimensions of the Self-
Assessment Manikin for use in human-robot interaction studies; and a set of practical recommen-
dations for designing, planning, and executing human-robot interaction studies. Additionally, there
is an archival data set available for further exploration.
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7.1.1 Importance of Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affective Expression for Social Human-
Robot Interaction
Participants were calmer to robots that were programmed to operate in the emotive mode com-
pared to those programmed to operate in a standard mode. This result implies that non-facial and
non-verbal methods of affective expression through the use of robot body movements, posture, ori-
entation, and color does have an impact on naturalistic social human-robot interactions in non-an-
thropomorphic, appearance-constrained robots when the goal is to elicit a calming response. The
research associated with this dissertation was the first comprehensive, large-scale use of non-facial
and non-verbal affective expression methods in appearance-constrained non-anthropomorphic ro-
bots. Although more research needs to be performed, the results in this initial study do imply that
the way a robot moves, the postures it displays, and its orientation can make a significant differ-
ence in how humans respond to the robot with which they are interacting, specifically in the urban
search and rescue domain and in other domains requiring a calming response from humans inter-
acting with robots. It is less clear if there is an impact from the illuminated light blue neon lighting
effect on calming participants. The colored neon light was visible to participants; however it is not
clear if it elicited a calming response. Further research needs to be conducted related to the impact
of color and more specifically illuminated color on social human-robot interactions.
7.1.2 The Calibration Effect for First Robot Encounters
From this research, it is evident that participants calibrate their responses based on their first
encounter with a robot. It is important to consider this when integrating robots into different en-
vironments with humans. In the study, if participants viewed or interacted with the robot that was
perceived as more negative, in this case the Packbot, they viewed both robots more positively and
were calmer to both robots; whereas if they interacted with the “cute” robot first (Inuktun) they
responded more negatively and excited to both robots but especially the Packbot as evidenced by
the SAM valence and arousal results (Refer to Chapter 5 on page 79 and Chapter 6 on page 121).
From these results it appears that in the search and rescue domain if humans are required to in-
teract with two different types of robots it is better to have them interact with the robot that may
be perceived more negatively first, followed by the second interaction which will be viewed more
positively.
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7.1.3 Prescriptive Recommendations for Non-Facial and Non-Verbal Affective Expression
Based on Proximity Zone
As part of this research a set of prescriptive recommendations were developed for determin-
ing what method of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression was appropriate to use based
on the inter-agent distance or proximity between the robot and the human with which it is interact-
ing. These prescriptive recommendations form a de facto toolbox, which provides one mechanism
for roboticists to add affect retroactively to a robot through software changes, reducing or elimi-
nating the need for physical modifications or designing a new robot. These methods of affective
expression can be used in both non-anthropomorphic, and anthropomorphic robots to add affective
expression through body movements, postures, orientation, illuminated color, and/or sound. It is
recommended that further investigative studies be conducted to confirm the recommendations for
illuminated color and sound. That will be discussed more fully in the future work section later in
this chapter.
7.1.4 Validation of the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) as an Assessment Tool for Human-
Robot Interaction Studies
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) is an assessment tool that has been validated and used
by the psychology community for many years to measure valence, arousal, and dominance re-
sponses from participants in human studies (Bradley and Lang, 1994) and now as a result of this
research, the valence and arousal dimensions have been validated as an assessment tool for use
in the HRI community. The SAM assessment was rephrased to correspond to the human-robot
interaction domain. Two versions of the SAM assessment were developed with the verbage mod-
ified slightly between the two versions so that each assessment would elicit similar responses for
validation purposes. The two versions of the assessment were designed to be consistent with the
intent and content of the original SAM assessment. A correlation analysis was performed to de-
termine if the responses could be combined and averaged for ease of analyses and for validation
purposes. The results exhibited positive correlations between the two versions for each robot in-
teraction; therefore the responses to both assessments were combined and averaged for analysis
purposes. In the human-robot study associated with this research, the results from participants’
responses supported the validity of this assessment tool for use in the HRI community. The domi-
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nance dimension was not validated in this research because approximately 25% of the participants
verbally reported that the questions associated with this dimension were confusing. The questions
for this dimension either need to be revised or another assessment tool is needed to evaluate the
dominance dimension.
7.1.5 Recommendations for Designing, Planning, and Executing Human-Robot Interaction
Studies
Planning, designing, and executing a human study for HRI can be challenging; however with
careful planning many of these challenges can be overcome. There are two main improvements
that need to be made in human-robot studies conducted in HRI and those are (1) having large sam-
ple sizes to represent appropriately the population being studied, and so that small to medium ef-
fects can be determined with statistically significant results; and (2) the use of multiple methods of
evaluation to establish reliable and accurate results that will have convergent validity. From the ex-
perience gained in completing this large-scale, complex human-robot study associated with this re-
search, recommendations were developed that fall into three categories: (A) Experimental Design
Recommendations, (B) Recommendations for Study Execution, and (C) Other Recommendations.
7.1.5.1 Experimental Design Recommendations
These recommendations are provided to assist in the planning and design of large-scale, com-
plex human studies in HRI. They will assist researchers with the development of a comprehensive
experimental design that should provide successful study results.
• Determine the most appropriate type of study for the hypotheses being investigated using ei-
ther a within-subjects, between-subjects, or mixed-model design. The within-subjects design
increases power and reduces error variance; however, a potential problem is habituation and
practice effects. The mixed-model design has some factors that are within-subjects and some
are between-subjects. An important issue to consider is that in mixed model designs; partici-
pants should be randomly assigned to the between-subjects factor(s) and that the order or se-
quence the factors are presented are counterbalanced.
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• Perform an a priori power analysis to estimate the appropriate number of participants required
for the study in order to have a better opportunity to obtain statistically significant results that
are valid, reliable, and accurate. This can be accomplished through power analysis tables or
freely available software. An a priori power analysis is based on the number of groups in the
study, the effect size, the alpha level, and the desired statistical power. It is recommended to
add a few more participants to the estimated number to account for problems with data, par-
ticipant cancellations that cannot be rescheduled, and participants who do not complete the
study.
• Determine the best methods of evaluation for the hypotheses being investigated; however, it
is recommended that at least two or more methods should be utilized in order to obtain con-
vergent validity in the study. The results from a study with multiple methods of evaluation
are viewed as more reliable and accurate. Additionally, by incorporating multiple methods of
evaluation it will overcome the inherit problems found with each method of evaluation. No
one method is sufficient for measuring accurately participants’ responses.
• Design an environment or study space that closely reflects the real-world that is being tested
for more natural participant responses. If a real-world environment is not possible for testing,
then ensure the test environment is as high fidelity as possible with the use of props, lighting,
and/or sound effects. This will need to be within IRB allowable standards of acceptable partic-
ipant treatment. When conducting psychophysiology studies using skin conductance response,
it is essential to have a temperature-controlled environment.
• Whenever possible perform the study with more than one type of robot. This will help with
generalizing results across different robot types versus results that are specific to a particular
robot. The results will be more useful to the HRI and robotics community if more than one
robot type is utilized.
These recommendations should assist HRI researchers in determining the the best approach to
designing a comprehensive study and increase the probability of obtaining statistically significant
study results. For study success it is essential to have an appropriate sample size and to use at least
two or more methods of evaluation.
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7.1.5.2 Recommendations for Study Execution
The following recommendations are provided to HRI researchers to facilitate the execution
of the experimental design for the study. These recommendations will assist in revealing poten-
tial flaws in the experimental design so that corrections can be implemented resulting in a smooth
running, efficient study. However, even with the best designs you can expect equipment failures,
participants and assistants arriving late or not at all, and other pitfalls. The key is to have contin-
gency plans in place and anticipate worst case scenarios because they do occur.
• Develop a written study protocol of all instructions, assessments with ordering, participant
tasks in order of execution, timing of events, coordination of data collection, and any associ-
ated activities. This document will be used when preparing IRB paperwork, creating instruc-
tions for participants, and preparing informed consent documents.
• Perform multiple test runs of the planned study protocol until all glitches and problems have
been discovered and resolved and there is a smooth running system in place. Developing a
checklist system for the researcher and research assistants is recommended once the study
execution is finalized.
• Make sure that there is redundancy in all equipment that is required for the study because fail-
ures are common. Test and verify that backup equipment is working properly so that faulty
equipment can be replaced immediately.
• Always prepare for and expect equipment failures, participants and/or research assistants not
arriving at their designated times, or just about anything else that might unexpectedly occur.
Having contingency plans in place such as redundant equipment, double scheduling volun-
teer assistants or establish an on-call list, and develop an on-call list for participants who are
available on short notice.
• Always allow time for study delays, participants arriving late, and/or equipment failures that
may cause the cancellation of participants and delay of the overall study.
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7.1.5.3 Other Recommendations
The following are recommendations for the recruitment of participants and volunteer research
assistants and are based on our experiences and may not apply to all researchers and universities.
They were excellent resources for our particular study and we are aware of similar programs avail-
able at many United States and European universities and institutions.
• A good source of recruiting quality volunteer research assistants is from an Honors College or
Program if available at the university or institution. Additionally, pre-medical and psychology
students often have volunteer hours requirements and will volunteer their time to fulfill these
requirements.
• Recruiting participants to reach the estimated number required by the power analysis requires
multiple methods of contact such as flyers posted across campus; word of mouth to friends,
family, and associates; offering incentives such as door prizes, pay for participation, and extra
credit in courses for participation; signing up for research study participant pools through the
psychology department on campus if offered.
Conducting human studies can be challenging and also very rewarding. Careful planning and
design can make the experience more positive and successful. Following the above recommenda-
tions should improve the chances of having a successful study with accurate and reliable statis-
tically significant results. Through the use of appropriate sample sizes and multiple methods of
evaluation, convergent validity should be obtained. Readers are directed to (Elmes, Kantowitz, and
Roediger III, 2006), (Johnson and Christensen, 2004), (Stevens, 1999) for further reference.
7.1.6 Archival Data Set
Another significant contribution of this research is an extensive archival dataset. The data con-
sists of multiple self-assessments that were not analyzed as part of this dissertation, psychophys-
iology data, video data of each participant from four different camera angles, and audio recorded
structured interview files. This data can be analyzed from different perspectives to evaluate various
research questions.
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7.2 Future Work
There are several immediate and long-term goals associated with future work for this research.
The immediate goals focus on further analyses of the data collected from this research study.
Long-term goals address items that require further investigation over the next five years or longer.
7.2.1 Immediate Future Research Goals
In the immediate future, further analyses needs to be conducted with the current data col-
lected. These analyses include the coding of video-recorded behavioral data, transcription and
analysis of the audio-recorded structured interview, and analysis of the psychophysiology data for
heart rate variability, respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), interbeat interval (IBI), and also skin
conductance response (SCR).
Behavioral coding will be conducted by independent raters at a later time. Coding will be per-
formed using the Noldus coding system for positive, neutral, and negative responses of the par-
ticipants to the robots. Positive coding would include an orientation toward the robot, smiling
expression, relaxed body posture or motions. Negative coding will include frowning, flinching
movements, movements that retreat away from the robot, and tightening of muscles. Neutral cod-
ing includes no facial or body expressions present. The audio recorded structured interview data
will need to be accurately transcribed and analyzed through qualitative evaluation methods.
Heart rate reactivity needs to be calculated using the difference between the baseline and
evoked ECG readings. The interbeat interval (IBI) series will be derived from the ECG and will
be hand corrected for artifacts and ectopic beats using the QRSTool and CMET software (available
at http://www.psychofizz.org) (Allen, 2002), (Allen, Chambers, and Towers, 2007).
7.2.2 Long-Term Future Research Goals
Long-term future research needs to expand upon this seminal work on non-facial and non-
verbal affective expression with appearance-constrained non-anthropomorphic robots in three
primary directions. First, it would be beneficial to develop non-verbal expressions, tones, and/or
music that will be unique to each particular type of robot (e.g., snake style robots, legged robots,
and even unmanned aerial vehicles that might be used for crowd control). This will also provide
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another method of social human-robot interaction. Additionally, human-robot studies need to be
performed to confirm the prescriptive recommendations for sound by proximity.
Second, there needs to be continued exploration of movements, postures, and orientation for
affective expression using different types of robots and for use in different domains and applica-
tions. Additionally, it would be useful to develop a taxonomy of movements and postures that can
be applied to particular affective expressions, similar to the taxonomy of facial expressions devel-
oped by Breazeal (2002) for her robot Kismet.
Third, there needs to be an in-depth study of the use of color to express affect in robots and
agents and to elicit responses from the humans with which they are interacting. Additional hu-
man-robot studies need to be conducted to confirm the prescriptive recommendations for the use
of color by proximity. As appearance-constrained non-anthropomorphic robots become an inte-
gral part of our society it is imperative to explore how they will impact and interact with humans.
Even though this research was focused on appearance-constrained non-anthropomorphic robots,
the concepts will be applicable to anthropomorphic robots and other agents as well.
All of the aforementioned research developments will need to be tested either in a high fidelity
lab setting or in field environments to simulate real-world interactions and responses. This will
require researchers to design and conduct complex, comprehensive, and large-scale human-robot
and human-computer interaction studies to test new developments and measure the responses of
the humans that will be interacting with the robots and any new technology. These types of studies
are essential to bring credibility to the research areas of HRI, HCI, and robotics.
7.3 Summary
The most significant result of this research is that participants reported feeling calmer when
interacting with robots programmed to operate in an emotive mode through the use of appropriate
body movements, postures, orientation, and illuminated light blue neon lighting. Another finding
of importance is that participants appear to calibrate their responses to robots based on their first
robot encounter. As part of this research a set of prescriptive recommendations were developed
for determining the appropriate use of non-facial and non-verbal affective expression by proxim-
ity zone. These recommendations can be applied retroactively through software implementation
reducing or eliminating the need for physical modification of a robot or designing a new robot.
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Additionally this work validated the valence and arousal dimensions of the Self-Assessment Mani-
kin for use as a measurement tool for future human-robot interaction (HRI) studies. A practical set
of recommendations is presented for designing, planning, and executing human-robot studies in
HRI. There is a discussion of immediate and long-term research goals as part of future work.
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Appendix A Copyright Permissions
The following are permissions granted by Thought Technology Ltd. to use images for sensor
placement from their online ProComp5 Inifiti Manual (pages 25, 30, and 33) located at
http://www.thoughttechnology.com/manual.htm. Refer to Figures 38 and 39.
Figure 38. Letter of permission for use of copyrighted material from Hal Myers, Ph.D., President
of Thought Technology Ltd.
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Appendix A (Continued)
Figure 39. Electronic e-mail permission for use of copyrighted material from Lawrence Klein,
Vice President of Thought Technology Ltd.
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Appendix B IRB Letters for Human Subjects Clearance
The following are the original and continuing review approval letters from the University of
South Florida’s Division of Research Integrity and Compliance Institutional Review Board. The
original approval period was from 11/29/2007 through 11/27/2008 and the continuing review ap-
proval period is from 11/18/2008 through 11/17/2009. The IRB number for this research study is:
106255.
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Figure 40. Institutional Review Board approval letter for initial review for IRB 106255 (page 1 of
2).
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Figure 41. Institutional Review Board approval letter for initial review for IRB 106255 (page 2 of
2).
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Figure 42. Institutional Review Board approval letter for continuing review for IRB 106255 (page
1 of 2).
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Appendix B (Continued)
Figure 43. Institutional Review Board approval letter for continuing review for IRB 106255 (page
2 of 2).
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